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PHOTS OF
SALES TAX

CITY

AND

PRIZE FIGHTER, 40,
ENTERS HARVARD U.

SEE

Feb. 15.
Frederick R. (Kid) Wedge
40
of Prescott, Ariz.,
years old,
former lumberjack and prize
was
to Haradmitted,
fighter,
vard university as a student of
tho graduate school of educacome
He had
tion
today.
across the country in freight
cars to register, only to find
that he was uncertain of admission.
Wedge's admission to Harvard marks the latest step in
his fight for an education.
After battling his way out of
the Wisconsin lumber camps
by his boxing prowess, he became a fairly successful participant in battles of the prize
Colorado
ling in Nebraska,
and other western states. Then
of the
influence
under the
young woman who became his
wife, he turned to obtaining
an education, securing a degree from the University of
Arizona, and acting for a year
as principal of a high school at
Cambridge,
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FOR THEIR PLA
Report Progrsss. in Cam- -;
paign to Have Scheme
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at Indianapolis
Delegates
Devote Most of the Day
to Debating the Union's
Internall Troubles.
(By The Aasocinlcd
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Secretary of the Treasury
C an Be Arrested For

Retaining the Place,
Georgia Senate States.
(By The Afcenrinted Trc.)
Feb. 15.

Pre.)

Feb. 15.
Indianapolis,
lnd.,
Marked by the preliminary victory
of Alexander Howat, deposed chief
of tho Kansas union miners, in his
fight for union reinstatement of
himself and his exiled followers,
the convention of the United Mine
Workers of America today abruptly
stopped work, delaying until to-- morrow final decision whether
would consider the expulsion or'
of International President Jo)'
ijcwis ana otner aumiiiistrau
?
Ulcers.
In the stormy session to,
tit
ling which Mr. Lewis dc
. re
Jhis hie hud been tin'
)
tne
peatedly during
days,
themthe delegates uimust,
selves entirely to
the un-

FOR

OTHER HUMANS, SAYS

Mass.,

OFFICE-WfiTS-

"SENTIMENT
11

Now York, Feb. 15. Asserting that there were in the
movies men an women whom
all would be glad to have In
their families, David W. Griffith, motion picture producer,
today warned the Advertising
Club of New York against
"the power of the sincere fanatical minorits'."
In a speech which followed
close upon the churcr debate
between Rev. Dr. John Roach
Stratum and Willinm A. lirady,
theatrical potentate, upon tho
relative, moral standing of pastors and stage folk. Mr. Griffith declared no defense of the
movies was necessary.
"Shall wo attack the banks
when a banker gets into the
or the
church
newspapers,
when a minister gets into the
he asked.
"In
newspapers?"
this morning's paper I saw
that a priest had been arrested, charged with the murder of
his brother.
A few days ago
I read that the records of th.i
Atlanta penitentiary
showed
three minister inmates to each
actor.
"Xeither tho actor nor the
minister should be in prison.
It doesn't mean
anything
against tho religion of Christ
if occasionally a minrkter falls
from grace. Tho moving picture people are just the same
as all tho other humans who
peoplo this earth."
j

REDUCTION

II

NIL EXPENSES
STRENGTH

Secretary
Washington,
lidshipmcn To Be GraduMellon is holding the office of secated Next June May Be
retary of the. treasury in violation
of tho law and can be arrested for
,
Turned
Back to Civil Life
retaining tho place if any one sees
fit to swear out a warrant charg- Without
Commissions,
'
tng him with the offense, Senator
CONGRESS IS WITHOUT
Watson, democrat, Georgia, de- DENBY'S ESTIMATE IS
clared In the senate late today.
WORD FR0M PRESIDENT
Tho law which Mr. Mellon is vioLIKELY TO BE PRUNED
lating, Senator Watson said, prohibits the secretary of the treasSome Representatives Sugury from engaging in any kind of
.Figure Mentioned As the
business or commerce.
gest Slashing the Annual;
Most Probable to Be Set
Senator Watson told the senate
Bills
Appropriation
that Mr. Mellon could be lm- By the Framors of Bill
Prescott.
we
si
fit"
and
a
time
peached "any
Provide the Money,
"Our delay in admitting Mr.
read to tho sennto the prevision of
Is
$250,000,000,
Dean
Wedge,"
Henry W.
section 243 of the revised statutes
(By The Asiorlated PreM.)
Holmes of the school of eduwhich he declared expressly for- solttf The A'xnrl.ited Pres.)
15.
The
Washington. Fe).
cation at Harvard said today,
bids Mr. Mellon to retain his place.
Washington, Feb. 15. The heuse
diers' bonus question was tonight
"has had absolutely nothing to
of- in
declared
He
that
by
staying
internal
troub.
naval committee, in trying to disdo with the fact that ho was ion's
Eti!l very much in tho air.
fice, the secretary was violating
Lewis' Vain A)..eal.
cover some way of reducing approformerly a prize tighter. His
the law, adding that it wna genA
Congress was Without any offi- Mi
s
vaiu
mude
by
appeal
for an
remarkable struggle
priations for the naval establishcial word from President Harding
erally known that Mr. Mellon wis
Lewis to direct the delegates to the
education
counted In his favor.
ment next year, was repi rted toone of the wealthiest individuals
as to his views on the subject and,
question. He referred to tho
iwage
was
to
due
other threatened coal strike on April 1
in tho country.
"The delay
day to have agreed informally to
meantime the committees which
his
record
The
tho
assertions
I
questions concerning
by
as "seemingly inevitable," and pic
recommend that tho first claas at
'tit
have been handling
;,i
the problem
senator were made in connection
and qualifications."
tured tho miners as a vast army
Annapolis be graduated in June, bo
continue to mark time.
nc- Revcral
on
with
tho
was
turned back to civil lite without
speeches
on
eve
to
asked
that
the
stop
Among senators and representacompllshments of the two major
of battle to "wash its own dirty
commissions in the navy.
tives generally, there was considHe
informed
the
political parties.
linen." Ho contended Mr. Howat
Although members declined to
erable privato discussion and consenate In the course of his rediscuss this proposal it is underthe union's law in seeking
IN aviolated
CHARGED
jecture with tho revival on the
marks that tho law, now listed as
stood that such a recommendation
direct appeal to the convention.
house side of talk about a slashing
section 243, was passed in (he liirt
"Tho only issue here," said
of annual appropriation bills ns a
probably will be made, aicng with
the further proposal that the num- congress in the United States, nn-means of providing the necessary
Howat, in his appeal, "is whether
ai
that during tho administration of
we are entitled to a fair and imto De admitted to tho
finances for the bonus.
h
H
H
H
U!
i
h year be reduced from
President Grant, A. T. Stewart had
partial trial."
Studying Pro)Kisnl.
his
Mrs.
and
who
was
Schwartz
Clara
Sielckcn.
bride,
Joseph
withdrawn after being named secfor each member of con
Further, the Kansas leader arlaJUIIULkl lUUivetotwo
Representative Mondell, Wyom,l
gress. Secretary Denby proposed
retary of tho treasury when attengued that to follow the course held
ing, and some other leaders in the
was
Russian
tion
called
Joseph
baritone
to
the
Schwartz,
Lewis
would
the
reduction
with
be cut on a
'hat
house were understood to be giving
President
the
Asnecessary by
provisions
Chicago Opera
allotment from five to
'result in the expelled miners' c'ise sociation, has given the operatic world its latest thrill. Ho surprised of the act.
this proposal close study. Mr.
SAYS
his
friends
three.
Senator Watson asked Penatoi
Mondell called at the White House
recently by marrying Mrs. Clara Sieleken. wealthy widow
'going again to union officials, who,
Mrs. Sieleken inherited J4, 000,000 ffom her Heflin, democrat, Alabama, for his
ihe said, "had kicked us out of the of the "coffee king."
I'rge Dropping of Class.
early in the day but did not see the
late
husband
and
There are about 640 members of
on
devoted
has
unicn."
will
much
tho
of
"what
said
her
thai
opinion
lie
to
life
afterwards
president.
people
charitable work
of
Mr.
Howat's
think
decision
the
our
Lewis'
that
the supply measures would be exTim
way
Aunrlntrd
government
PreM.)
(By
Father de Lorme Lays Aside
Is being run when a criminal, unto determine
a
amined
appeal was out of order was overBoston, Mass., lob. 15. Comcarefully
ridden by the convention on a risconvicted but disob"ying the penwhether much of the sum needed
in the
urging that the enof Ilpetition
Vestments, Dons Civil committeeman
tire class be dropped,
declared
for the bonus could not be obtainalty openly and notoriously, coming vote of 977 to 864, but the adlicit liqur.r lias forced the price
IS
forces
ministration
ed from that direction.
ian Clothes and Is Com- innl decision on this question wo.'ld
immediately
mitting a crime, is left in chario
from 50 cents to 15 cents a
be reached at the earliest possible
countered with a demand for a roll
of our national funds ind thi re.
This proposition met .with condrink in the last year, Boston
to Jail.
mitted
time in order to let the mid.mlp-mc- n
of
the
call
of
siderable response from members
contending
debts
of
delegates,
elev.;n billion
funding
police captnTn today oll the
knew whether they could exof the house, where apparently
dollars."
that 125 Howat followers who were
legislative committee on legal
Aaanelnted
The
(tly
not entitled to vote, had been
pect to remain on the government
there is a growing desire to pu' the
Senator Heflin said that SenaPre..)
affairs.
Pro15.'
Feb.
Montreal,
Que.,
to
were
counted
the
bonus through. There
tor Waton had shown (hat Secrepayroll.
suggespreliminary
give
The officers declared that
d
innocence, the ltev.
While the committee continued
tions that as a result of tho agreevictory to the Kansas leader.
tary Mellon was violat:L; ihe law testingDehis I,orme,
fruit stands ami grocery stores
Catholic priest, today to hear naval experts teli of
ment for a naval holiday as much
Roll Call Delayed.
and that It was time for senators
were" now coiriiotliist
with
dethe
with
his
was
charged
the
needs for the next fiscal year
murder
rf
The roll call, however,
as $200,000,000 could be cut from
to speak out.
l:ar rooms In the sale of had
half brother, Raoul, an Ottawa uni- under what they described as iho
the naval bill ..and that another
layed until tomorrow by the adop- c
and
that
llqm.r,
proprietors
versity student, tonight pleaded to "treaty navy" house members were
tion of a motion of Frank Farring-tlarge sum could be saved by cutCHILDREN IN CITIES
disposed of their wares withbe tried as soon as possible.
n, the Illinois leader and Howat's
car.Vassing among themselves in
ting down the size of the army. Mr.
or so. The
to
out
rcsnrd
age
"I know that I would be found an effort to find how much could
who
not
were
chief suporter,
Mondell and other leaders
protested
ARE
HEALTHIER
men
the
who
THAN
sold
tlra
drinks,
of
innocent
tho
esticut from Secretary Denny's esticredentials
te
until
charge
against
me,"
the
make
to
DeAlabama Power Company
prepared, however,
against voting
Opposition
officers said. In many instauc.
mate of $350,000,000 fcr the fiscal
committee h"d completed its work
mates until a more careful study of
IN COUNTRY he Asaid.
THOSE
cs were safe blowers, pick
In
case
in
and
tho
to
the Senate
preliminary hearing
of determining who was entitled
year. On nil sides it was admitted
velops
the subject had been made.
Regarded as Formidable
was set for February 21.
pockets and former crinii-nal- s.
that the drive for a reduction from
vote as delegates.
known to
With the executive
Th A.cliitccI Pres..)
(By
Bill
Fate
of
Is
Rival
the
The prisoner, who had lain aside that figure was gaining heauway,
Ford for GovVery
After adjournment, both sides
look with disfavor upon either the
Chicago, Feb. 15. More than
Fletcher Irnnno, c'mlrman
vestments and donned civilian although rfiiany leaders insisted tint
tax program,
were busy campaigning among the
Much in Doubt.
half of the children in the T'nlled his
suggested eight-poiernment's
lioensin
of
the
lioston
hoard,
was committed to jail to to cut much under the Denby estiProperties.
clothes,
with each predicting
or a bend issue, sales tax propoare
States
delegates,
rural
schools,
attending
told
the committee, that Jir. "' final victory, t The decision hinges
trial.
mate would put the navy below ths
nents pushed their campaign with
and thrno rural children are, on await
Tim AMwIntcd TriMM.)
nvcrTile AKVoelHtrd
fi.v
drunkenness
rcsfs
PreM.f
(ttj
(By
Rami De Lorme's body was ratio rating fixed by the arms
on the roll call, which, starting
renewed vigor and were understood
the average, less healthy than the found
15. UnexFeb.
month.Washington,
Feb.
8,0(10
of
a
ngcrt
Washington,
15,
on
a
snow
a
convenbank
in
Entry
lying
of the
with the
to have been well satisfied with tho
of tho cities, including all
of Montreal on the mornopposition the Alabama Pcwer company .to- children
The figure most persistently mention tomorrow. Is expected to con- pected and
progress made. They were said to
tho children of the slums, Rev. C. suburb
of
ing
sume the entire day.
Jnnuary 7, death having oc- tioned as the morst probable to be
developed in the senate today to day In the lists of private bidders M. McConnell of Chicago
be hopeful that the president would VARSITY
STUDENTS
tosa'd
curred
There
set by tli o appropriations commit-- ,
the bill Introduced by Senator for the government's properties at day in an address at the fourth were sixthe night before.
suggest this kind of a tax in his
holes In the head. tee, which will frame the navy bill,
expected communication "to Chalr-- " "ARE SETTLING' DOWN
to aid Muscle Shoals, Ala., was regarded innual meeting oi the National Les thanbullet
AGAINST
REVOLT
Iowa,
TWO
Kenyon,
republican,
one week before the was $250,000,000.
There are many
man McCumber of the senate
Methodist Hospitals and Homes as- student had made
em- - by officials as oifering formidable
TO HARD WORK, SAYS
a will naming claims by "little navy men" definance committee.
IS REPORT the unemployment problem by
0BREG0N,
sociation.
to
adminas
the
ofi'lcials
the
chief
heir
and
drastic
Henry Ford's proposal
government
rivalry
cuts, that the
powering
priest
manding
Sales Tax Opposed,
Health examinations
of more istrator
ore congress tor fnat
(By The AgBnciiilcd .r-s- .)
of the estate nnd the chief bouse, at least, would not stand for
to press public works during slack "w
Some senators also thought that
AsbiicIiiIciI Pi
The
10.000
than
school
(By
in
children
New
Ann
15.
Feb.
Mich.,
beneficiary of a $25,000 Insurance more than $200,000,000.
Mr. Harding might make such a Student Arbor,
and retard them during l018""',.,,,
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 15. Tho
state over a four year period. iV0icy
bodies of universities are
taken out nt the priests
In asking for $350,000,000 SecSecretary ueeks probably will York
suggestion, but this belief did not getting away from the "war-tim- e
Mexican revolutionary Junta in El periods of prosperity.
suuwen
in
neaitn
aeiects
,2
per
direction.
of
new
tna
in
expedito
otfer
delivery
retary Denby explained that this
appear to be general. Sentiment a restlessness" and settling down to Paso tonight gave out telegrams
cent
of
children
in the city sr.noos
Is to congress so that consideration
After
who
Senator
amount
Kenyon,
would give the navy an enboth house and senate against
the revolt against the to retire
87 per cent of tho punlls in
shortly to go on the fed- - jof the Alabama and Ford proposals nnd
listed personnel of 90,000. or
sales tax was said to be so strong hard work, in the opinion of A. G. announcing
of General eral
government
rural
he
OBregon
Inst
said.
IN
DHCRFASE
schools,
SHOWN
For
of
the
cf
the
Hall,
considbe
had
obtained
registrar
University
undertaken simultaneously ten
bench,
less than fixed by the last apthat there was littlo probability Michigan.
jean
Salvador Alvarado, of Yucatan and eration
years, according to Itev. Mcof the bill and explained iti and their respective
merits
that the bonus bill with a provision
Nobody in aupropriation bill.
VALUE OF LIVESTOCK
d
less students will General Carles Green, former govIn rural
dem- - cussed before linai uctlon is taken Connell, the death rate
and
Fully
republicans
was prepared to say off
for this tax could he passed.
was
Alvarado
thority
ernor
of
Tabasco.
19
New
was
York
be
r
sent
on
at
cent
home
the
In
warned
or
per
and
ocrats launched an attack on lt:on the Muscle Shoals question,
ON FARMS AND RANGES hand what the enlisted personnel
Congressional leaders wore unof the treasury during with
The Alabama company offer Is New York City it was but 16 per
probation lists us a result of secretary
the result that the leaders
derstood to be without information and
would be if only $200,000,000 was
cent.
first semester this tho administration of Provisional
or
of
the
Power
Warrior
tho
fate
which
the
bill,
purchase
regard
U night as to when the president their work the
jfor
allowed,
although all agreed It
now
The
la
Aoclated
de
Huerta
filling
President
(Ttj
Pw.)
Is
"There
were
a
than
need
for medical
line and
would communicate with Senator year, Dr. Hall said. disciplined last the same office in the Obregon fent over until tomorrow, as in iplant and transmission
Feb. 15. Value of would scrap "the treaty navy" and
Washington,
missionaries
who
will
out
year,
Into
go
doubt.
leas. for fifty years of the other
MeCumber or whether his letter
of give it an actual strength less than
livestock on farms and
The committee on eligibility of cabinet.
of properties under provisions of the tho country and build up tho tho United Stites showedranges
Senator Kenyon, chairman
would contain
suggestions that athletics
a de- that allotted by the conference to
anhealth
of
no
met
but
the
he
water
said.
tonight,
ledural
act.
people,"
labor
was
its
ho
said
power
in
the
assist
committee,
congress
shaping
might
crease of $3,385,237,000 or 41.5 per Japan.
nouncement
of disqualifications
To Study Ail Offers.
pressing the bill mainly in the inprogram.
May Not Supnort Denby.
cent on January 1, this year, ns
was given out.
Members of the house military GERMAN IS ADDED TO
terest of labor. It had the enIt was indicated that even the
with that date two
compared
committee
the
Ford
of
dorsement
FederAmerican
Investigating
the
ago, the department of ag- naval committee might not support
6 GIRLS ARE CALLED
THE CURRICULUM OF years
ation of Labor; United States offer learned with interest of the
riculture announced today in its Mr. Denby's request thatbe the perNESBIT IS APPOINTED
Chamber of Commerce and other Alabama, company's proposal but
left inTO TESTIFY AGAINST
sonnel of line officers
IM
annual livestock
5f!Hnni Q
PUIOnnn
said tney would not delay action on
v,
he added.
CHAIRMAN DEMOCRATIC
winwnuv Total value of report
farm animals nt tact. It would not follow his sugIS REVEALED BY organizations,
RICKARD
PROMOTER
before
them
that
already
pending
Senator
out
democrat.
Fletcher,
against
the beginning of this year was gestion in standing
FINANCE COMMITTEE
(Ily Tbe Amoclatfd Pro.)
Florida, said he feared the bill receipt from the war secretary ex-of
$4. 779. 957, 000, while on January 1, commissions for the first class at
Chairman Kahn
ft'M.V
recChicago, Feb. 15. Study of the 1920, the
conferred too great powers on ex- tho other.
(Ity The Aiwoclutpd
he
which
strongly
of
animals
Annapolis,
such
value
New York, Feb. 15. Six girls,
ecutive officials over government plained that it was the duty of tho German language once more has was $8,165,1 94,000.
(By Til AxMtTiitol l'res.)
ommended.
the
in
behalf
been
of
made
15
a
committee,
11
to
of
in
from
official
reacting
the
Feb.
15.
years,
part
is
age
Washington,
work, while Senator Sterling,
Tho committee, it
ranging
said, probAppoint
Horses numbered 19,099.000 and
of Chicago schools. were
today were called to testify before ment of Harrison Nesbit, president
publican, South Dakota, declared government's interests, to make a curriculum
ably will ask congress to repeal the
valued at $1.34(1,154.000.
officers
It was paternalistic In spirit and careful study of all offers alike in Peter Mortenson, superintendent of
the supreme court grand Jury of the Bank of Pittsburgh, as chair
which
retired
law
under
value
Mules numbered 6,436,000,
an effort to determine which was schools, in a statement asked that
was backed by "big business.'
are not permitted to be associated
against Tex Rlckard, sport pro- man of the finance committee cf
$479.(106,000.
best
from
the
the
teachers
tho
to
government's
their
tho
urge
democratic
held
for
national
to
Jl0Rt
supgrand
moter, recently
pupils
study
of the witnesses before th"
committee,
Milk cows numbered 24,028,000, with concerns contracting
lamp SlimS nfl
German.
was announced today by Chairman nhtninpfl
point of view.
or war materials
jury on a charge of assaulting
naval
supplies
ply
000.
767,
value
224,
$1,
did
not
Weeks
person
war
"The
Is ended, but it still
Secretary
Cordell Hull, who said it was "the
Alice Ruck.
RepresentaMoney From Business for tho bill, Senator Sterling said, ally
Other cattle numbered 421,324,-00- to the government.
receive the proposal today, as requires
courage on the part of
After hearing tne kuck gins. first move for a thorough financial
tive McArthur, republican, Oregon,
represented large business Inter ne was confined
value $982,666,000.
to his home by a pupils to ask for a course In Gerof
Men
Under
corn.Threats
in
two
of
of
the
and
her
national
that
ests.
of
organization
the committee, said
It appeared, he added, that
a member
testimony
numbered
36,048,000,
Sheep
to his man," said the statement. "ThereOther members of the
business concerns desired Its pas- slight cold. It was delivered
companions on alleged visits to an mitteo."
there was strong sentiment In comvalue
$173,157,000.
Authorities
W.
State.
Thomas
Death,
I
un-1
fore
by
Vvhich
Mr. Nesbit will
committee
private secretary
it npartment, tho jury adjourned
hereby order that a course
sage not only for the profits they Martin,
Hogs numbered 56,996,000, val- mittee for such n move, nt is would
of the company, in German language be returned to
'head. are to be announced soon.
til tomorrow.
might make out of government and held president
ue $573,405,000.
(Continued on fuga Two..
Mr. Weeks' attention the
for
on
the
curriculum
regular
work during times of depression, when he returned to the
Los Angeles. Calif., Feb. 15. A but
department same basis as other languages so as
In order thnt they might
also
terrorist program of international keep their
which, it was expected, would be to make it as easy as possible for
scope may be revealed through the er In such working forces togeth- tomorrow.
the student to start this study."
periods.
arrest here last night of eight al. Witnesses To Bo Heard.
Senator Kenyon said the bill
uncertain
was
Chairman
Kahn
extor
members
a
band
of
of
leged
was a concrete "result of President how
long the military committee AMBASSADOR TO HOLY
tionists, it was said tonight by fed
recent
5
unemployment would continue the hearings on Mr.
eral and other officers who partici Harding's
SEE SAILS FOR ROME
conference
were
and
its
principles
offer. Witnesses yet to be
Ford's
pated in the arrest
recommended in resolutions of the heard include a number of tho
Three men arrested recently In conference."
(By The Aasoclntrd rrrmi.)
most important on the docket, such
widely separated American cities
New York. Feb. 15. Edward L.
Senator New, republican, Indi- as Hugh
consulting en- Hearn
are believed to have had in their ana,
Cooper,
,of New York, an ambassa
to a provision of the gineer for the government, on the
possession "unmistakable evidence" bill, objected
which, ho said, would have construction of the 'iluscie Shoals dor to the holy Bee, sailed for Home
- .
. , of affiliation with the men taken the
on
steamer Baltic today to in
the
commerce
of
predepartment
int" custody here, it wa said.
projects; attorneys for the Air Ni
iNavy. dDeakmsr
panics nnd bad business con- trates corporation and the Alabama itiate the 1, 000, 000 welfare pro- These three men were arrested In dict
ram
undertaken by American
ditions. This, he declared, mlsht Power company,' both of which
Salt Lake City, Des Moines and add
Conto business difficulties when claim optional privileges for prop- Knights of Columbus at the request
Cleveland. Ohio, officers said, and tho facts
of
the
late Pope Benedict XV.
not
such
would
warrant
erties at Muscle Shoals which tney
further declared clock bombs and
Mr. Hearn will lay before the new
Senator Kenyon In- have declared their intention to expredictions.
duplicate written instructions were sisted
that the bill did not call for ercise before the government de- pope a formal pledge of fidelity on
found on all three.
of the 800,000 knights In
behalf
such
predictions by the depart- cided upon a disposal of them to
The eight men caught here last
but only for publication of private Interests;
and Theodora this country.
v
night were trapped by federal ment,
en
agents, sheriff's deputies and pri- facts regarding, business condi- Swann, of Anlston. Ala., an Con
(BY Til K ASSOCIATl:i PKFSS.)
(BY THE ASSOCIA.TKJ TRESS.)
gineer of the Muscle Shoals
WARD RETURNS SECOND
And first of all," he said, ho vate detectives' after an alleged at- tions.
Washington, Feb.
inston Spencer Churchill,
struction works. After they ate
Pelfast, Feb. 15. Firing in the
nt memorial services at Fort Meyer. hoped it would not be forgotten, tempt to extort $25,000 from ft
street
where the
of the colonies, was able to
commit
UNSIGNED
Mr.
area,
CONTRACT
the
Kahn
said
Stanhope
heard,
Va., today in honor of the dead of "thnt an army and navy reasonable prominent Los Angeles business WOMEN BOOTLEGGERS
afto
out
anew
disorders
broke
this
the house of commons importee
face
of
will
its
give
task
reporting
the battleship Maino, sunk in Ha- In size and excellent in quality, are man, under threats of death and
ternoon after a lull of several tant news that on his suggestion
house the result of its delibera(Br The Associated PreM.)
vana harbor in 189S, Secretary necessary to tho continued safety after, it is charged, they had obPLYING THEIR TRADE the
has been
tions on the Ford offer.
hours, became so intense that po- a Joint commission
Fort Smith, Ark., Feb. 15.
Jlenby said he hoped lessons "of dignity and dominance over its own tained large sums from other men
of
In
lice,
hurried to the scene, were agreed upon to investigate the
view
It
Aaron Ward, New York Yankee
IN
appeared probable.
MASSACHUSETTS
that small war, of such vast con- possession of any great power."
through similar means.
us
to
to
chairforced
subdue
arms
facts
the
border
their
of
these
said
conflicts.
the
circumstances,
second
said
hnd
he
baseman,
"The wonderful achievements of
today
It was Raid at least twenty resi
sequences, will not be forgotten."
Lord Birkenhead, in the house
man, that the committee would ho returned his second unsigned con- the snipers. But disorderly crowds
the recent conference on limitation dents or ivos Angeles nave received '
(By Th Aiwnclntrd Vrm.)
continued to gather, and a bayonet of lords, in making a similar anfor another two weeks be- tract for the 1922 season.
engaged
of armament," the secretary conWom
demands
15.
for
money
Feb.
Peabody,
Mass.,
threatening
a
the
was
which
nouncement
It
to
in
fore
able
be
added the opinion that
would
refer
charge
ordered,
"They offered me $6,500 this
tinued, "in no way detracts from and have had their homes under en bootleggers are plying their
he was not too sanguine In deproposal back to the house. In tha time," he said discussing the sec- civilian was badly wounded.
the value of that lesson. We shall guard for a week.
trade here, using moonshine con- event
A1h
re5
At
Mr. Weeks submits the
o'clock there was a
tecting this Btep hopo of further
ond document he has received
be, I hope in accord with the policy
Names of the men Involved as tainers made for wear under their
newed outbreak of firing from tho
between
Premier
of continued upkeep of an army well as names of the officers work- watets. Chief of Police Grady said bama company's proposal within from Ituppert and Houston.
be
Old
would
two
the
offers
road
into
Townsend
that
time,
Lodge
Craig and Michael Collins affordand navy sufficiently large and well ing on the case are withheld b the today. He had shown In court a
"I want $10,000 a year and I'll
In
the
street.
was
of
a
Here
hands
the
a
settlestorekeeper
of
simultaneously
no
ing
prospect
contract
secure
to
our
pacifio
it."
I
until
sign
authorities for fear vengeance may copper tank constructed like a
get
Denver, Colo., Feb. 15. New appointed
safety."
shot through the head and was ment.
Mr. Denby paid tributes to the be exacted by friends of the men baseball catcher's chest protector same house committee.
Mexico: Thursday, partly cloudy;
In
to
Governor
Testifies.
a
taken
the
The
announcement of both Mr.
hospital
dying
In connection with his report of a
gallantry of the enemy in the Span- under arrest.
Friday, cloudy and warmer.
IN
was devoted to VOTE CONFIDENCE
condition! two persons were
Churchill and Lord Birkenhead
raid' on the home of Mrs. Annie Today's meeting of
Arizona: Tnut-saand Friday, ish war as well of American soldiers
AGovernor
wounded.
was the strong desire to afford
hearingttestimony
The container and a lfred
Shanaway.
WIRTH GOVERNMENT
unsettled,
rain south, and sailors.
probably
MAN CONFINED IN CITY
Taylor, of Tennessee, In addiMany others were taken to hos- fair play to both Craig and Collins,
snow
still, were seized and Mrs. Shana- tion to
north portion;
warmer
submitted
that
Professor
in
the
after
by
earlier
who were declared to be acting unrioting
pitals
JAILS BURNS WAY OUT way was fined $50.
LINE
Thursday and In north portion Fri- PENNSYLVANIA
(Bf The AniMiclnted
the afternoon.
With those injur! der most difficult circumstances.
Chief Grady explained that If an Milton Whitney, chief of the soils
day.
15
Feb.
AssoclaBerlin.
In the latest outbreak, tho nurnW
(by the
department of agriculture.
Another satisfactory
incident
EXPRESS IS WRECKED
order for moonshine was received bureau,
(Jty The Ammcintrd rrrm.)
First hearings to be held on the ted Press). The reichstag today 0f casualties for four days passed was the release
of
of twenty-si- x
LOCATj
Calif., Feb. 15. Juan the container, which holds a gallon, Ford offer by the senate agricul voted confidence In the government the hundred mark.
Calipatria,
the kidnaped captives through Mr.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Baltimore. Md.', Feb. IB. The Llsto, confined In the city Jail was filled snd strapped to the body ture committee was scheduled to of Chancellor Wirth. The vote was
Collins'
efforts, while, according
hours ended at t p. m. yesterday, Buffalo express of the Pennsylvania here on a minor offense,- burned of the bootlegger, who was able to begin tomorrow with the Tennessee 230 to 185
WIIX INVESTIGATE
to Mr. Churchill's
in
statement
jeeorded by the university:
railroad was wrecked tonight near his way out. He broke up wooden go Into the streets with It without governor and Major General Heaeh,
HOHDF.lt
CONFLICTS
house
the government evidentthe
.
detection.
60 Odenton, Md.
Highest temeprature
them
the
bunks, piled
of
chief
rvon
against,
the
on
army
engineers,
thieves
cirritcii.
Ixi west
ly desires that tho northern govTwo cars of the express train wood door and set them afire with
, , 18
list of witnesses,
Chicago, Feb. 15. Thieves broke
London, Feb. 15 (by the Asso- ernment should liberate tho foot33 whlchSeft Buffalo this morning and a match.
Itange
CUT IX TOVKISTS' RATES.
the
Into
ciated
First
While
church
,
there
Press.)
has
ball
Presbyterian
whose detention probMean
was
oue nere at :uB tonight were
,..34
When a hole large enough for
JEWEMIY STOKE TCOBI1FT).
Topeka; Kuns., Feb. 15. A
and carried away a large safe In a been little amelioration In condl- - ably players
is the only reason why som.
61 derailed at Odenton, Maryland, to- him to crawl through had been
Humidity at 6 a. m
20 per
15.
Feb.
of
armed
Three
'
In
stolen
automobile.
Chicago,
tions
Kvanston
approximately
poat
Belfast,
intervals of the kidnaped captives are still
firing
16 night, railroad officials said here. burned, ho stamped out the flames cent In summer tourists' rates was bandits
Humidity at 6 p. m
gagged and bound lice found the eafe yesterday In a throughout the day
been held.
None No one was injured, they said, and and departed.
"reclpitatlon
., announced here today by the J. M. Mr. and today
Mrs. Sol Fisher In their field, open but with contents Intact, almost as serious as having
e
conferMr. Collins had a
7Iaxlmum wind velocity..,,..
15 an tne passengers were brought
yesterday,
now searching for Connell, general passenger agent Jewelry store and escaped
Is
sheriff
The
with
safe
had
been
the depository ding considerably to the list of cas- ence with Mr, Churchilllongtoday but
Direction of wind".
.Southwest promptly and normal service was him with a complaint charging
of
toot
the
Santa
valued
and
an
tor
the
at
Atchison,
collection
Topeka
by
tho
eight
years
ot.ualties,
general
proprietor
situation
Character of day.
Clear soon restored.
apparently has not seen Mr. Lloyd
Fe Railway company.
' pears much more promising.
$10,000.
and other writings,
Ueorge,
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POLICE WITH BAYO RETS FIXED

at Memorial
secretary or the
Services in Honor of Maine Heroes, Says
He Hopes the Lessons "Of. That Small
War" Will Not Be Forgotten.

Storekeeper Is Shot Through the Head and
Is Taken to the Hospital in a Dying
dition; Number of Casualties for Four Days
Has Passed the Hundred Mark.
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MADAME GADSKI
SUES OPERA BODY
FOR HALF MILLION

PERMIT BETTER

ML

s
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Proposals Are Submitted to
Take Care of Men Who

Kansas City Fan Believes
This Change Would
set "Scientific Pitching"
and SpeedUp Games.
Off-

Be Thrown Out of
Work in the Navy Yards.

Will

(B

Hy Tin Associated 1'rest.l
Chiou;). Kcb. 15 (by the Associ-

baseball
Speeding up
ated I'ress
to:- to steal
l,v permitting a bat
has
thus
a
1

suggestion

comJudge K. M. Dandis, baseball

missioner, finessing today.
The commissioner received a letter from Newton C. Gillham, a

Kansas

City.

"""".A1

Mo.,

WORKERS

ME
no

The Aswclntod
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fleet-foote-

Mme. Gndski.
Mrs. Hans Tauschor, known to
public tu. Mme.
opera-goin- g
ftndski. has sued the Chicacro
Onora Association for $500.000
damages. She charges it with re-ol
sponsibility for the issuance
statements involving her husband
Germt.D
Both
Tauscher.
are
Capt.
subjects.

the

1

STANDING AR
Country's Safety Will Not
Permit Further Reductions, Is Said to Be the
View of Officials.
(By The Awclnted Trcw.)
XVasihhiirton. Kch.
15. In

line
with Secretary Donby's recent de
claration that reductions of the
naval establishment beyond those
he has suggested must of necessity
be mado primarily in the navy
vards and stations, cuttinsr the
army below its present authorized l&u.uuu enusieu sirengin unuuuuiall.r .n,,l.l ha V.. f Pt f fl In fl hfl lilt raiment of old army pouts over the
country.
LADY ASTOR TO MAKE
Exhaustive study of the problem
EFFORT"
has been made in tho war depart"DESPERATE
ment.
It was prompted both by
TO VISIT THE.. U. S. the desire of Secretary Weeks to cooperate with congress in its econo
(Xif The Amoclntea Pres.l
my campaign and also ry vumoir
r,
Washington, Feb. 15. Ladymem-h- of impending efforts to chop the
i;iun.
army to a iou.uuu enutiueu nave
England's first woman
nui
of parliament, will make "a
The results or tne study
the
to
attend
effort"
The
disclosed.
been
general theory
desperate
at Hp
n.K.tnilmn.itD
conference of wom-o- n
at Baltimore in April, the Na- made, however, nro familiar to all
tional League of "Women Voters officers, it is said.
which will hold its third annual
Question I p Tins WCOK.
convention in conjunction with the
announced
tonight. the army is to come up this week
conference
Only tho possibility of a general
election will prevent her attend- learned today, will be ready at that
l"
time to mane it vll'c,u.v
ance, it added.
"In a letter to the league, Lady the committee thator they do not
future
safety
'make
would
the
she
telievo
present
Astor said that
tho country will permit further
desperate effort to como over this of
of
either the commissionreduction
spring.'
personnel.
"I have often felt I should like ed or enlisted
same
time to musiraio
At
the
women
to go to my
compatriots,"
fle- she added, "and this seems ft .V.nr .r,rl,ir.ti,iia will niPIIl boif able
they will .1 ,1 e
The election is the erced by congress
chance.
....
two
present specmc piana ior
only serious drawback."
the army under variReferring to her girlhood home, ous totals of below
150,000, worked
she said:
"I do want to come to America out with the idea of getting the
maximum
possible advantage for
to go home to Virginia, to see my
nation out of whatever army Is
relatives; and it would be tho the
Abandonment of
greatest pleasure for me to meet left. army
posts, curtailment of the
the American women."
coast artillery rorce and consequent
closing up in reserve of defense
JiF.GRO POUTER WIIIPTEO.
reduction of Philippine garAbilene, Tex., Feb. 15. Littleton works, and
many other ways of con. Oaks,
negro porter at a local ho- rison,
the army without compell- -tel, was seized by ft group of men tracting
Kon,lnnrnnt nf its matOr miSlate last night, carried into the
have been carefully looked in
eions,
was
told
He
and
whipped.
country
connection wun tins uiuuy.
by his captors "what a. negro por- to in
Forces on souuiern isoranr.
ter cannot do in Abilene," it was
n'U
nvm,r poTiprallv l.lkes the
reported.
view that at its present strength it
'
does not even constitute a
Prnntlralli' all the mo
it
which
bile forces In the country
spare iruni
l.as been possiblennwto rnnoentrated
mi... intina nra
on the southern border. They moke
iieui"
up two aepietea, peace
divisions, one of infantry and one
of cavalry.
It Is argued tnat snouia nteu
arise for any important increase in
the border guard the country would
have to turn to the national guard
or wholly abandon the new military policy for peace time training
and restricted preparations for decentralized mobilization of 2,000,000

Washington, Feb. ID. Proposals for steps to relievo unemployment among navy yard workers caused by the roccnt order
work on ships and
suspending
guns which would be scrapped
under tho naval limitation treaty
were
submitted to Secretary
Denby today by President Gomp-erof the American Federation
of Labor and a committee of navy
vard workers, and have been referred to the technical experts of
the navy department for consideration.
It was Bald tonight in connection with the workers' plan, that
several of tho suggestions made
to
were manifestly impossible
carry out.
One of these was the proposal
that the government complete re-as
one of tho battleships to be
tained under the treaty, the vesin
sels now under construction
the government yard at Brooklyn, N. Y at Mare Island, Calif..
or nt Norfolk, Va. As all of
these battleships building in government yards are of the 42,000-to- n
class, however, it was said,
this could not bo done under the
treaty, which limits Bize of battleships to 35,000 tons. In addition,
it was pointed out the treaty specifically provides that two ships
bf the West Virginia class are to
be retained and the only three of
this class under construction are
and
the Colorado, Washington
West Virginia, all In private yards
It was indicated also that navy
officials
generally
regard the
workers' proposal that scrapping
of all ships be allocated to the
navy yards or to navy crews, was
not possible of execution since a
great majority of the work of
scrapping is done by unskilled
labor and practically all of the
yard employes are skilled work- -
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FREIGHT

PLAN

CAR POOLING
BY
SUBMITTED

SECURITIES

OWNERS

(Ry The Amnftiifrd Prefls.)

"Washington, Feb. 1 5. A plan for
pooling tho Z,riCf,05(f freight cars
of the country for their "Joint
use," by the railroads through one
central agency, under railway auspices, was filed with the Interstate
Commerce commission
today In
on
connection with its hearings
rate levels by S. Davies Warfleld,
president of the National Association of Owners of Kailroad
Such an arrangement, he said,
would save several million dollars
annually. It would assist in meet
ing "the present grave situation,"
he added, "by
the existing agencies of transportation
meet
would
and
the regional and seasonal needs of the
country's
freight car requirements."
The statement, as filed with the
commission, it was explained, was
preliminary to a report by the
board of economics and engineering appointed by the association
methods
advocating
for the economical handling of
railroad equipment."

CHURCH ATTEMPTS TO
BITE JAIL PHYSICIAN
(By The Amnrlntcd

Ft

SENTIMENT FOR

WILLS HIS BODY

..)

15. Fighting
Feb.
Chicago,
against being forcibly fed, Harvey
Church, condemned murderer, who
has been on a hunger strike in an
effort to cheat the gallows Friday,
today attempted to bite Dr. Francis W. McNamara, the jail physician.
Dr. McNamara was Inserting a
tube in the prisoner's mouth when
Church grabbed his hand and attempted to sink his teeth in it.
The doctor Jerked away and subdued Church.
Plans are being made to carry
Church to the gallows Friday and
hang him sitting in a chair on the
trap, as the Jail doctor believes he
will be too weak to walk or stand.
SHOUT OF FOOI AND FCFJ.

Boston, Feb. IB A wireless-messagreceived yesterday from the
steamer West Carnlfax, Hamburg
and Rotterdam for Galveston, and
made public today, said she was
short of provisions and had only a
fuel supply.
The vessel
was then about BOO miles off

PERSTTIJfG APPOINTED.
New York, Feb. 15. Appointment of James J. Pershing, Jr.,
of General Pershing, as asThat' training systemn. just in- - nephew
sistant federal prohibition direc.KURUlftlcu
4n
iu nrm'iA
in New York state to succeed
.Hinin ,A.oii. fnron la regarded at tor
Col. Herbert G. Catrow, was anthe war department as the army's
nounced
today by Dr. Ralph A.
and it requires m
primary mission
Day.
stationing of at least skeletonized
the
of
arms
units of the prlncrpat
COMMITS SUICIDE.
(service, mrantry, cavairy, kuucu
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb. IS.
nnA anfrinoors in each of the nine
over the recent death of
Grieving
corps areas created for the purpose. his wife, George
R. Greenleaf, B8,
i.
This would oe tne ius.
policeman of Milden, Mass., comeflirl
If
mitted
suicide
by slashing his
There is no immediate prospect throat
with a penknife during tha
oorunr can
that the lorce on inefrom
of
a
maeh by a
playing
quar
wedding
that
reduced. Pressure
ter is rather for an Increase, It is nana ac a local park last night.
said.
CONTRACTS RECEIVED.
New York. Feb. 15. The New
AIREDALE TERRIER
York Yankees today announced the
ADJUDGED BEST DOG receipt of signed contracts for
Shortstop Everett Scott and Third
Baseman Mike McNally, also a letThe
Pros.)
Aoelst1
ter from Babe Ruth statins; he
(By
Kew York, Feb. 15. Boxwood woum report at Hot Bprings. Ark.,
an Airedale terrier next Monday for early practice.
Barkentlne,
owned by Frederick C. Hood of Kutn has 'not yet signed a contract.
Brookline, Mass.. today was
the best dog nt the forty-sixt- h
The bread distributors of Paris
annual dog show of the West- are almost exclusively women.
minster Kennel club.
He will be known for the next
vnnr an fhA rrinmnlon of the United
i States.
He Is 20 months old.

PENSES

1

LUCKY

strike;

When we discovered the
toasting process six years
ago, it was a Lucky Strike
for us.
Why? Because now
.

millions of smokers prefer
the special flavor of the
Lucky Strike Cigarette
because

(Continued

road Jax!;," who has spent the past
year lecturing from street corners
to students here, willed his body to
the University of Wisconsin to be
used when he dies "for scientific
purposes," he announced today.
"jack," whose name? is Harry D.
of Oshkosh, si.ld in his will
Champion Willing to Fight Cooper"while
a student at Rush
that
Anybody, Here or Abroad, Medical college during the years
18S6 and 1S87, I learned the valoe
Who Will Prove a Finan- of
good subjects for anatomical research work and 1 determined to
cial Drawing Card.
do my part not only in life but 'in
)
death, so to speak, to enhance the
C The Anch tT
New York, Feb. 15. "Open for value of surglral work."
He also willed to the school his
engagement," is tho position of
Jack tractor and the "galvanized iron
champion
Heavyweight
Dempsey, who arrived here today trailer" which he uses as a home.
looking for loslcal opponents for a SIFTING" OF'
title bout next summer. Dempsey
MURDER
is ready to fight any heavyweight
OF MOVIE DIRECTOR
or light heavyweight, either here
or abroad, who will prove a finanIS WITHOUT RESULTS
cial drawing card, according to
the statement of both the cham(By Th Asioclnted I'reM.)
and his manager, Jack
pion
I.os Angeles, Calif., Feb. 15.
Kearns.
invest! gating: the slayDetectives
Promoters are not rushing to
of William Desmond Taylor,
sign up the champion at attractive ing
motion picture director, today configures, however, and Manager tinued interviewing
Kearns said he might have to go to have information persons thought
possibly bearabroad or into vaudevillo in order
ing upon the case, but without deto meet the overhead charges inciDistrict Attorney
finite result,
dental to housing a championship Woolwlne
announced late in the
title.
afternoon,
Dempsey expects to remain in
None of the persons questioned
the east for at least a month.
was brought to the district attorDuring 'his stay he may do a lit- ney's office. Mr. Woolwine said
tle theatrical work while Kearns tho investigators had Informed him
is endeavoring to secure a suitathat many of those whose stateble opponent for a
ments were being sought had exfistic carnival.
a dislike to the publicity
If a championship bout Is staged pressed
they thought would result from
In this country
opDempsey's
their going to his office.
ponent probably will be selected
"Speaking frankly," he added,
from among Tom Gibbons, Harry "we
are no nearer a solution than
Wills, Harry Greb or Jess Willard. wo were the day after the slaying."
If the champion is forced to look
abrpad for a match Btich a contest would be staged in or near
London during the summer season,
and Georges Carpentier or Bombardier Wells would opposa the
Tex Richard may bJ
champion.
asked to stage such s bout if a
match fails here. Under no circumstances, said Kearns, would
Dempsey fight in France.

It's Toasted
ntki

EMPSEY

NANCY"
ADOPTED
MOVEMENT
AT NORTHWESTERN U.

"ANTI-EFFE-

(Bt The Annclnftd Prf m )
Chicago, Feb. 15. The "anti-ef- feminancy" movement from Colum
bia university, Iws been adopted at
Northwestern university, it became
known today. Kenneth King, of
Denver, Colorado, has been elected
president of a club whoso conalltltu.
tion says:
"Whereas, Women are smoldns
cigarettes, wearing galoshes both
buckled and unbuckled, and otherwise presuming into realms heretofore restricted to men only,
"Be it resolved, that we, the Beta
club,
chapter of the
shall shun end otherwise lay off
the habits of the lounge lizard and
the arm chair Napoleon."
Each member must ha've a pipe,
corn cob, briar or clay and stand
a fine of not more than $200 if he
powders his face after shaving.

jr which aeaa
dclioioui Barley flavor

And also because it's

3uicl Lunch at Home Office,ao4
Fountains. AJt fot HORUCCS.
Imitations & Substitute!
icrAroid
Journal Want Ads bring results.

Lot's have o
Crcnie llps. 10a

- Thomas'
Drug stores.
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Files! Pyramid

unngs

No

Kieiioi

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
'

Inquire

journal officf:

--

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque

Lumkr

Co,

423 North First Street

COAL
GALLUP LUMP

$11.00
In Stock

at all time.

Salaried Trustees-- No
Promotion Stock

We buy on the same basis with
you. Not an ordinary stock selling proposition. Your check made
to the ' First National bank of
Santa Fe.
Better get in now.
Units at $25.00 will soon advance.
Mesa Leon Oil Trust, 111 South
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.

tried Pyramid Pile Suppositories, bj
all means do so at once. Get a (0
cent box at any drug store. Avoid
the pain and distress, get quick relief and a new lease or comfort.
Take no substitute. If you would
like to try them first please send
nam. nml Address to Pyramid DruR
1T
Co.,
Pyramid Bldg,, Marshall,

Aztec Fuel Co.
L.

Phone 251
JOE MILLER, Pres.

Mien.

To the man who would get about New Mexico
quickly and economically, an automobile is an absolute necessity There simply is no other way, and will
be no other until denser population justifies the
building of more railroads. Representatives of Albuquerque's wholesale houses have cut the time of their
trips in two by using automobiles. This saves money
for all of us, because a material saving in time cuts

NOBLEMAN
UNDER THE REIGN OF
NAPOLEON
III, DEAD
(By The Aisndultd Tress.)

Feb. 15.
Mass.,
Brookline,
Henry D. DeDussigny, 82, a former
French nobleman, under tho reign
of Napoleon HI., and noted as an
authority on horses, died yesterday.
with the
served
DeDussigny
French troops in Mexico whan NaMaxestablish
to
poleon III. sought
imilian on the throne of that country, and also saw service in th.
n
war. As head of
a Boston riding club he numbered
among his pupils Theodore Roose
velt, Senator Dodge ana other won
known Americans.

selling costs.
And even where towns are connected by railroad
lines the use of an automobile saves tiresome and
costly delays. Take the little trip to Santa Fe, for instance. Were a man to depend entirely upon the railroad he would be forced to devote an entire business
day to an hours work in the Capitol. With the automobile at his disposal he can clean up his urgent Albuquerque business first, be in Santa Fe three hours
after he started and come home any time his business
is finished, without waiting for rail connections.

-

Kranco-Prussia-

WINS

LABOR TICKET
IN CLOVIS
PKCIAl DISPATCH

ELECTION
JOUSNALl

TO MOSNIN

At
M
MnrlB
M. TiVh. 1 t
heated election held here Tuesday
lo choose three city commissioners.
the citizens'' ticket composed of J.
E. Llndley, Don Weatherford and
J. W. Wilkinson was defeated by
the labor ticket composed of J. u
T
T nnnnr
Nonl and J. R. Den
hof, by a 'majority of 1,368.
To Cure a Cola lit One Dny
Take Laxative BROMO QUININE
tablets. The genuine bears the sig
nature of E. W. Grove. (Be sure
?0c.
you ret TROMO.)
H

TO

That's The Business Side Of It

A Short Time Ago I
Weiehed Only 80
PoundsINow Weigh

112 Pounds and

The other side is just as important. The ownership of an automobile in New Mexico is the open sesame to a wonderland of startling beauty and wierd
primitive life. Mountain picnics, Indian dances,
turesque villages, mesa parties, restful trips amid
by world travelers to be unsurpassed
anywhere on the globe, are accessible to the owner

TANLAC
it what batlt

me up so
wonderfully, says Mrs.
Barbara Weber, 315
Van Nets Ave., San
Francisco. She is but
,
one of thousands simii
larly benefited.
If you are under weight', it
your digestion is impaired, if
you are weak and unable to
enjoy life to the fullest measure, you should take Tanlac,
At all good druggists.

pic-pSfseiltf-

"dilXye
AibuqueIlqueannAi!

Sumeeu
requirement.'

oZ

of an automobile.
Ar- -

"

;

moryvFeb. 23, 24
and 25.
.

(.

People taking their first motor trips through the
Estate invariably exclaim that they never appreciated
Now Mexico before.

g
Wind Shield
.

C.

Glass-Lumb-

MAI.URIUGE

til' 8utu

er

LUMHKR

First Street.

CO.

I'kons 402.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
BnflermRkrrs

For Infanta
Sl Invalid
NO COOKINQ
"Food -- Drink' lot AU Ages.

CUBA, HAS RESIGNED

IS GAINING

NEW MEXICO
Your Car Can Take You
iere TheR ailroad Can't

st

i

Milk

B0AZ LONG, ENVOY TO

IN

N. Y. HAS HEAVIEST
SN0WFALL0F WINTER
(By The Assnelntril Press.)
15. Greater
New York, Feb.
its
New York today experienced
heaviest snowfall of tho winter,
tho
Six inches had fallen
after
storm had been in progress a few
hours. Tho city marshalled 12,000
shovelers, 130 tractor plows and
400 trucks to clear tho streets.
ttw

EX-

Washington, Feb. 15. Boaz'W.
Long, American minister to Cuba
open the way for a larger number since 1919, has tendered his resigof retirements.
nation to President Harding to
Ontside Influences.
take effect at once.
influences
already
Big outside
are developing, according to representatives, for retention of many
of the navy's shore stations which
are certain to be abandoned or curtailed
Chairman ISutler declared
that the same political influences
en
ra I"
which brought about the establishment of many yards and stations are at work now to keep them
from being destroyed. Assistant
Secretary Roosevelt told the com- Ve, tho Relief Afforded by Pyramid
mittee, however, that the departFile Suppositories Is Iruly a
ment was not prepared to say at
Blessing
this time what stations might be
Mavha vnn are sufferlnB with Itch- curtailed, all depending on the apinif. hirudin or Drotrudlng piles or
propriation.
Mr. Roosevelt insisted that the hemorrhoids, and If you have never
first consideration should be given
the fleet, which ought to be kept
on its toes and maintained actually
at the strength fixed by the conference. The experts agreed that an
enlisted personnel as low as 60,000
would not be sufficient to man the
navy.
Reports weVe current that the
administration would back the
Denby estimate but that it realized
there was an impending fight in
the house to cut to the bone scraping point.

(Ry Ibe Associnted 1'ress.)
Madison. Wis.. FeN 15. "Rail-

setf-SU--

Columbus was glad
to see the U.S.A. after
his long trip.
And when he could
'throw a rope A lucky
strike for him.

A RE-

DUCTION IN NAVAL

UNIVERSITY
FOR
SCIENTIFIC
PURPOSES

TO

rri-M.-

s,

which he suggests that the, o
.fet
privilege of a batter would
tho 'scientific pitching' which, the
attornev thinks, slows up the game
"ins
from a fin's viewpoint. The
not
and "outs" of the fiamo areto Mr.
balanced properly. according
Gillham. who believes that the
an
scientific pitching often makesbatsthe
innins a tame affair with one,
two,
men being mowed down
three
if
first
base,
steal
"Let the batter
'and
Missouri
lawyer,
wrote tho
a
this advantage of a pitcher over
batter will be equalized." tho aver-ag- o
Mr. Gillham says that
fan wants to see "men running
in the
the bases" and a change
batd
rules will permit a
he
ter to pilfer the initial sack. thillls
double steal that occasionally
fans now would bo mild compared
with tho quadruplo steal that might
take place under the rule change
thnt Mr. Gillham suggests.
Lan-li- s
Tho letter to Commissioner
in part follows:
"I have seen many criticisms M
is
baseball and chief among them
outs
the fact that the 'ins' and
evenly.
of baseball are not balanced
an
The 'outs' always seem to have
the
To
the 'ins.'
advantage over
professional baseball man that may
the
he a good game but the thing
fan" wants to see in a
"average baseball
men
'is
running
game of
. ,
the bases.'
"Now my suggestion to right this
condition is to allow the batter to
this
steal first base. 1 have made
suggestion to professional baseball
men as well as to enthusiatie fans
and I have found none who offer toa
reason for not allowing a batter
steal first base."
Judre Landis and local baseball
as to
men, however, are puzzled
be able to
lust how a batter wouldtho
pitcher
steal first base with
constantly on him.
having his eyes
stateIn
his
Mr.- Gillham Is clear
ment that fans want to see men
ofrunning bases." but his letter
fered no definite suggestion as to
how base running can be

MAN

IV

A
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KIWANIANS URGE BANKERS DEFEAT

'GRANDMOTHER' COWS
YOUNG, FRISKY
USE OF A SERUM

MADE

G1GRES1EI

TO

III.

5,

REBUILD

BY

NUM.. GLASS

88

TO 8

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb, 15. in
The principle
employed
monkey glands for rejuvenawith sucused
been
tion has
cess in experiments on cows,
it was announced today by officials of the state bureau of
animal industry.
cows which
Eleven
dairy
become
had
grandmothers
were
made young
many times
and frisky by a serum extracted from glands of .sows, tho
statement said. The old cows
were given the serum in capsules, and not only did they
Nfail to develop any traits of
pigs, but were reported by observers to ave been become
useful again.

SCORE

Defeating the manual training
sk Appropriations to Ke- basketball team of the high school
store Auditorium Which last night by a score of 88 to 8,
Bankers' team last night playl Was Burned; A Large tho
ed Its last regular game before its
meeting with the team from El
; Crowd at Luncheon.
Paso
school hero
Saturday

high

-

'

j .Resolutions asking congrosa to
fass appropriations to robuild the
fciiditoHum at the Indian school
which wns recently destroyed by
fire, were passed by the Kiwanis
Club at its meeting 'at the Y. M. C.

Telegrams asking for
ibe appropriation were sent to the
Jenators and representative, to Secof the Interior A. B. Fall and
retary
Jo Indian Commissioner Buurke.
J In special commemoration
of the
birthdays of Lincoln find Washington, tho club had as its luncheon
feuests members of tho G. A. R.
post. Captain Bliss, commander of
the poft responded to greetings of
K. S.
tho club and "Governor"
jStover gave some reminiscences of
tho civil war. Other veterans present wero AV. W. McDonald, Real,
Murphy, Caldwell, Harsh, Seibert,
Lawrence and J. C. H1U of Santa Fo.
vice
; William Blair, of
governor of the southwest district
of Kiwanis clubs, was a visitor at
the club to frive a report of the
(recent meeting of national officers
end district governors in Chicago,
tie represented this district in the
Inability cf Dr. H. M. Bowers, of
this city, to attend tho meeting. He
(stated that there are now 053 clubs
in the United States with a chartered membership of 60,000. Nearhas been
ly half of these clubs
chartered in the past year, he said.
Two new members were taken
'int the club, Abner Kline, of the
Tatterson Kilne snows, who came
Jn under tho rlasification of a farmer, and Charles D. Boldt, furniture
dealer.
Raymond Halloway and
rfWilliam Bacon, high school seniors
were guests cf the club. The attendance prize, a check for five dollars, presented by Dr. Walter G.
The
Hope, was won by C. E. Oden. amsilent boost was a bottle of
WoodP.
monia, given by Richard
son, Jr., broker. There was an attendance of nearly eighty at tho
club. ,
A. yesterday.

KL-Pas-

night.
Tho Bankers will continue their
practices
tonight and tomorrow,
however, in preparation for the
They
big game, of their season.
will have practically two full teams
from which to choose their lineup, and all of tho men have been
playing steadily for the entire season.
,
Kl Paso high is said to have a
team rather out of the class of
most high school teams, capable
of giving a stiff battle to the average university team. Tho Bank-erwho have had a successful season with tho local teams, will be
forced to display some first class
basketball in order to entertain the
's
southerners if reports of the
prowess are true.
of the BankThe present line-u- p
ers' squad is as follows: Pegue, f :
Gilbert, f; Horgan, f; Stowell, f:
Salazar, c; White, c; Bryan, g;
,
g; Cavanaugh, sr.
Harris,
- A dance
will bo held in 'tiro armory after the game
Saturdny
night.
a,

lat-ter-

BUSTER BROWN, TIGE
TO VISIT ALBUQUERQUE
ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON

.

Alkali In Soap

Bad For the Hair

Soap should be used very carekeep your
fully, if vou want
liair looking its best. Most soaps
and prepared shampoos contain
too much alkali. This dries the
scalp, makes tho hair brittle, and
yulns it.
' The best thing for steady use
is Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo (which is pure and grease-less- ),
and is better than anything
else you can use.
of
One or two tcaspoonsful
JMulsificd will cleanse tho hair and
calp thoroughly. Simply moisten
the hair with water and rub it
of
jn. H makes an abundancerinses
loh, creamy lather, which,
o
nut easily, vomoving every
of dust, dirt, dandruff and
Vxeessive
oil. Tho hair dries
illicitly and evenly, and it leaves
the Ecalp soft, and the hair fine
jand silky, bright, lustrous, fluffy
Jind easy to manage.
You can get Mulsified cocoanut
it's
iil shampoo at any pharmacy,ounces
Jvery cheap, and a few
will supply every member of the
family for months. Bo sure your
Jdruggist gives you Mulsified.

LEE
GAVE UP FIGHT
IN THE ? ROUND

SURE--KID

cil

Buster Brown
his inseparable companion, Tige, wllT be in
nt
afternoon
Albuquerque Friday
4:15 o'clock at the Crystal thea- tor, where they will give an en
tertainment, advertising the Buster Brown shoes. Blister can get
around the entire United States
only once in two years.
On
this trip, he has come
through tho Pecos valley, visiting
Carlsbad, Clovis and Mountainair,
whero he drew an audience of
people. Tige takes no small
part in the performance, being
trained to render a finished

APOLLO CLUB HOLDS
TO
HONOR
BANQUET
CONCERT GUARANTORS
a banquet last night at the Alvarado
noici in honor or. tno guarantors or
concert.
tho Schumann-Ilein- k
Talks were given by Max Nord-hauMaurice
W. P. McDowell,
Klein for the club and A. I. Reld-lin- g
and C. T. French for the guarantors.
There were solos by Charles
R. G.
Bryno and Ivan Meehan,
Sutherland acted as toastmaster.

s,

,

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OF

TOPIC
ALBUQUERQUE
AT U.
M. ASSEMBLY

par-..llul-

"Tho Public School System of
Albuquerque" will be the subject
of an address by John Milne, superintendent of the city schools, at the
regular university assembly at 11
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Specific problems of education
which have been met in Albuquerque will be explained by Mr. Milne,
and it is expected that a large attendance will be had. The meeting
will be open to the public.

"When

did the Kid

J.ee-Frnn-

k

Herrcra bout end?" This was the
which

question

was

flashed

on

the sport editor yesterday afternoon
by a committee which
seemed to want to know. "We
didn't have anything bet on. the

scrap," one of them quickly add
ed, "but we knew you'd know
and we wero sort ot interested."
"Why, tho bout ended in the
ninth round, of course," the sport
editor answered.
"Are you sure you see ah
are you real sure?"ah
"Why why yes, but
sure."
But there was some doubt
about it so the sport editor ap
pealed to the society editor and
when she couldn't find it in tho
rule book, the sport editor decided to fettle the question once
and for all.
"I'll wire the four greatest
sport editors in the world," he
said.
"Of course there is no
question about it, tho bout ended
in the ninth, but ,1ust to be sure
to settle it for good and all."
So the the following wire was
sent to the four great authorities:
"Fighter did not leave his chair
after bell rang opening of tenth
round and his manager threw
sponge into ring. Did fight end
ninth or tenth round?"
The first answer came from
Underwood, sport editor of the
New York Evening Telegram and
HpMlpd thft ninttni
ftneo urA fn- Here ia what Underwood said:
"Ninth round. If boxer did not
answer boll at slart of tenth, he
did not take part in that round."
So it is settled
that is it was
for a minute for then came a
wire from Frank Smith, sporting editor of the Chicago Tribune, and Frank knows his apples
and ho said this:
"Fight ended in tenth round."
Just that way that's the way
he wrote it, so it's settled. Frank
knows and the fight ended in the
tenth round, but
The sport editor of tho New
York Tribune wired:
"No tenth round. Fight ended
in the ninth."
So you seo It is just as the
sport editor hero snid, but In
spite of that .loe Nolan, sport
editor on tho Cincinnati Enquirer, that peerless authority ot that
mighty sport sheet, wired and
said:
"Fight ended in the tenth
round."
So there you nre.
as
It's
I said, the fight ended just
in the
ninth or tenth round.
.

NEW TAX LAW MAKES
SEVERAL CHANGES IN
CHARGE ON LUXURIES

Science Now Shows WKy Thousands
of People Are Always Weak,Thin,
and Run - Down No Matter
How Much They Eat

The following statement has
been issued by Collector of Internal
Revenue B. C. Hernandez ot the
district of New Mexico:
With the repeal by the revenue
act ot 1921 of tho
"luxury
tax" on articles of men's and women's wearing apparel and other
changes in tax legislation, the bureau of internal revenue has issued
new regulations (47 and 48) relatWhat to Do to Help Put on Good Finn Flesh, Increase ing respectively
to the excise tax
on sales by the manufacturer of
More
Form
Beautiful
and
Obtain
Weight,
Figure certain articles automobiles and
cameras, candy, tire
accessories,
arms, cigar and cigarette holders,
liveries, hunting garments, carpets,
'of Genuine Yeast Vitamine
rugs, trunks, etc. and tha excise
.Tablets Today as Explained
tax on works of art and Jewelry.
Ten
Them
for
Below
The principal changes in the latTry
ter taxes are that tho tax on works
;Days and Watch the Results
of art Is reduced from 10 to 6 per
it
cent and that the tax on jewelry
Science has at last shown howwesome- and
similar articles, which remains
"timeg grow weak, thin, and emaciated
5 per cent no longer
at
includes
Jon an abundance of food (lacking in
gold or silver ornamented glasses
Titaraines) while with a much smaller
and spectacles. The tax on works
'amount ot food, rich in vitamines, we
iflrrnmin-sof art attaches on all sales except
flesh,
may quickly take on good firmremark-fabthe original sale by the artist.' a
ill!
le
increase in weight, and make a
i
sale to an educational institution or
enaiid
in
strength, energy
gain
public art museum and sales by
dealers for resale.
durance, provided your blood contain
AVhile the tax on musical instruSufficient quantity of oxygenated
ments has been repealed, certain
iron to enable your body to as-instruments such as cornets, clariDilute your food properly.
nets, etc., if made of or ornamented
I J Vithout organic iron both food and
with silver or other precious metal
are absolutely useleM u your body ean-'- 't
are taxable. Fountain pens equip-pe- d
c ban no lifelen inert food matter into
with gold pen points are also
Minis oelta and tinna nolcn you aae plenty
blood.
iron
taxable. Monthly returns and payla your
tof organic
ments of the tax on works of art
Por centuries scientists tried In win tomake
'organic iron. At last the problem was solved !
and jewelry are required of the
; bo that yon may now obtain pure organic Iron
vendor.
'like the iron in yonr blood from any druggist j This coupon, if m& wttbfc twwm day. m-- j
Section 904 ot the revenue act of
title too to on rorubr $1.00 paeun . 1921, which in the revenue act of
order the name of "Nuxated Iron",
Gonuino Yeut Vitamin
f It hat been arranged to give to every
Tablets, tlx J 1918 included the tax on certain
freo with mmch bottle el Nittated I
of N mated Iron, who wishes somcthlns (of
articles of wearing "apparel, prothat yna pnrchaM. If row dealer
to help put on flesh or increase weight large Iron
vides only for a tax of 6 per cent
doe not
oar Vitamine Tablets he
Yeast
Genuine
of
$1.00
package
regular
P caa easily obtain taeos lor yon trotn any
of
the amounts paid for the followTablets absolutely free. Be sure to take
wholesale noose. v.m out this coupon I
articles in excess of the follow'only Nutated Brand Yeut Vitamine Tablet! and present it to yonr dealer today. 3 ing
ing prices: Carpets, $4.50 ft square
With Nuaated Iron.
rugs, (6 a square yard;
yard;
trunks, $35 each; valises, traveling
bags, suit cases, hat boxes used by
toilet cases,
travelers and fitted
$25 each; purses,
pocketbooks,
shopping and hand bags, $5 each;
portable lighting fixtures, lamps of
all kinds and lamp shades, $10 each;
and fans, $1 each. This tax Is not
payable bv the purchaser, out by
the manufacturer, producer or im
porter, who are required to make
monthly return and payment.
Conies of resru atlons 47 and 48
may be had on personal application
at the office of collector of internal
revenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

and

a
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M.L.FOX

1ID

MANAGER OF

LOCAL!
New

HE

OF C.

Business Manager of

the Reorganized Chamber
Has Been a Resident of
Duke City Many Years.
II. L. Fox. was unanimously
chosen to bo the director manager of tho reorganized chamber ot
commerco at the meeting of the
directorate yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Fox is one of tho old resiand for
dents
of Albuquerque
many years was the editor of the
relinquishing
Morning
Journal,
that position in February. 1020.
The greater part of Mr. Fox's
timo lin a been spent in the newspaper business and ho has specialized on publicity, ono of the
great requirements of a chamber secretary.
Mr. Fox has been on a business trip in tho south and east
for several months and is expected to arrive here Friday and assume his new duties Saturday.
The director manager will occupy the same position in the chamber affairs as has
occupied
in former years by the secretary.

$1.00 Each

OIL

$25.00

or

$50.00.

C.
B.
financial
independence.
Powell. Agent, Mesa Leon Oil
111
Fourth
South
Street,
Trust,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

4

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

IX MEMORIAM.
In loving memory of our dear
mother and wife, Teodorita A.
Sandoval, who died a year ago
today.
J. M. SANDOVAti
AND FAMILY.
Let's

hare

h

Crcmo. Dips, JOc

Thomas'
.ni"
Drug stores, j.;

OPENING SATURDAY, LOOK THROUGH OUR STORE
EXAMINE OUR MERCHANDISE C O M P A R E OUR
VALUES, AND TEST OUR SERVICE.

We want your patronage and are willing to do anything consistent with legitimate, honorable methods to make you a satisfied customer. And risrht a: the outset we want to imcress
upon you that NO TRANSACTION- - WILL BE CONSID-

ERED COMPLETE UNTIL YOU,
ARE SATISFIED.

I1DS

THE

CUSTOMER,

FRIENDLY MANUFACTURERS HAVE GONE THE
LIMIT I N SACRIFICING THEIR PROFITS IN ORDER
TO GIVE US VALUES THAT WOULD BE THE TALK
OF THIS CITY. YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF NOT
TO PURCHASE APPAREL UNTIL YOU HAVE FIRST
COME HERE AND SEEN WITH YOUR OWN EYES
THE WONDERFUL BARGAINS WE HAVE WAITING
FOR YOU.

i

h

rosy-whit-

Watch Tomorrow's

M. OSOFF, Manager.

Papers for Prices.

STRONG

ALLEGED MOONSHINER
HELD ON $1000 BOND
Charged with the manufacture
of liquor, Abo Becker, proprietor
of the "Golden Eagle" store at:
Belen, was bound over to the fed- eral court nt Santa Fo under a
afternoon
$1,000 bond yesterday
by United States Commissioner
D. F. McDonald.
Prohibition officers who arrest- ed Becker yesterday morning at a
small house in tho country near
Belen, stated that when they en- tered the place Becker was operating ono of tho three stills in
The officers claim
the house.
also to have found eight gallons
of whiskey in Becker's house in
the country.

BROS.

C'MILUNERY

ERS

WOMENS-CtHLDRENS-OUTFITT-

V

FURNITURE
RUGS

fr

LINOLEUM

HIGH SCHOOL

STUDENTS
HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO WIN

,

LOCAL PIONEERS TO
HOLD BANQUET HERE
WEDNESDAY EVENING
It. . "
lliai Ulgaill'iULIUII UL
Camp number 1, 1'ioneers Assocla-Hn- n
tt Vow IVTvIprt will lin made
at the banquet and meeting to be
held at 7 o'clock at IC. of P. hall on
the evening of Feoruary Ti. tno
banquet will be the opening event
rt tUa ai'nrtlnff a i ,1 M.ill hn f(lt!filV- ed by general organization business.
ne adopted, me
will
amount of tho dues will be determined and a number ot other
A

n nnnc, n .... 1ii.d!ii,..ii

rnt ffl

1

ll

the. rrganizalion of the camp will
oc completed.
--

g

j--
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We, are very much
pleased at our present stock and prices.

We

can and are

meeting all competitive prices, and peo'
ple are telling us
every day how reasonable our prices
are and how com-

TWO

level

plete our stock is.
New goods are arriving daily, and our

cf
Lytona will do the
work of .three of
ordinary baking

stock is getting
ter all the time.

its purity and supe-

our
Remember,
1922 policy is: small-

powder because of
rior rising qualities.

Bake with

Lytona

I

OIL
running, going
You can spare
It might mean

BARGAINS

WHETHER YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BUYING OR
NOT WE CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO ATTEND THE

WHITEN

bit--

The drill Is
right on down.

AGENT HERE

AID BUSINESS
KEN TO FILE REPORT

lemon-bleac-

raBOGTORY

Mr. Meyer Oscff, the Manager, brings to this business the experience of eighteen years of active retail merchandising and
the specialization in wearing apparel for women and children.
He has spent weeks in the east assembling new
garments cf dependable quality and correct style to
be sold at ECONOMICAL PRICES.

WILL

IPPED

to the Public

ar

LSILE

o

Our Bow

TO QUICKLY ACQUAINT THE BUYING PUBLIC WITH
ALBUQUERQUE'S newest and most progressive ready-to-westore for women, misses and children! We could devote
a page TELLING ycu what we intend to do, but we prefer to
let "OUR DEEDS AND NOT OUR WORDS" do the
talking.

WRITERSJJF

Vita-iml- ne

'

SENSATIONAL

Bids for tho construction of the
new community hotel wero opened
at n meeting of the hotel directors
at the chamber of commerce building st evening. In the absence of
President Louis Ilfeld, Vice President Jl. K. Wjlder presided and
most of the board members were
preseni.
"No final action was taken by the
board." said Dr. Wylder after the
"Announcement of the
meeting.
successful iddilcr will not be made
until Thursday evening.
The directors will thresh out the details
and decide exactly what bid will
be taken and what modifications,
if any, will be needed in tho plans."

REVENUE

lake

FEATURING

POSTPONED

IS

1

FREE $1.00 Coupon!

RIMED NATS

aturday We

OPEIED; ACTION

br-e- ii

Tita-Si.o-ca

CHILDREN'S

HOTEL

Floyd U'. Hush, of the Denver office of ih internal revenue service,
took charge yesterday of the work
of assisting local corporations in
the filing of their income tax reports, li.'u iiiT b eii assigned to that
work here until the close of tho
tax filing period on March 15.
A seeund agent from tho Deliver
OUR HIGH SCHOOL
office is expected to nrrive hero
March to assist Mr. Bush in
STUDENTS TO BECOME abcut
retho work with tho
ADVS. turns. Jn the event corporation
that this work
does not tako all their time they
also assist persons with large
Eighteen (18)ca?h prizes, ranging will
from $1 to $13, are to be offered incomes in tho filing ot their
by the Cooper Motor company to
any boy or girl enrolled in tho Albuquerque high school, for the best
advertisement on the new Mode!
Four Ninety Chevrolet ear.
Here is an opportunity for eighteen boys or girls to mako some
easy money.
The Chevrolet car has undergone
about seventy-twRQUGH
(72) improvements in tho last ninety days. It
is Indeed a remarkable little car,
and the Cooper Motor company has
adopted this novel scheme to acquaint the public with' the new car
and what it can do.
This contest for high school students opens February 21 and will
Squeeze the iuico of two lemons'
close at 0 p. m. on February 28. H tin., th I'i'utu tu it t.i il iiiK
nil ec
will be on in full blast during the ounces of Orchard White, which
New Mexico
automobile
show, any drug store will supply for a few
which will make it very convenient cents, shake well, and you have n
for contestants and those interest- quarter-pin- t
of harmless and deed to inspect the car more often lightful
lotion to
conmore
the
and
closely. During
soften and whiten
rough or
test Chevrolet cars will be on dis- chapped bands. This,'cr home-made
play at tho Cooper Motor company lemon lotion is far superior to
sales room, 51!l West Central, and glycerin and rose water to sinooth-e- n
as soon as the New Mexico autonLo-bil- e
tho skin. Famous stage beauties
show opens, cars will bo on dis- use it to bleach and bring
that soft,
e
play there, also.
clear,
complexion, beTho Cooper Motor company will cause it doesn't irritate.
haye a large assortment of literature descriptive of tho car, which
they will furnish contestants, and
anyone interested, upon request.
The Judges of the advertisements
submitted will bo 1). S. Rosenwald
Howard
of Rosenwald
Eros.;
Gruehl, president of the Oriiehl
T.
W.
agency;
advertising
advertising manager of
tho Morning Journal.
'

.

JUST RECEIVED

I

Page Three.

Layton
Pure Food
Co.

bet-

er margains, lowest
prices and reasonable terms, and our

policy

is

proving

popular.
STRONG BLOCK
: Copper at Second

3

THIS IS THE IDEA

THE
WANT YOU TO WRITE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR

lieitest Little

Oar on Eari

TIE lEW.iQBEL 4S0 CHEVIM
THE PRIZES
$15.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
1.00

for the Best Ad,
for the Second Best Ad.
for the Third Best Ad.
for each of the Five Next Best Ads.
for each of the Ten Next Best Ads.

18 PRIZES ALTOGETHER
INSTRUCTIONS.
Any boy or girl enrolled in the Albuquerque High School is eligible. The contest begins February 21st, two days before the opening
of the New Mexico Automobile Show, and ends 6:00 p. m., February
28th. three days after the closing of the New Mexico Automobile
Show. Come to our salesroom or headquarters at the Auto Show, between February 21st and 28th, for any information or literature you
may desire. New models will be at both places for your inspection.
Write your ads for a newspaper space of about 8x12 inches. All ads
must be in sealed envelopes, marked plainly with your name and address, and delivered to our salesroom not later than 6:00 p. m. February 28th. The judges of the ads will be:
D. S. Rosenwald, of Rosenwald Bros.
Howard Gruehl, president of the Gruehl Advertising Agency.
W. T. McCreight, Advertising Manager of the Morning Journal.
And as soon as the judges make their report, checks will be mailed to
the winners.
The best ads will be published and we reserve the right to publish any or all ads over the writer's name.
COME TO OUR SALESROOM AND THE AUTO SHOW AND
INSPECT THE NEW MODELS. YOU WILL BE WELCOME, AND
ANY QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED GLADLY.

THE COOPER MOTOR CO.
519 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.

"

5 MEN HELD
GRAND

.

BRITISH NAVY BEGINS CONSTRUCTION
OF WORLD'S GREATEST SUBMARINE KENNEDY

10

JURY 01

-

WITNESS

(By The Associated FrcM.)
Paso, Texas, Feb. 15. General

ld

118 ACRES SIGNED UP
SUGAR BEETS IN
THE 111 ES ILL A VALLEY

FOR

British naval penius and British
diplomatic policy are apparently at
odds on the subject of tho submarine as a legitimate weapon of
modem civilized warfare.
While Arthur Balfour r.nd Lord
Lee of Fareham, at the Washington conference on the Limitation
of Armament, were making Britain's "magnificent gesture," demanding the abolition of the submersible and branding all officers
and men who went down to the sea
and submarines as cowards or
worse, the British Navy was rushing construction of the greatest
underseas boat the world has ever
known. Naval and diplomatic officials of the United States and the
other great naval powers are wondering just what it was all about.
The British demand for eliminating tho submarine failed dismally,
in face of America's position that
the submersible is an essential defensive weapon to a nation which
with long coast lines that must be
guarded against invasion, and to
the small nation which cannot afford the tremendous financial burden of capital ships.
The British navy is already far
in advance oZ the rest of the world
in tuhmarine strength.
In
of all classes, according
to tho latest tabulation, she has in
commission a total tonnage of
against a total tonnage of
64.9G4 in commission i the United
States Navy, which stands next en
the list. Britain's latest class of
submarines afloat, tho
M Class, far exceeds in offensive
armament anything in the way of
submersible ships that any nation
has yet attempted. These vessels,
113,-25-

Jonrnnl.
tSjwelnl Cnrreanonilenrr to Tlie
Feb. 15.
Las Cruces, N. M.,chairman
of
George W. Frenger,
the Industrial committee of the

Las Cruccs ChamberA. of Commerce,
Turney, field
announces that C.
the
of
Holly
representative
Colo.,
of
Sugar corporartun acresSwink.
the
in
118
has signed up
valley to bo planted to sugar
beets this season.
Seventeen farmers are Identified:
with, this commercial tent, upon
the outcome, of which hinges the
establishment of a large refinery
on the outskirts of Las Cruces.
The freight on the beets from the
Me-nil-

Mesilla, vnlley to Swink will be absorbed by the migar company ana
the chamber or commerce. of
AgrThe New Mexico College,
iculture and Mecnwnlc Arts has
signed a contract for seven acres
to be farmed under commercial
in addition to tho
conditions,
acreage to bo devoted to experimental work. The experimental
station staff, headed by Prof. Fabian Oarcia. will keep a careful
record of all Hems in the cost of

so that
production and marketing,
complete data may be available for
district.
tho
of
farmers
Officers of the chamber of commerce says that If sugar beet growing Is undertaken on a commercial
scale the pulp, syrup and top,
used with
which are
alfalfa, which is extensively grown
In the Mesilla valley, would make
excellent feed for fattening cattle
and sheep. Also that fattening livestock will provide tho fertilizer required to grow beets and other

crops.

TUNNEY ANXIOUS TO
FIGHT CARPENTIER
(By The Araorlnted I"rei.)

Philadelphia, Feb. 1 5. Gene
Tunney, claimant of the light

of
championship
heavyweight
America, who disposed of Whitey
Wenzel of Pittsburgh in four
rounds here last night, said today
that he Is anxious to fight Georges
Carpentier.
"Doc" Bagley, manager of Tunney, said he had sent a dozen cables to Deseamps,
Carpentler's
manager, without getting a reply.
"Tex RIckard has been trying
for the match, too," Bagley said.
"As far as we can find out, Carpentier wants Tom Gibbons, Harry
Greb and Tunney to fight an elimination tourney. Then he will meet

tho winner."

Of all fish the carp, In proportion to its size, has the largest

inra

k'--

'"sv'-C-

AJo1

i which London
despatches

i.-

r

l

111

t.

12-in-

WE

it
riA
British submarine of the M Class
with its great
gun, the
h

heaviest armament carried

by

any undersea boat. This vessel
will be exceeded in size and
fighting power by the l, the
now in the
course of construction in England.
(Insert) Lord Lee of Fareham,
who made Britain's argument
for eliminating the submarine
at the arms conference.
X--

in addition to the usual torpedo
tube equipment, carry a great
gun on the deck.
Britain's latest step in submarine development, however, far exceeds the M Class, according to
the meager reports which have
been allowed to leak out concernThe ship,
ing the new vessel.

SALARY OF NURSE IN
MOSCOW IS LESS THAN
COST OF CAKE OF SOAP

FLYING TO KEEP

(By The Associated Press.)
Feb. 15. The monthly salary of a nurse In the mu-

London,

nicipal hospital in Moscow is less
than the cost of a cake of soap
This striking exIn that city.
be- ample of the disproportion
itween wages and the cost of livLeft
Wednesday ing in the Russian capital is dis- closed in a report just mada by
Morning in an Airplane; a special commission
sent to RusReach San sia by tho health committee of
Expects
the league of nations.
The commission says that a
Francisco This Evening.
cake of soap in Moscow cost
n The Associated Tress.)
rubles, while nurses in the
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 15. Edrtle city hospital were paid only
aco
rubles a month and that they
Rickenbaeker, American flying
in the world war, left here this had to be content with very
food.
mail
an
in
air
as
scanty
"cargo"
morning
Tho poverty and misery that
reach San
plans in anIn effort to
Francisco
tlmo to deliver an prevailed in Russia as seen in
the hospitals which the commisaddress there tomorrow night.
Jaclc Knight, of tho aerial mail sion visaed made a deep imprespilot, sion upon the members. Neverservice, was Ttickenbacker's
and Intended to take him as far as theless, the commission stated,
there is a high state' of efficiency
Cheyenne, Wyo.
in the municipal hospital and the
commission emphasized the spirit
TO LEA VI? SALT LAKE
of sacrifice displayed by those
CITY THIS MORNING
entrusted with ministering to the
health of the Russian people, es
Salt Lake City, Utah, Feb. 15.
American pecially or the clilren.
Eddie
Hickenbaclcer,
flying: ace in the world war, who
left Omaha thia morning In an air BONDS ARE FURNISHED
mall plane with the idea In view
BY 9 MEN HELD IN THE
of reaching Kan Francisco tonight,
arrived in Salt Lake at 6 o'clock
KNICKERBOCKER CRASH
Jourhis
resume
will
tonight and
ney by piano tomorrow morninff.
(By The Ashwluted Tress.)
He expected to reach Elko, Nov.,
Washington, Feb. 15. Bonds of
tonight and to take a train from $5,000
were furnished today
there, but a late arrival at Omaha by the each
nine men ejrdered held for
preby train, and delayed take-of- f
the
grand Jury by the coroner's
vented this schedule.
yesterday after the Inquest in
By leaving here at daybreak to- Jury
to the collapse of tho roof of the
morrow mornintr, and using a mall Knickerbocker
motion picture thea
piano on the entire trip, he will ter.
arrive In Kan Francisco in plenty
were
men
The
booked formally
of time to keep a speaking engage- on
charges of homicide, hut District
ment there tomorrow evening. He
Gordon
said that
Peyton
changed planes three times in hla Attorney
should any of them he indicted
flight today, at North Platte, Chey- they would
he charged with no
enne and Rock Springs. Today's
offense
than involuntary
flight was the first he had made higher
He said he did not
In eight months,
Hickenbacker manslaughter.
the
expect
grand
Jury to tako up
y
Raid, and he retired nlniopt
case until early next week.
after his arrival. Ills flight the
tomorrow will necessitate a chango
of planes at Elko and Reno. Hid
flight was wilh Bpeclal permission
of Postmaster General 'Will Hays.
SLOAN'S TO

ft

SPEHG

DUE

Omaha
to

lmme-datel-

brain.

SE

SB

n

tint mffers wttU

rvrrj
i6mxj trouble to try ioley Kidney Puu5
Mra. Browner, of Cleveland, Quo.
-I mn ttuin Foley Kidney Pm thM I
teuet, BiliCb stronger tnnn In 2.1 yearj."feel
Jofan F. Broov.H. Ooftto, Keb.
When .offering from

Backache, Rheumatism, Lama
Back, Kidneys or Bladder,

if

rFOLEY
KIDHEYPIUS
Tonic In Action
Quick to Give Good
Kesuiu

Sold everywhere.

R

rapher intimates that the inventor
was offered a considerable amount

(Stweinl Corrmpondenra to Tin Journal )
Santa Fe, Feb. 15. Organized to
to The JuurtiRl.) transact a
general mercantile busState College, N. M., Feb. 15.
J. W. Goodloe, incorporated,
iness,
The New Mexico aggies boys' and of Mesilla
haB

As a builder of strength or
protection against weakness

Scott's

has stood the exacting
test of time. Help your-- 1
self to renewed strength,
take Scott's Emulsion !
Scott & Howne, Bloom field. N. J.

'

20--

It guaranteed by 30 year
service to millions of
Americans. Kondon'i

girls' teams will leave for Silver
City Friday, where they will meet
state normal
the New Mexico
school In two games.
The aggies girls' team is the
strongest In years and will show
the normalites a stur game, as
for the boys' team, it took the state
championship again when it met
the New Mexico Military institute
hore last Friday.

been chartered
Park,
with a capital stock ot$5,000. The
concern begins business with $4,000
paid in, which has been subscribed
by the following incorporators, all
of Mesilla Park: J. W. Goodloe,

$3,700; W. L. Goodloe, $100; E. W,
Goodloe; $100; F. H. Knight, $100.
Natives of Liberia rub garlic on
their feet, finding that venomous
reptiles run from the odor.
,

u

works wonders for your
cold, sneaitng. cough.
chronic catarrh, bead--

sore nose,

FREE
SOTreatmeni
tin oo receipt
ol rour nuns
and address

KONDON
llimespollt, Hioa,

t

..

WARD OFF PAIN

Ijos Angeles, Calif., Feb. 15. A
word pioluie of Mrs. Madalynne
to
Obenchain, sitting shoulder
shoulder with her
Arthur Burch. at the window of his
room in a downtown hotel, both of
them looking toward the office of
J. Helton Kennedy in a building
across the street, late today was
given to the jury sitting in the
woman's trial on the charge of
murdering Kennedy.
Thomas Haley, proprietor of the
hotel in which Burch stayed, gave
the picture, under examination by
Asa Keyes, deputy district attorney.
"Burch asked permission to have
the woman visit him in his room,
saying sho was his cousin, and said
he would prop tho door open,"
Haley testified. "I saw her there
four or five times. She and Burch
lookalways were sitting together
ing out of the window toward Kenobserved
Burch
nedy's office. I also
daily from .luly 24, when he rented
the room, till August 6, the day
Kennedy
preceding the evening
was killed sitting at the window.
Burch
when
testified
that
Haley
rented the room ho looked out of
the window, "Instead of at the furniture of tho room," and said he
wanted the next room south, which,
more
if was brought out, wasoffice.
nearly opposite Kennedy's
the
closed
Haley's testimony
court day, which otherwise was
filled with reading of love letters
Kenwritten by Mrs. Obenchain tostate's
the
nedy. According to showed
the
theory, these letters
motive for the slayinsr. The prosecution attributes to Mrs. Obenchain
tho rage of a "woman scorned." It
is contended this is shown by such
passages as:
"I wouldn't give 2 cents for the
rest of life if anything happened
to you," written in 1917, in early
nnrt "Vnll are
1.,.
....v
)Ull Hi I'll- - ,.rt,v,nTr
a coward, laughing at a bleeding
a snon umu uciuio
heart, writtenkilled.
Kennedy was nil
wpta read to the
uinra
Jury in the trial of Burch,in awhich
disterminated a month ago

impies1
W

are caused hv
US errors of diet

FleiscIimaBii's

eaStcorrecfc:
nv
the cause
TQS

w

n
skin specJaKs't says that pimples are "signal flags of danA
ger" often indicating errors in diet.
Indeed pimples are so frequently associated with faulty habits of
eating and improper digestion that the first thing to do is to see that
our food is right.
Fresh yeast is a wonderful corrective food for these skin disorders.
Fleischmann's Yeast is rich in the elements which improve appetite
and digestion and which keep the intestines clean of poisons.
Physicians and hospitals all over the country are recommending
Fleischmann's fresh yeast for pimples and boils. It gets right at the
basic cause of these complaints.
Eat 2 to 3 cakes of Fleischmann's fresh yeast daily before or between meals to keep your skin healthy. Place a standing order with
your grocer.
well-know-

The familiar
package with the yellow label
ia the only form in which
Fleiachmann'B yeast is
told.
tin-fo- il

PREMIER

LENE

222 WEST CENTRAL

WILL ELECTRIFY

RUSSIUEPORI

much."
till God sines my
tvnnv Iionrt. io
"Don't fear your letters will
High-Pownot reach inc. Mr. O. understands this situation too thoroughly nnl mo too well ever
to open my mall."'
"I.ove is nrr t.int mnlies this
(Bv The AMMirluteil Tress.)
rnrthly Hfo worth while."
Feb. io. Fremier
Stockholm,
...of t'nn tjtrnnn. unnlltrh In dn
Lenine's Ions talked of scheme for what vou want to do, or I don't
the electrification of Russia appears want you at all."

Sweden Expects to Be Kept
Busy Turning Out
ed Turbines and
Electrical Materials.
er

DANDRUFF REMEDY
Stomach?
Belching?

Acid

T

to be crystallizing into action and
if the present plans announced by
officials cf tho soviet government
go through, Sweden will be engaged
turbines
in turning out
and other electrification materials
and maohinery for several years to
come .
In order to fill contracts said to
have been entered into by the biggest electrical works of Sweden, the
Swedish manufacturers will have
to purchase enormous quantities of
raw materials from the United
States where they are already buying a great deal of copper for
Sweden's own electrification pro
jects.
Professor Crastlo, neaa or tne
Russian department of electrifica- ,
tion, recently arrived at Trolllmet-tanin central Sweden, and began
negotiations with Gunnar W.
head of tho large Industrial
combine which is new delivering
locomotives to the soviet government, for the purchase and delivother needed
ery of turbines and Russian
power
mnhintrv for thn
stations to be constructed within
ia
Tronnaeuan
next
lew years.
the
ono cf Swecren-largest manufact
uring centers.
Whllo tho details of the Russian
order cannot be given at this time,
it is said tnat. tnree or mweucu
i,crr.et mo Vinnlral works will have
to be pressed into service to meet
contract,
tho Russian
Crastlo raid the Russian electrifica
tion plan Involves tne ouuuins before 1930 of about ten large power
stations with a total of 1,000,000
high-pow-

n,

s

r.

in.

f tho lnrtrent of these nower

MILK OF MAGNESIA

"Wa both should have neen Dig
enough to havo played square after my marrln.se. Mr. O. is too
b e to stoop to deceit. I am un
of him. I would have gone
worthy
hQlr in Vtlm find dnnft mv dutv but
t listened to your love words, not
acts.
your
itTxrV... A1A
n,T 4aTrA mn In vmil
arms and tell mo that you loved
me ana peg me to get a aivorce r
you let mo go?
"Why couldn't
"Did you ever try to mako me

50c bottles.
Sale price,

Corrects
prevents fermentaacidity,
tion of food, makes you fit, mild laxaan
no
excellent mouth
griping,
tive,
of the teeth.
wash and preservative
makes teeth white ana beautltul.
36o bottles. One Cent Sale
price, 2 for
bottles, One Cent Sale
price, 2 for.
65o

66c

More than thirty letters will be
read into tho record, it is said.

Curtice, United

States consul at Nagasaki, Japan,
committed suicide today by shoot
ing himself through the head at o
local hotel. He was on a vacation
in this country and had been here
since February 6.

IS.

HATFIELD

TV"

(T-

Furniture Polish

i

2

SWEET CASCARA.
Aromatic Cascara Compound (Merltol) the reliable laxative for young
snd old. Your physician will tell you
all about It.
35e bottle (8 ounce), sale
QfI
GUIs
price, 2 for

Thedford's Black Draught,
lar price 25c; Sale Price,

-

'

Sf
ZuC

regu- -

for

2

Limestone Phosphate, regular
price 50c; Sale Price, 2 for. .

'

where

DOC

for

Palmollve Boap, 10,
1 "I
Sale price, 2 for
AJ.C
Limit, 4 Cakes to a Customer,

MVER SALTS.
MERITOIi Hepatic (liver salts), a
laxative
drink, more effectsparkling
ive than ordinary salts, pleasant, too.
forFine
rheumatism, gout, kidney
trouble, as well as a liver stimulant.
before breakfast and feel
dose
a
Take
all day. No constipation
Meritol Hepatic Salts are used.
BOo bottles, sale price,
2 for

i

Some of Our Specials

'

good

-

Your finest furniture, mahogany, oak
or other wood will glisten with a dry.
hard polish that
have that smoky
look when yon
MERITOL Furniture Polish. T.
nful on a damp
cloth will do
furniture In a
room, thus. mu
expensive than
most polishes; (,; ipint) bottles. One
Cent Sale Price,

6lC

--

U

tOX0
S2.75
$1.98
$1.26
$1.75

pr
dx.UD

SYRUP OF FIGS.
MTSRITOTj Ryrup of Figs and Elixer
oi Senna is the pleasant system regulator that every member of the family
will like. Never gripes; never upsets
the stomach.
60c bottles, sale price

Linimentra

61c

. . .

qt Hot Water Bottles.
QQ
regular price $2; 2 for...'.
tit. Combination Hot Water Bottle and
Syringe; regular price
$2.75. Sale price, 2 for...
2 qt Fountain Syringe,
regular price $2; 2 for,..
Household Rtibber Gloves,
reg. price $1.25; 2 pairs..
Purity Douche; reg. price
$3.50. Sale price, each....
Fancy Rubber Aprons, in colors. Regular price $2.00
Sale price, each
Plain Household Rubber Aprons. Regular price $1.50.
OPJ"
Sale price, each...
u)X.42t)

66c

k,

for.

3

Pimples, Eczema, Piles, Cold Sores,
all kinds of skin humors, quickly re.
lieved with MERITOL Eczema Remedy
or money refunded.
65o bottle, sale price
2 for

SABINA, OHIO

2

2

SKIN TROUBLE

TV1T7I--

One Cent

Goods

NERVOUS INDIGESTION?
Do You Sleep?
Are Tou Nervous?
Stomach Misery?
If you suffer untold torture from
MBRITOL
poor digestion.
Is the preparation you need. Contains Hydrastis (golden seal.) Nature's
greatest healer, in combination with
Pepsin and Senna.
$1.00 bottles, sale price,
0

(Bv The Aseorlalfd Preee.)
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 15. Ray-

.. 51c

Guaranteed Rubber

OIL

AMERICAN CONSUL AT
NAGASAKI ENDS LIFE
BY SHOOTING HIMSELF
Schofield

Sale price,

IOTEUMATISM?
PAINS?
ACHES?
Use Merltol Analgesic Balm, an excellent preparation for relieving pain;
rub it on; it penetrates. Neuralgia and
It has
Rheumatism quickly relieved.
a Lanolin base, thereby being quickly
absorbed to the seat of all pain; (?50c tubes, sale price, 2 for....

final."

One Cent
for

Shampoo your hair once weekly with
MERITOIi
Cocoanut
Oil
Saponified
Shampoo and notice how it improves
the appearance of the hair.
60c bottles.

"1 never want to marry you unless you love me?"
"Unless you come to me by fifteenth, it will be the end. This is

mond

2

Cocoanut Oil Shampoo

36c

happy?"

stations is to . bo located at Wolchow
Houm or rev
r.Un.,t rTiTl
are to be
rograd. Twoon stations
T ITTLE aches grow Jnto big pains constructed
Swlr
river Be In Pitiable Condition When She
the
(By The Assnrlated Press.)
on
waraca
unicss
an
oy
applica- tween Onega and iadnga lakes.
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 15. The bettion
of
Sloan's.
Rheumatism.
of
ter business bureau of tho board
The Russian ciennneauim ihoh
Began Taking Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
commerce today started an investi- neuralgia, stiff joints, lame back won't contemplates also the erection of a
cen- steam
of
power
number
gation to determine the possible ex- fight long against Sloan's Liniment.
lnrae
Vegetable Compound
tent of the operations here of RayFor more than forty years Sloan' iruio.
,
...
mond J. Bischoff, the youthwnl Liniment has helped thousands, the
Should tills amoitious iracrau
speculator now under arrest in world over. You won't be an except the Russian soviet government po
Sabina. Ohio. "I took Lvdia E.
is - likely
It
,.u
Chicago.
' " KPhn.iiilpd
tion. It certainly does produce results. Uliuuft"
L,nA1ol.
pclr pnl Ann nlfi- - Pinkham'B Vegetable Compound for
The inquiry was begun In the forT
It penetrates without nibbing. Keep oh'anlcal engineers will be drafted
weaKness and irelgn quarter, ns the result it was
regularity. I was
announced, of discovery that worth- this old family friend always handy to install the machinery in m Jiua
weak and nervous
less securities with face value of lor instant use. iax your ncignDor.
sian power stations,
owned by Miss Frances
and could hardly
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.
a nurse, were purchased
stand on my feet
PYP! flRFR's'sODY TO .
through Bischoff.
long enough to
The bureau today r.ecelved the
REST WHERE HE FELL
cook a meal. I was
stock from counsel of Miss Mlskn-wlathis way for about
to whom It was bequeathe
a year and had
IW ,M"
her by her brother, who died last
tried several medDecember.
Fu- Associated
Press).
(by the
icines and had a
neral guns Doomea in
physician, but to
of Sir Krnest
as
the
body
ENGINEER RILEY IS
today'. .
....
no avail. My sis..nlnraP
noieu Tit,li.
SnacKieion,
jiuum
ter was taking
.v.nnH tiia Ttrltlsb
FOUND DEAD IN BED
: :
was van iu ,"""v
steamer Woodville, which will takeo your medicine and finally induced me
SPKCiAL
D'SeATCH TO MOSN1N9 JOURNAL)
explorer on niu iu.ni. iuj-ag- to try it. I now feel fine anl can do
messeas.
A
eantyUninrpassed the IndeadAntarctic
Helen, N. M., Mb. 15.
my housework without any trouble at
Shackleton's body will be burled all. You can use this letter for the
sage was received here this mornTh wotxJmfunV rennet.
ing announcing that C. P. Riley, a
sake of others if you wish." Mra.
Pearly white complexion
Santa Fe engineer, had been found
rendered, br!ng fcackth
church at Grytviken, which looksa WeldonG. Hatfield, R. E. 8, Sasea
dead in bed at Clovis. Mr. Riley
from
appearance of youth.
out on the Antarctic
hills bina, Ohio.
was engineer on the local running
ara Instant Highly
by towering
bay surrounded
...... n
- uiiiivav
,1 A
Housewives make a great mistake
.Imnn
tween Clovis and Vaughn and went
W1UU11
ntlstptlcKiertao(tand
Binuja
In allowing themselves to become o
Into Clovis Tuesday afternoon. The
toothing action. Over 73
covered.
caller who went to his room this
said
reaninuae.
h
weak and nervous that it is
"Like all great explorers,"
Mr.
dead.
Send 15 c. for Trial Sht
morning found him
Charge Vere in bis address, "fjhack-leto- n impossible for them to attend to their
Riley had been employed on the
desired if he fell in the strug- necessary household duties.
tttD. T. HOPKINS ft SOW
cut-of- f
for about sixteen years. He
gle for new and Important discovLydia E. Pinkham' Vegetable
is survived by his widow and two
eries in tho interest of humanity,
be taken when you
sons, Kenneth A. and Ben, who
like explorers of old and soldiers Compound should
here. Tiie body will be taken
on the battlefield, to rc3t where he first notice such symptoms as
to Sweet Springs, Mo., for burial.
backache, weakness and irfell."
regularity. It will help you and preJournal Want Ads bring results.
Journal Want Ads bring results. vent more fleriaus trouble,
-

MERITOL Dandruff Remedy destroys
the dandruff germ, removes the unsightly scales, invigorates the growth of
the hair. Pleasing odor, too,

Indigestion?
Constipation?

P-- i

DxC

, .

Menthaeol, regular price 25c;
Sale Price, 2 for
Genuine Yeast Vitamins
lar price $1,00;
Bale Price, 2 for.,..-.- .

v.

51c

26c

Tablets, regu(Jt--

t

tDl.Ul.

W

well-nig-

Mail Orders Filled

at These Prices When Accompanied With

Amount and Postage.
;
X
No Phone Orders, G. O. D.'s or Delivery at These Prices.
,
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HelpYourself

MERCANTILE

IS CHARTERED

CITY FRIDAY

of money to suppress hia invention
by the British authorities.
Naval opinion throughout the
world, remembering Britain's vast
merchant fleet that can be turned
over night into
privateers, is wondering how far British politicians of today are influenced by the same consideration
which in the early days of the 19th
of the jury.
century sought to stifle all subma-rin- e agreement
iiww.
Jiixtraets irom me
development because of its
I'd like to llo quietly in
menace to British sea supremacy.
ami
sleep sleep
your arms
kill God senfis mo a better
dronm."
"You seem so close to mc;
even v hen sleeping, I feci yon
near and you press my lips
bo hard you wnUo mc up."
"Winn I turn out my light,
plcaso como niul lot me rest
close? to your heart."
"These mountains are tiresome. Tho otTan. my first
lowe, nml you, my last, arc the
onlv thiUKs that never tiro
inc.'
"Good night, I love you

horse-powe-

INQUIRY BEGUN INTO
BISCHOFF OPERATIONS

worn

describe
as a
is to be
"X-l,"
known as the
and her keel
plate has already been laid. Features hitherto unknown in submarine construction are to be incor.
porated in this giant of the depths,
but the nature of these improvements has been kept profoundly
secret. It is stated however, that
will be practically a
the "X-l- "
submersible battleship, far superior
to the M type with its single
gun.
Naval officers the world over are
watching British submarine policy
with eager interest. They recall
that when Robert Fulton invented
his submarine "Nautilus" in 1801
he offered the submersible to William Pitt, then Prime Minister ci
Pitt predicted that "if
England.
we adopt thij kind of fighting it
will be the end of all navies," but
referred Fulton to St ' Vincent,
then first Lord of "the Admiralty.
St. Vincent declared that submarine warfare was "useless to those
who are masters of the sea" and
would if successful "deprive them
of the supremacy." Fulton's biog"super-submarin-

4,
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El
Juan Merigo, Primitive Hernandez,

Cirillo Rodriguez, Enrique Light-born- e
and Guillermo Porras were
arraigned before the United States
commissioner here today and held
to tho federal grand Jury on the
charge of setting on foot a military expedition to Mexico and for
conspiring so to do. Merlgo's bond
was placed at $m.O0O find that of
the others at $2,r.00. All are Mexican citizens. Merigo, Hernandez
and Rodriguez were taken into cusafter they
tody Sunday . shortly
crossed from Mexico at a point
thirty miles southeast of El anPaso,
enwhither they had fled after
counter with Mexican feedral troops
at Ramalnyuca, Chihuahua.
In a statement to tho commissioner, Merigo denied he was one
of the leaders of the expedition into Mexico, but admitted participation therein, "I accepted the invitation to go into Mexico on a revoto overthrow
lutionary expedition an
assassin."
tho government of
court,
told
the
saying, "I
Merigo
went in the interest of Mexican
peace and in tho interest of the,
United States as well. I consider
tho charge Indeed against me by
,fnr
the United States an injusticeInterI was fighting for American
Mexico.
of
as
those
ests as well
the
ngainst
Merigo protested
amount of bail fixed by the comwas
prepared
missioner, saying he
to furnish bond in a smaller
fi mount.
Since his arrest he has
been in custody of the military at
Fort Bliss, but following the pre-in
liminary hearing, was lodged
Jail. He was accompanied in court
son.
by his wife and
He conducted his own case.

AVERS

Hotel Proprietor Tells How
Mrs. Obenchain and
Burch Watched Office of
Man who Later was Slain

Are Alleged to Have Set on
Foot a Military Expedition Into Mexico; All Are
Mexican Citizens.
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BEAUTY CHATS

By JANE PHELPS

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Iad

A nUOKKX KXGACEMEXT.
CHAPTER S3.
Was Hannah right? And if so,
was it her duty to remain a widow
because of Joan's objections? Only
too well did Margaret Hayden know
that Joan would keep her word and
separate from her if she married
while she, Joan, was so opposed to
it. Which could she bear best
saparation from Joan, the knowledge that she haft tost her and her
love, or tlc giving up of the dream
that had come to her so late, the
dream of happiness with Craig For-

rester?

after she
had bade Hannah goodnight, Margaret sat in the dark by the window, trying to decide.
Someway
she had a feeling it could not bo put
off longer. Her lips quivered when
she recalled Joan's coldness, her
aloofness of the day before, so in
contrast to her comradeship of the
preceding days when they had
worked so happily together, then
lunched so Bayly.
Then as sha thought of Craig Forrester, a slow tear crept unheeded
down tier cheek. She had builded
such a beautiful dream, such rosy
air castles. And poor Craig! He
loved her, she knew. Was it right
to spoil two lives to keep one young
girl happy?
"I brought her into the world. It
is tn her I owe my first duty."
Margaret did not speak these
words aloud, yet Bhe would almost
have sworn that she did, so emphatic was her thought.
Quietly she undressed and went
to bed.
After breakfast she telephoned
Craig Forrester. He came at once.
"I want to be released from my
I never can
fengasement, Craig.
marry you."
"But Margaret! What can have
happened since yesterday? Is it ?
It is Joan! I won't release you,
Margaret! It is wicked for you to
ask it. You love me, I know you
do, dear," all his flippant manner
piving place to great seriousness.
"Do you think it right to ruin' two
lives?"
"I brought her into the world. It
is to her I owe my first duty."
All the long evening,

Parrot-lik-

Missionary society of the
Avenue Methodist church will meet
with Mrs. R. E. Boddy on Foothill
boulevard at 2 p. m.
Woman's
Home and Foreign
Missionary society of the Presbyterian church will meet with Mrs.
L. G. Rice at 100 South Arno at
2:30 p. m.
Lady Foresters dance at St.
Mary's hall at 9 p. m.

Margaret
repeated
the words of her thought the night
before the thought that had not
left her, even in her sleep, because
it had colored her dreams.
Long Craig pleaded. But Margaret was adamant.
"But Joan may marry!"
"Even if she does it may not be
for years, Craig. It would be most
unfair to you to hold that out as a
hope we could marry."
"But it I want it go? Why,
Margaret, It is the most Quixotic
idea I ever heard of Surely you
won't deny you love me?" He held
her tenderly to him as he saw the
quiver of her lips, a quiver Bhe
could not control.
"No, Craig, and it la because I
love you that I let you go. I can't
keep on torn between my love for
you and for Joan. I can't! I must
decide it once for all."
"And I must go?"
o

MRS!

rULU'koOL

ROLAND

SAUER

SURPRISING

AND

WED,
FRIENDS

The marriage ceremony for Mrs.
Lulu Kool and Roland Sauer was
performed last night by the Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper at the Presbyterian parsonage, to the surprise of
friends of the couple who had not
been informed
of arrangements.
The ceremony took place at 8:30
o'clock, the couple leaving later for
El Paso, where they are spending
thflr honeymoon.
The bride is from Champaign,
111., and has been a resident of Albuquerque for the past three
Mr. Sauer had
years.
made
his homo
here
for several
years. He is a distributor for
Packard automobiles. The couple
will" return from their trip on the
morning of the automobile show
opening and will mako their homo
at 1205 East Central avenue.

"Yes, Craig." Then again she re"I brought her into the
peated:
world. It is to her I owe my first

duty."

They talked some time longer.
Craig urged her no more, but declared he never would give her up.
"We may still be good friends,
see each other as friends do?" ho
asked.
"Of course if you wish. But for
a time don't come so often, Craig.
It will be easier for me," again that
quiver of the mobile lips, "and
Craig, don't come (it all on Sunday.
I want Joan to be happy when she
is with me, and she would be con
tinually reminded of what the professor said if you were here."
I see!
very well. Margaret.
He spoke rather coldly. But his
conscience smote him as he looked
at her pale face, and he assured her
in his old frank manner that her
word was law. Then, as he said,
goodbye, he whimsically remarked:
"I shall spend the rest of my life
getting Joan a husband."
Margaret was, like Joan, little
prone to tears. But after the door
closed upon the one love of her life
she broke down utterly and wept
We was having joggrlffy in skool
as she had not for years. It had
Miss Kitty
been harder to give him up even and I was hoping
wouldn't call on me on account of
than she had thought."
me not having studied my lessins,
espeshilly my Joggriffy, and who
was the 2nd persin she called on
but me, saying Benny Potts, rise.
Meening stand up, wich I did,
and she said. Ware is Cape Horn?
Cape Horn? I sed.
By VSMJH WLASON.
Precisely, sed Miss Kitty.
A capo is a point of land sticking
out in some water, I sed.
Thats perfectly true, though not
l'OOIl HITMAN NATURE.
hope. His grief obsessed him till
and
Impressed,
elegantly
It's human nature, I suppose, to he knew I had lumbago and the very
moreover
find in others' woes. flu; two fell diseases in my frame, sed Miss its not wat I asked you,
comfort
Kitty.
When rheumatiss, with tireless vim, and ready to give up the game. The
Meening she was still thinking
nssails my shelfworn larboard limb, tidings braced him for a while; he
about Cape Horn and I sed, Cape
and 1 am rubbing dope thereon, and gave three cheers and heaved a Horn
?
raising Ntd from dark till dawn, smile. I wonder why this thing is
of the werd
I'm cheered by hearing news from so, that ws can better bear our woe Is Your pronunciation
perfeck, sed Miss Kitty.
he has the ill in both his if told some neighbor, in his lair,
(;i!;,'s
Being sourcastick, and I sed,
less. No more I murmur and re- has twice our grief and some to
Horn, well, its not in Africka.
pine; he has a fiercer dose than spare. Our human nature's a sur- Cape
No and It never was, sed Miss
mine. This Gregg's a good and prise, and hard to parse and anKitty.
loyal friend; he's done mo favors alyze.
Me thinking, Gosh shang it, ware
without end; and gladly, gayly I'd
the heck is it. And I sed. Cape
jespond; of old Pete Gregg I'm very
MEXIA.
ANOTHER
, Horn ? '
fond. Their why flo l TPjoiee to
Did you study your Joggriffy?
Vaughn oil field may bo anknow that Greg can duplicate my
woe, and show a surplus o disease other Mexla. Geologists believe it. sed Miss Kitty.
A
Mam? I looked over it, I sed.
now
few
invested
dollars
knees?
his
in both his ankles and
You must of looked 2 yards over
indepenAnd Uregg confessed to me, one might mean financial
time, the details of a kindred dence. You will get quick action. it at least, sed Miss Kitty, would
He had lumbago in his This is a shallow sand. E. C. you like to remain a half hour after
crime.
hack, and sat complaining in his Powell,. Agent, Mesa Leon Oil skool and rite the location of Cape
shack, consuming pills and other Trust, 111 South Fourth Street, Horn 200 times?
No mam, I sed.
dope, all shorn of confidence and Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Well do it enyway, sed Miss
Kitty.
Wich I did.

'.RIPPLHG

WHKN YOU DANCE.
The time when a young girl
wants to look her best is when she
dances. I know because dozens of
them write to me a few woekii before some special dunce is contemplated, somehow thinking that
quite
they can mako themselves
beautiful in that short space of
time. They can't, of course, so I
all the little
toll them instead
things that can be none to imtheir
prove
appearance.
First of all the dance frock itself
is always becoming. It ia more becoming to a young girl than any
of her older dresses simply because
it is soft and silky, and, by its very
frivolity, sets off the young face
and figure. Secondly, and perhaps
after all this Is, most important,
the mere fact that the girl is going to dance makes her eyes
sparkle and cheeks flash, becomingly.
So much for
Now
essentials.
there are what I might call last
minute
heautil'iers.
hair
The
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WARNING

!

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22. years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Rheumatism
Colds
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
;

Accept only

"Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 10ft Druggists.
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Ucooacettcacldeater of Ballcjllcacll

Handy "Bayer" boxes of
Aspirin M th

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS
HAN TWO CEflTS A POUND
you all the pure, clean soap you
for kitchen, laundry and all
Make It At Home By This need
household purposes.
will find simple directions
You
Process
Takes
Easy
I for
soapmaking on the label of
Less Than 30 Minutes.'
every can of Merry War Lye
also many other recipes such as
Nowadays, more and more wo- how to make lye hominy, how to
men are doing as their mothers soften water, havr. to make
did and are making their own clothes washing easy, how to
soap. If you have never tried It, brighten cooking utensils, etc.
you 'will be surprised to see how
Merry War Powdered Lye Is
easy it Is to make good ' soap, also a wonderful
cleaner and
soft soap, hard soap or floating purifier for use about the home,
kitchen barn, chicken house and outsoap. Just
by using
scraps and waste grease together houses.
Cornea in a convenient
with a can of Merry War Lye, can with revolving sifting top
the saf j and sure soapmaker.
that cannot come off, cannot get
In the old days when soap was lost, recloses
and prewade by the boiling process It serves contents. tightly
It la economical
took nearly all day to make a to buy and easy to use.
kettle of .soap. Now It Is hardly
Ask your dealer for Merry War
any work at all requires
no Lye be sure you get "Merry
SO
takes
less
min- War" the
than
boiling
that has made
utes. Saves you money and gives good for 33 lye
years.
I
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Danco frocks arc always becoming.
should be shampooed and waved,
if it looks well waved, one or two
days before the dance. This is so
most of the curl will come out and
only a soft, unobtru'sivo wave left
Then when the hair is softly
combed it will bo sure to look its
best.
If the nails are manicured the
day of the dance the hands will
look nice. If the elbows are sharp
or dark in color they should be
treated with cold cream for a few
days beforo the dance. When you
dress use vanishing cream on them
under tho powder.
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W. BOARD TO

Here IsiThe Secret!

Nature Intended that you should
have a well developed figure, wltn
the clear skin, sparkling eyes,
etroni? nerven and rugged atrenglbt
of IRONIZED YEAST. Watch
that goes with It. And If you are
n
now lain and
the Results!
it is because certain of Nature's laws
have been rilanheveri. NutiiTA nu
quires that we get a proper amount of vitamlnes and Iron lntoour
systems. But these two essential elements are lacking in the
modern diet. That is why so many of ua are tUln aud

time for the washing.
custody of all Y. W. C. A. property.
Pepsy: The callous spots that
sometimes appear on the feet can
be removed by using a sanitary file
on them after bathing. They are
only a collection of dead skin that
can he easily removed. There are
files that come for this purpose.

F. E.

Mail coupon
low fo, Am-i- nj
Three Day Trial Treatment
17171

Yeast Best When Ironized
The thing to do Is to supply this lack by taking with each meal
two tiny IRONIZED YEAST tablets which contain in highly
concentrated form, a specially cultured yeast grown under
th
strictest supervision for medicinal purposes a yeast unequalled
for Its richness in the essential Water Soluble B vitamlnes. Ia
addition It contains the correct amount of the twoothervltamlnea
Fat .Soluble A and Water Soluble C which are equally Important, to health. These three vitamlnes bring excellent results even
If taken alone
but when taken with a proper amount of easily
nsalmilnted organic Iron, as In IRONIZED YEAST, these reaulU
are secured atcn in j uil kalj Ihe tmial time!

Lift Off with Fingers

SELECT SCHOOL
BUILDING TODAY

Watch The Results!

A deal will be closed here today
by Urn governing board of tho
Francis K. Willard school for the
purchase of property to become
tho school homo at Santa Fe.
Three places are under consideration, each of which Is available for
immediate occupancy. The school
expects to open up to students next
week.
II. F. Pankey of Santa Fe, chairman of ihe business committee of

Note how IRONIZED YEAST immediately Increases your
appetite how It enables you to get real Joy out of every morsel of
food you eat. See how quickly It drives away pimples, blackheads,
etc., and how your newly acquired "pep" makes hard work or play
a i'it:unui inon;u m a .nan.
ibADl (OUST I
Pleasant tn take will not causeiijgas or In any way upset the
toraach. Each IROSUZKI) YKAST tablet wrapped
in waxed eanltape
whtn madt, thus assuring 100
purity and strength. Special directions for children.
Go to your druggist or mail coupon today NOW I

intaciU

,

WARNING!
Not all yeast will fflve thm dam
alrfld raaults. There are certnin
ycaat which have abtyp of no
valus medicinally.
solutely
By iniitln on the genuine
IRONIZED YF.AST, and refining cheaper Imitations or substitutes you can be sure that
you are taking a vitamins tonio
treatment which is unsurpassed
In effectiveness, convenience
end) genuine health-buildivalue.

I), a. Porterfiold and
of the business commit-

IT Free Trial

,

Coupon

The Ironized Yeast Co.,
Atlanta, Ga., Dept.
107
Please send me the famous three day free
trial treatment of IRONIZED YEAST.
Name

Address
State
City
Only On. Trial Packs--

.....

,
to Family
Doesn't hurt a bit!
4
Drop a
little "Frcezone"
on an aching
Note:
YKAST
nt
sold
Is
IKONIZKI)
all
on
Dm
Stores
tmr
corn, instantly that corn stops of
guitrantea
from the first package or your money
complete satisfaction
hurting, then shortly you lift it
refunded.
off
wilh
fingers.
right
Truly!
your druggist
sells a tiny
bottle of "Fieezonc" for a few
cents, sufficient to remove every
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or Irritation.

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

We have held many a
February Sale but from
a standpoint of low
prices and high grade
merchandise this sale,
this year, is the greatest in our history!

FURNmJRE

rasa the aood, news of this
sale on to some friend whom
you know is contemplating
buying new furniture. Tell
them to take advantage of
this great price tumble for
this month only.

R. SI. R.:
Hair that is Inclined
tn be dry should not tie washed
oftcner than once in three weeks.
If your hair is thin your scalp
needs some treatment such as a

LAURA A. RIRKMAN.

SOME GOOD HOT BREADS.
The following recipes were con
tributed by a splendid New Eng'
land housekeeper:
Parker House Rolls: "Begin at
8 o'clock in tho morning and put
1 tablespoon of butter, 1 tablespoon
of sugar and a pinch of salt into
1 pint of boiling sweet milk. Mako
a thin batter like for griddle cakes,
by adding flour. When lukewarm,
add 2 cup of cake compressed
yeast which has been dissolved in
a very little tepid water, and let
rise until noon; then add as much
flour as you can stir in and let it
stand and rise until 4 o'clock. Then
turn out on. a breadboard, but do
not mould. Simply roll out about
inch thick, spread with
warm butter, cut out with a largo
cookie cutter, and fold each disc
over. After letting rise in a pan
until high and light, bake 15 min
utes in a good oven."
Milk Rolls: "1 pint sweet milk,
3 tablespoons
lard, 3 cups flour
(heaping), 22 cup sugar, a pinch
of salt and
yeast' cake dissolved
in
cup of tepid milk. Scald the
milk and let it cool. Now mix together flour, lard and salt. When
the milk is lukewarm add the sugar and yeast to it, then turn it
Into the flour mixture. Wrap the
bowl in a blanket and set it near
the stove, unless the weather is
very warm. If mixed between 8
and 9 o'clock in the morning tho
rolls are ready to make up by half-pa11.
When light, work well
and cover with a cloth, then a paper; wrap again in the blanket and
set once more in a warm place.
Now let the mixture rise this second time until one hour before
meal-timThen turn It out onto
your bread board, roll with a rolling pin, cut in rounds, cut a small
piece of butter In tho middle of
each disc, and fold over. Let tiso
in tho pan 30 minutes, then bake
30 minutes in a good oven."
Sweet French Rolls: "1 euD
milk,
cup sugar,
teaspoon,
salt, 1 egg, 4 cup butter, 1 yeast
cake dissolved in 4 cup of tepid
water, ground cinnamon - and bread
flour. Scald the milk; let cool,
and when lukewarm, add the yeast
cake and one and one-hacupa
of flour cover and let rise till
beatThen
add
well
the
egg
light.
en, the sugar, salt, butter, and
enough more flour to knead. Let
rise again, then onco more turn,
1
out onto board; roll to
inch in thickness, sprinkle with
sugar and cinnamon mixed, roll
cut off the end
a Jelly-rol- l,
pieces one Inch In thickness, and
lay these in a buttered pan. Cover
the pan, let riso again and bake in
a moderate oven about 25 min
ute
Raisin Buns: "Scald One cup of
sweet milk, and add at once to it
1 tablespoon, of sugar and
tea
spoon salt. Let cool and when
lukewarm add 1 yeast cake dis
r,
solved In
cup of lukewarm
and 2
cups of brend flour:
cover and let rise till light. Whcn

Hundred of triotunmln of people all over the country are now
taking IRON1ZKD YEAST tuhlets for health with result which
in many canon are actually antontn)ilng. For thin folka to gain flva
poundn or more on the very flrnt package la not minimal.
blotched with plmplen, etc., are very often entirely cleared
up within 10 to 14 daya. As fur Increasing "pep" and energy,
ii,
apparent "miracles" are reported by folks who were formerly
weak, aud lacking In pkysical and mental vigor.

d

i

'Jim Ml Hill

And Puts New "Pep" and Energy

in Thin, Nervous, Rundown Folks

Y. W. C. A. TRUSTEES
ELECTED YESTERDAY

tee, will meet here with Mrs. Anna
Wilds Stnimquist, president of the
W. C. T. U. school board; Mrs. D.
A. Porterfield,
Mrs.
treasurer;
Thomas Itanvood, secretary, and
Mrs. W. V. Seery of Belen. to close
the property transactions.- The institution expects to open
next wco with about 2.5 students.
Miss Mabel Smith, a competent executive, now in Grinnell, la., has
been engaged as superintendent of
tlie school. A cook has already
been engaged and is waiting in
Santa l'o for the school to open.
Among the parties who will go
to Santa Fe next week to enter tho
school are Blanche Edith Lane,
Iff

I,u-pi- ta

Hiow Ironized Yeast
ills Out Figure

daily massage, or the massage and
a tonic, three times each week.
At a
of the board of
June: The constant use of a trustees meeting
of the Y.
C. A. yesterflno toothed comb would be very day, the following W.
new men were
to
the
irritating
scalp and the elected to the board: M. E. Hick-cdried particles of the white of egg
A. B. Stroup end C. M. Barber,
you suggest will likely cause the all to serve
for
years; Lauhair to break by reason of the fric- rence Lee, for three
two years; and
tion. A dry shampoo occasionally George R. Klock, one year.
will bo a better way of cleansing
The officers will bo elected next
the hair wiier. you flo not have week. Tho board of trustees
has

the board,
a member

"

one-ha-

'H"

Book

RHYMES

I

HJUI.U.W1'.

Thclma Leo Powers of Roanoke,
Va.; Ora Steen and Jessie Covey
of Magdalena, Elolse Madine of
Raton, Lugardlta rronzaies of Socorro, Flora Valdez of Raton,
Anna Perez and Bessie Gonzales
of Santa Barbara, Helen McKee-ga- n
of Albuquerque, Susie and
Sandoval of Martlneztown,
three girls of Santa Fe, and one
each from Carlsbad, Clovls and

risen, add 2 more tablespoons of
sugar, 2 cup of seeded, chopped
cup of melted butler,
raisins,
teaspoon lemon extract and
enough more flour to knead. After kneading, let rise again, and
when again light turn out once
more on board and roll lo
of an inch thick. Cut with
small, round cutter, place in a buttered pan, let rine still again, then
bake in a moderate oven for 20
1-

1-

thr'ee-fourt-

minutes."
BOTH
IN

EUROPEANS WIN
BILLIARD CONTEST
By The

Assoi-hile-

TreM.)

iV
Tinrh
Feb
Phllnriplnhi!!
European representatives in the international amateur class A 18.2
balk lino billiard championship
tnurnn mpnt wnn their mfitfhpfl to
day, Ary Bos, the Hollander, defeating Francis s. Appleby, New
York, in the niRht game 300 points
to 291, whilo Edouard Roundll of
Frn.nCA heat. .T. K. Tnnn Morton nf
Philadelphia in the afternoon
maccn, sou to ziv.
1

DANDERiNE
Stops Hair Coming Out;
Thickens, Beautifies.

Buy Now and Actually Save Money
Our Annual February Sale
the one
sale of furniture, stoves and rugs that
looks forward to is
every home-makhere!

For the past year or so this store has
been operating on a very close margin of
profit indeed so close that the idea of
discontinuing our annual February sale
this year was considered.

er

It's a sale that DOES MEAN SOMEof
THING to the thrifty
home-make-

rs

this city.
It means stupendous values in the bigger, truer sense of the word.
It means savings that ARE savings on
all furniture, rugs and stoves! You pay
less now than you will in March, April,
May or most any future month.
And thousands of people are going to
attend this sale, simply because thousands
of home-folk- s
know that when this store
offers a sale, that sale IS a sale, and the
reductions are actually figured from the
regular prices.

But rather than disappoint our many
customers and friends who eagerly look
forward each year to this event, we decided to hold it as usual and offer a genuine
reduction in prices that were already low!
These are days when every opportunity to save is worth going after.
This sale places a genuine saving in
'dollars and cents at the very threshold of
every home.

''t

Take full advantage of it! Everything
your home needs is here, and those who
come first most certainly will get the best
selections.

If You Wait Till Later to Buy You'll Pay the Regular Prices!

e.

1-

This sale is positively for the month of February, only. Thi3 means that you must buy during
this month if you want to save the reduction that is
now offered. And such a large reduction figured
from prices that are at
makes it worth
your while to anticipate your future needs and buy
now! After this sale you'll pay the regular prices.

1-

rock-botto-

Our stocks are complete to the letter with the
newer things in furniture for every room in the
home. Handsome period suites, perfectly gorgeous
rugs, guaranteed stoves and ranges can be purchased now at prices that are little short of remarkable. Make up your mind now, that you will get
the greatest value for your money by attending this
gigantic event.
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CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS

one-half.-

up-lik-

1- -2

wii-te-

buys a bottle of "Dan- derino" at any drug store. After
one application of this delightful
tonio you cannot find a particle
of dandruff or a falling hair. Be
sides, every hair shows new life,
vigor, brightness, moro color and

abundance.

Journal Want

Ads' bring resulta,

LIVINGSTON &C0.

OME FURNISHERS "m"aKK?Km'e
i

candidate it was explained
'SMART FKOCK
tliut at the signal "Three!" of tho THIS
two
tho
three!"
called
IS
"(me
by
ruling Cork, the last man to lift
liis cork from tho bar was "stuck
r
Cor the drinks."
Tho signal would be called. The
Jolly Corks, all initiates, would
simply cup their hands over their
corks and leavo the corks on the
bar. The candidate, with a swift
sweep, always would be the fir.t
his cork, lie would also
man to lift his cork.
For he would be the only man to
the
lift his .tik. Ho bought
drinks.
One other law the Corks obeyed.
another
Any Jolly Cork, meeting
Jolly Cork, was at liberty to chalhis
brother
by
lenge
producing his
own cork from his pocket.
If the
challenged man could not also prothe
for
must
he
a
duce
pay
cork,
drinks. The champagne cork be'
'i
came the insigna of the order.
Stuart Kobson, noted American
actor of that period, was a Jolly
"Tl
Cork and tho targot of a deep-lai- d
plot. It was at Hobson's wedding.
I Hit , v i
As the actor entered the cnurcn, ne
found tho aisle solidly lined with a
double rank of Jolly Corks. At the
' si ir
'
altar awaited the minister. The
ft
V
orgun was playing the Wedding
fS
, " ' i!
March. As Robson starteu down me
aisle, with the future Mrs. Konson
on his arm, every Jolly Cork, wan
the precision of an army officer
drawing sword and saluting, held
aloft a new and shining champagne
i
cork in salute.
But Stuart Kobson was ready.Instantly he reached into the tail-a
produced
pocket of his dress-coachampagne cork equally new and
shining, and marencu aown meaisle, his bride on his arm, his corkheld aloft in his right hand, wistory
docs not tell who bought those
drinks. But it wasn't Stuart Itoo-so- n
To the

ELKS TO CELEBRATE THEIR 54TH
DAY TODA V; YEAR HAS BEEN

ALL-AMERICA- N

OF GREAT AGCS MPUSHMENT

More;

Local Lodge Boasts Membership of
Than 1,000 and Is Now Lodged m the I'm
est Club Building in the Southwest; Elabo
crate Celebration Is Planned.
Albuquerque Elks liave made
elaborate plans for celebrating the
of Klk- h
anniversary
With more than
dom today.
1,000 members, and tho finest club
building in the southwest, P. P. O.
E. Lodge 461 stands at the highest
peak of its history.
The largest accomplishment of
the year for the local chapter is
fifty-fourt-

tho completion of the remodeling
of the building after its most comfile Juno 1,
plete destruction by
1920.
The smoke was slill hovering over the ruins of what had
been the finest club building in
New Mexico when tho members
were at work planning for the new
home. The orginal building was
erected in 1903.
The last scaffolding of the retorn
constructed
building was
down July 31, 1921, and the build-- .
on
Seping was formally opened
tember 1. The local accompllsh-- ;
ments have been met in Elkdom
throughout the country during the
of
past year and the dawn
February lfi, 1922, marks toan anni- -'
nearly
versary of keen interest
1,000.000 American men.
on
Fifty-fou- r
Febryears ago
uary 16, 1S68 a little group of
i fourteen men sat In a stuffy room
' In New York
Twice they
City.
voted on a matter they had been
On
the scc-- ;
weeks.
for
debating
. ond ballot, the now almost-forgot; ten fraternal order of tho "Jolly
"Corks" was disbanded. And the
'1 Benevolent and Protective Order
;
of Elks was born.
The first membership report In
archives of the Elks is dated
New York
.: December 27. 1SGS.
; JjOdge No. 1, the Mother Lodse ot
; the order, was then Its only lodge.
,

,
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STOMACH UPSET?

i- -

Get at the Real Cause Take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
That's what thousands of stomach

j

February 16, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

'Page Six.

sufferers are doing now. Instead of
J! taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
5
poor digestion, they are attacking the
J teal cause of the ailment clogged liver
i; and disordered bowels,
; ; Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets arouse
; the liver in a soothing, healing way.
;;Wher the liver and bowels are per- "forming their natural functions, away
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
I
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
feeling,
poor appetite, a lazy, don't-car- e
no ambition or energy, trouble with
" undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets
the substitute for calomel.
Dr Edwards' Olive Tablets are a
purely vegetable compound mixed with
olive oil loii will know them by their
i ney ao trie worK without
, onve cojoi
'griping, cramps or pain.
Takt one or two at bedtime for quick
relief. Eat wnat you like. 15c and 30c.
.

There were

on

members

76

the

rolls.

anniversary of
The
tho order's birth shows a memberin
ship of more than 818,000 Elks dot
more than 1.400 lodges that
At
ot
America.
the rnited .Stales
Anchorage, Alaska, the farthest
alnorth Elk lodge stands amid Elk
most Polar ice and snow.
lodges rise at Brownsville, Tex.,
Fla. farthest
West,
and Key
southern points of the continental
I'nited .States. Our Canal Zone
has its lodge at Balboa Heights.
Our inland possessions are starred
with Elk lodges at Manila in the
Philippines, nt Honolulu and Hilo
in Hawaii, at Guam, and at San
Juan in Porto Itico. And the Elks
of America nro working to initiate
their millionth member by July,
fifty-fourt- h

of

"old-timer-

e

The Scientifically Built Watch

ss

New York's "excise laws," rigor .'
lSbs,
ously enforced in 1807 and enterclosed all places of public
The
on
Jolly
Sunday.
tainment
Pnrlts in stalled a piano, a keg of
beer and a box of sandwiches, in theattic of "Mother" Geisman s boaraing house in the theatrical district,
and met there, with music, songs,
at wnicn
stories and
fines wero imposed for various
to
"offenses"
whimsical
provide the
fund for next week's beer ana
Their festivities cost
sandwiches.
them their home. Irate at the noise
Mother" Geisman drove tnem oui.
Then thev "hired a hall" and
u
formed their fraternal order,
was nearly named the "Buffaloes,"
after the "Royal Antediluvian Or-to
der ot Buffaloes" cf England,
which Vivian, the ruling Cork, be
longed. The vote stood seven io
on "Buffaloes'
seven,
and "Elks."
Only a handful! recall the name
nf w T,. Rowron of New York, to- that the
rtnv. Yet it is to him
On the
"Elks" owe their name.
second ballot he switched his vote
to
Vivian,
"Ttiiffalo"
"Elk."
Vr,m
in tho chair, though an ardent
of "Buffaloes." ratified the
majority of one and tho F,enevo;
anil
Protective Order of Elks
lent

lV

.!'.

Invest
FOR

Twenty-Eigh- t

Dollars

dollars you can slip
waistcoat
your
pocket this'clressy"

twenty-eig- ht

r.
and accurate
It is a lifetime watch. Every particle of
its famous movement made to standards
time-keepe-

of perfection.

Thin! but not too thin. Dependable! Low
And a guaranteed gold-fillcost of
case are some of the qualifications
for your consideration and advantage.
Ask your jeweler to show you this Wal tham
Gentlemen's" io Size." It is a watch that
will instantly appeal to you in good looks
and value.
up-kee-

ed

p!

.

Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal "Watch" education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch Company
Crescent Street, Waltham,' Mass.

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER. TLAAB,
Mm

yem

m

li

up 117 itti

WtlAa

Makersof thtfamtiuVaUhamBir-frlcthnqualilySt'etibmeUriatAutomoblts 'twnt-pitcuitd on the world i Itadmt cart

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

MMDLIN'S
"What We Suy It

Is, It Is."

Jewelers Diamond Merchants.
FAMOUS WALTHAM, WATCHES AT

GOTTLIEB JEWELRY COMPANY

The Woman's Tonic
1

BURNING ECZ
On Neck, Ches'c, Arms and Shoulders. In Blisters. Cuticura Heals.

"Eczema Vo':e out In small, ted
spots around ray neck and quickly
spread to my chest, arms and across
my shoulders. The itching and
burning were intense, and when I
scratched or rubbed it, small, white
blisters formed.
"I was treated but got no relief. I
sent for a free sample of Cuticura,
Soap and Ointment. Seeing they
were helping me I purchased more,
and now I am completely healed."
(Signed) Mrs. John Timbrooks, Rt.
3, Romeo, Michigan,
Cuticura Soap daily, with Cuticura
Ointment occasionally .prevents pimples or other eruptions. They are a
pleasure to use as is also Cuticura
Talcum, a fascinating fragrance for
perfuming the skin.

FOR

MEN
5

AND

ml BukFrMbr Mill. AiMra.:"(Mnlb.
Sold vrr
omortta. Drat. 1, MkliUo
Taleamtte.
whtirp. SoapXo. Ointment&Bnd&Oe.
tir"Cuticura Soap iW.M without mug.

p. to

4.

SM. lUft.Aii'l.

IN

1 ne

mock-cour-

dead-locke-

"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"
105 North First Street.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

Boy s
St

r

Harry Collins, the famous American costume originator and designer, believes that style consists
in wearing the lines which are becoming to one's figure. It is the
lines of tho figure which he follows designing frocks for the leaders ot American society and stage r;
stars. This frock of his designing
is suitable for tho tall, slender figure but it la made so that it also
looks well on the shorter, stouter
woman.
H is the treatment of the material and tho trimming which is in
perfect harmony which makes tho
frock distinctive.
It is made of
plain navy blue material which has
been stitched in white to give the
effect of squares. The tight sleeves
are set off by wide cuffs of unusual Bizo which are trimmed with
squares of red leather appliqued r. m
In a square design.
The same design in red leather Is repeated on
the skirt where pockets would ordinarily be. Red buttons from
neck to hem form an additional
trimming and a red leather belt
waq Vinrn.
circumstance, little completes the effect. The collar
One other
name
Ihe
may bo worn high or open at the
known, paved the way for
of "Elks." The committee cnurcn throat.
with selecting a name was to meet
at Eroadway and Ann street, New
York. Some were tardy. Others,
P
weary of waiting, strolled into and
museum on that corner,
wandered through the famous ani
mal collection.
"Bears"
suggested, but discarded as animals of few inviting
traits, coarse, brutal and morose.
"Beavers" were brought up as ex(i
amples of industry, but cast aside
BY
"Foxes," sugas too destructive.
cungested, were voted down as too
d
ning and crafty. A large moose-hnattracted attention, but was
advocated Five Projects Booked For 1
had
Vivian
which
trnniriu- lint which half the com
Date
Hearing Tonight:
mittee opposed because they did
not wish to copy the name of an
for North Second Street
existing order.
From this trip to Barnum s muHearing Will Be Set.
seum the committee went to the
"Elks''
of
name
tho
where
Tavlnft protest hearing was held
meeting
was chosen.
the city commission last nlclit
by
Kast
Since then the order has grown on tho following streets:
emoraces
strides.
It
by
Coal from High street to Broadgiant
American citizens from tho hum- way; 'Weot Coal avenue from
blest to Warren G. Harding, presi- Fourth street to Second street:
dent of the United States, and
South Third street from Silver
ot Marion (Ohio) Lodge avenuo to Coal avenue; South
No. 32, B. P. O. Elks.
Fourth street from Silver avenue
In 1922, Elkdom, with gifts to to Conl avenue and West Gold
more
than
rhnritv already totaling
avenuo from Sixth street to Ninth
120.000.000. stepped out of the role street.
at last turned down. Then Rn Elk's
A number of letters protesting
head, with graceful, spreading ant- against the proposed paving and n
lers, met with general approval and favoring It were read at the meetdivided honors with "Buffaloes," ing, which was well attended ly
of the purely fraternal organization property owners from the affected
into the rank of one of America's streets.
greatest humanitarian brotherBut few protests against the prohoods.
paving were received with
William W. Mountain of Toledo, poned
the exception of the paving of Coal
Ohio, grand exalted ruler of tho avenue. Many property owners
order, announced his policy:
to either tirtto
came to the
"Make every Elk lodge the civic the work or meeting
to ask that thr.t It ho
and humanitarian center of the postponed.
community in which it makes its
The most violent protest was Ishome."
M. P. Stamm, who claimed
sued
in Chicago, bv Lincoln park, that hy
not b
tho street should
Lake Michigan, the
paved until the viaduct was erectElks are building their $3,000,000 ed
over
the railway tracks. Ha
memorial to the 70,000 also
national
that the present plan
Elks who served the United States for urged
tho paving was
In the world war. and the more wrongfinancing
and that tho
than 1,000 Elks who died in that of any street should improvement
be made hy
The building will also tho whole
city through general
house the order's central executive taxation.
and tho rsationai
organization,
Mr. Stamm answered the arguElks' Magazine.
21 years or more, ment of J. J. Heaney, who urged
of
men
Only
a
progressive paving campaign for
American citizens, are eiigmie io
as a whole, by
Albuquerque,
mAmhpriihin.
that it was not a matter
The faults of our orotners we claiming
of
business
whether
a
general
write upon the sands their virtues street
wag paved, but that it was
nnnti the tablets OI love anu
a
matter
the
proponly
affecting
t
"
FlkdOm'S mOttO.
mnmn.V
owner.
The four cardinal principles oi erty
Following the general discussion,
are
"Charity Justice
order
the
tho
protest
hearing for the streets
p.rntherlv Love Fidelity."
was declared closed and
"I bucss we built a little better involved
will bo compiled to ascertain
than we knew," says old "Joe'.' Nor data
as to whether the streets shall be
cross, only surviving charter mem
paved.
ber.
Hearing!) Tonight.
And from the Great Beyond,
Hearings will be held tonight on
d
"Jolly
those
where
following streets: South Arno
Corks" look down upon this earth, the
street from Central avenue to Coal
they probably agree with him.
avenuo; North Edith street from
Central avenuo to Grand avenue;
East Grand avenuo from Kdith
You have no doubt missed a street to High street; North High
avenue to
lot of good things. This is your street from Central
Not a big man's play, Grand avenue nnd South High
chance.
can
get street from Central avenue to
but we small investors
Coal avenue. Tho hearings will
in, with splendid chance ot finanYour check made start at 8 o'clock tonight.
cial success.
Commissioners
Come in and find out
to bank.
approved tho
about it. E. C. Fowell. Agent, provisional plana for the paving
111 South Fourth Street, Albu- of North Second Rtrcet from
avenuo to Mountain road as
querque, New Mexico.
submitted by the city engineer and
the date af tho property owner's
protest hearing will be set tonight.
Musterole is easy to apply and it GARRISON
OFFICER AT
does not blister like the
mustard plaster.
CHIHUAHUA CITY SHOT
Musterole is a clean; white ointment,
A
FOLLOWING
TRIAL
made with oil of mustard. Simply massage it in gently with the finger tip.
(Br Th Auoclnird Prrm.)
You will be delighted to see how aukkl v
El Paso, Texas, Feb. J5. Genfat brings relief.
eral J. J. Menduz, comm'inder of
Get Musterole at your drug store. the Juarez garrison, tonight received official report of the execu3Sa 65c, jars St tubes; hospital site, $3. tion
in Chihuahua City of Major A,
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER M. Garcia, an officer
cf tho Chihuahua City garrison. The execution occurred Tuesday, following a
court martial trial which resulted
in the conviction of the major on a
charge of participation in a plot to
assassinate Governor Ignaclo Knri- and General Martinez,
Iqiier.
of the northern military

Albuquerque
REPRESENTING

W.S.RICE
ADAMS, N. Y.

No

matter what the boy NEEDS in the way of Clothes
Our Experts,
MR. AND MRS. F. E,
WILLIAMS,
will be at the
Alvarado Hotel,

he will find it here.

Snappy new spring suits Oxfords or High Shoes"
Hole Proof Stockings Nifty Blouses and Shirts all
on display.

d

We have made a special effort to please the boy. He
will find his department in our store right up to the

minute.

CITY

J

ALL ALBUQUERQUE AND SURROUNDING
COUNTRY AROUSED

nrwwwy

as

I

-

1

OIL

can now see this

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."

'

long-dea-

child

should take advantage
of this opportunity.
The Rice Method
for Rupture is known
the world over. You

1

:

!

Every ruptured man,

woman and

HEARINGS HELD

to

1

if

Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
February 18 and 20

STREET

Bar-num- 's

For Cold on the Chest

GIFTS THAT LAST

4fl
ft

ts

er

The Waltham "10 Size" No. 1015
Gentlemen's Thin Watch

a

NTENSE ITCHING

t,

Elks. Died March 20, 1880. Aged
34 years. A lover of his kind, who
founded a great order, and in so
doing wrought much good."
Vivian, who was the presiding
"Jolly cork"1808at the momentous
fourteen
meeting in to when theunder
the
men voted
organize
name of "Elks." died In I.eadvlllo.
vilife
of
a
theatrical
Colo., nfter
cissitudes that ranged from touring in affluence at the head of his
own company, to being stranded
There in
penniless in Denver.
Ills
his body rested,
Leadvillo
grave marked only by a weather-staine- d
pine board on which an Inscription was scratched with some
on April
sharp Instrument, until No.
10, B.
2R, 1SS9, Iloston Lodge
P. O. Elks, exhumed the body,
It
and
took it to Poston
buried thenj
with splendid ceremonial.
Only in Elltdoni's archives and
the memories of the few surviving
is the history of the
Jolly Corks held intact. And only-oncharter member of Elkdom
still survives. Ho Is "Joe"
of New York.
The "Jolly Corks," actor-fol- k
all, met In those days of the 'fiO's
In cafes and
of New
York's theatrical district. The
was
initiation
their
"cork trick"
ceremony. A group of Corks would
bring in a candidate, who was as
ressed fifty cents. This was taken
by Charles Vivian, and entered in
a pocket memorandum book. Each
"Jolly Cork" produced a champagne cork from his pocket.
Tho
supplied the candidate with a new cork. The msn
lined up in front of the
American bar. Each man placed
his cork In front of him on the bar.
now-extin-

v

i

Vi-

bar-keep-

six-ga-

!

ing English actor! lie never lived
to know how well he and his little
had
of brother-actor- s
group
builder!.
In
Mount
rests
His body
today
Hope, cemetery, Boston, Mass., beneath a great cranite boulder bearing a bronze plate with the In-

bar-roo-

six-da-

t

1922, when the Grand Lodge meets
City.
Tho founder of this organization
that Is today America's greatest
fraternal order? He was a stroll-

Nor-crn-

A

if

at Atlantic

scription:
"Charles Algernon Sidney
vian, Founder of tho Order

k S

,

continued in the lead with 225
of
points, while Alfred Grenda
LEAD JNBIKE RACE Australia and Carl Stockholm of
Chicago, were second with 165
points.
r
(By The Asoclated Trua.)
Chicago, Feb. 15. Sensational
KCILEFEK DEFEATS COXTI.
riding tonight by Willie Cohurn,
San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 15.
with David Jake Hchaefer, world's billiard
St. Louis, paired
N.
that
pfciced
J.,
defeated Roger Conti
Irvington,
champion,
rinds,in
y
in two games today thus winding
team
third place in the
144
of
a
total
series
exhibition
bike race with
up a
with five games won nnd one game
points.
Cobtirn won four of ten sprints lost . Schaefer won tonight's match
and placed second in another. The 300 to 105 in seven innings and
team of Ernest Kockler, Chicago, took the afternoon game 300 to 2
and Reggie McXamara, Australia, in four innings.
KOCKLER-M'NAMAR-

nr

"a

j
j

oait!
mm

Pi

THE PHILADELPHIA PURI

KING CO.

BIG FORCED OUT SALE 0!

The Fas hion Shov
220 West Central Avenue, Albuquerque

s-

Soft,

rubber-lik-

e

com-oositi- cn

pad, any

de-inr- ee

of pressure

re-ouir- ed.

8

Stock
Ordered sold, Lock, Stock and Barrel, entire and complete in
Ten Days

No Reasonable

Method demonstrated
and have a Rice Appliance fitted to you. Absolutely no charge unless you are satisfied
to keep the Outfit after having the Appliance adjusted and you
see how perfectly and
comfortably it holds.
No harsh, deep-presmg springs; notmng
to gouge the flesh and
i. yuu sure. n au
maite
be worn night and day
with positive comfort.

Offer Is Being Refused

We are too busy at the present time taking care of the thou-

sands of eager buyers to do more than simply thank the people of Albuquerque and surrounding country for the wonderful response made to the announcement of this Big Forced Out
Sale.

The stock is so large and the as sortment so great that it will
take more than a day to make the slightest impression. So
tomorrow and the next day these bargains will be on sale,
and to those who were unable to attend at the opening day
we will say: Come tomorrow or when you can and get your
share. Watch for large announcement in tomorrow's Journal.

Don't wear a truss
when
allyourlife
thousands have reported cures through
using the Rice Meth
od. Why suffer the
burden of rupture if
there is a chance to be
g
free from
forever? Anyway,
it will cost you noth
ing to come in and see
my representative at
the Alvarado Hotel.
Mrs. Williams has separate apartments and
will personally attend
all lady callers. Office hours 9 to 12 a.
nr.," 2 to 5 n. m.; evenings, 7 to d.
truss-wearin-

4

,

IPIiiladelphia ipy roiiasing Go.

Don't miss this

great opportunity to
see these Experts on
Hernia.
.

TERRY McGOVERN, Referee
WARNING We; ask you to kindly leave babies at home
to avoid them being hurt in the crush.
m

W.&BKE
--

ADAMS, N..Y.

--

February 16, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE
Qulckel Auto company trophy and
the next bix ranking men shall be
awarded the regular association
"Y," The events for next Wednes
day night are fence vault and
three-la- p
potato race. Members
may yet enter the contest although
they will not be allowed to make

niTDirn
uiiniLO

rim v

BOOKED

IMT

SnE'S FIRST WOMAN

C

up events.

Theaters Today
White

Leads

a.

Contestants

f

"B" Theater. Repeating today
Both Events
for the last time, Wallace Reid
at Opening of Schedule; as the star in "Rent Free;" also
Carnival Lasts 10 Weeks repeating 'Along the Rio Orande,'
showing

1

By "Taking

the

The best athletes In the city
turned out last night at the T. M.
C, A. gymnasium to decide the
atliletio champion for the sea-

son of 1922. The Qulckel Auto comis being keenly
pany trophy
fought for.
Two events are to be held every
Wednesday night at 8 o'clock for
ton weeks. The events last night
were running' high Jump and
Standing broad Jump. .
The standing and records of the
contestants are as follows:

High Jump.
.Running
5
6

pictures
scenes here In Albuquerque and
vicinity.
Theater. Charles
Kay
Lyric
will appear today for the last
in
star
as
the principal
time
"Two Minutes to Go;" also recomepeating the Goldwyn-Bra- y
dy, "Shimmy Shivers."
theater
This
Tlienter.
Pastime
was crowded yesterday as the rethe first showing of
sult o
"Queen of Sheba," the greatest
of pictures produced by the Wil
liam Fox studios, wan. an
cast and a special orchestra
at the night shows. It is being
repeated today.
splendid

f,

"s

I

;

I

.

White,
feet,
Inches; Klddoo,
5 feet, 4 Inches: Holcomb,
6 feet,
"QUF.F.N OF STIEBA"
1
2
Inches; Davles, 5 feet,
1'ltOVli.S A uiUA.-vri4 feet, 11 inches;
Elder, 4
LOVE SPECTACLE
feet, 10 Inches; Harrington, 4 feet,
8 Inches: Hernandez,
4
feet. 5
"Queen of Sheba," a William
inches; (Srawford, 4 feet, B inches; Fox
directed by J.
super-speciBetts, 4 feet, 4 inches; Christen-seaordon Kdvirds, came to the
4 feet, 3 inches.
Pastime theater yesterday and is
Jlrond Jump.
It created
Results of standing broad Jump: abeing repeated today.
profound Impression upon the
White, 9 ft. 8
ins.; Klddoo, 9 first
day audiences, ana bids fair
ft. 2'i Ins.; Holcomb,
ins.; to prove
ft, 1
the most talked of
Elder 8 ft. 9 14 ins.; Crawford, 8 ama
of the season.
ft. 74 ins.; Cavanaugh, 8 ft, IVt
The
pageantry
attending the arins.; Davles, 8 ft. 6Va ins.; Pegue, rival of the Queen
ot Sheba at
8 ft. 4 ins.; Christensen,
7 ft, 2
ot
court
King Solomon,
ins.-- , the
ins.; Harrington, 8 ft. 1
held
for cenits
which
has
Hernandez, 8 ft. 2
Ins.; Betts 8 turies in song and place
story as suft. 1
ins.
premely magnificent, is visualized
The rank of the contestants by in
tho picture drama in a manpoints earned are aa follows:
ner
completely satisfying to all.
White, 173 points; Klddoo, 168;
There is scene after scene of
Holcomb, 150; Davles, 139; Elder, great
beauty and magnificence in
13C; Togue, 132; Harrington. 117;
of Sheba" the marriage
110; "Queen
Crawford, 116;
Hernandez,
festival
at the court of King
Betts, 107; Christensen, 90;
the arrival
at SoArmund,
68.
lomon's court, the day of races
Tlio contestant scoring the high- and
Including the chariot
est number of points in the ten race games,
between the Queen of Sheba
events shall
be awarded
the and the
Princess Vashti; the arrival of David, son of Solomon,
the little Prince of Sheba; the
battle between the forces of Solomon and Adonijah and the pathetic final departure of tho
$ Home-madbat Has No $ Queen
of Sheba for her own

A

ft,.- -

lav

February, A. D. 1922.
B. MONTOTA,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
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ARTICLES Off INCORPORATION
OF THE HAGAN FUEL AND
SUPPLY CO.
We, J. J. De Praslln, of Albuquerque, Daniel L. Evans of Philadelphia, Pa., and A. S. Kirkpatrick
of Albuquerque, In order to form
a corporation for the purposes
herein sot forth, under and pursuant to tho provisions of Chapter
XXIII of New Mexico Statutes Annotated, Codification of 1915, and
the laws
supplementing and
amending said chapter, do hereby
certify as follows:
I.
The name of this corporation Is
tho "Hagan Fuel and Supply Com-
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prepared, and saves about i?.

If jou have a severe cough or chest
with soreness,
accompanied
throat tickle, hoarseness, or difficult
if
or
brenthing,
your child wakes up
during the night with croup and yen
want quick help, try this reliable, old
cough remedy. Any druggist can supply you with 2'3 ounces
of Pinex. Pour this into a pint bottle
and fill the bottle with plain granu-- .
lated sugar syrup. Or you can use
clarified molasses,
honey, or corn
syrup, intead of sugar syrup, if
desired. This recipe makes a pint of
really remarkable cough remedy. It
tastes good, and in spite of its law
cost, it can be depended upon to give
quick and lasting relief.
You can feel this take hold of a
Bough In a way that means business.
andraise3 the phlegm,
It loosens
stops throat ticifle and soothes and
heals the irritated membranes that
line the throat and bronchial tubes
with such promptness, ease and certainty that it is really astonishing.
Piiiex is a special arid highly eon-- i
teentrated compound of genuine Nor-- :
way pine extract, and is probably the
best known means of overcoming
severe coughs, throat and chest colds.
There are many worthless imitations of this mixture. To avoid disnk for "2 ounces of
appointment,
Pinex" with full directions and don't
accept nnvthing else. Guaranteed to
give absolute satisfaction or money
promptly refunded. The Pinex Co.,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
cold

home-mad-

realm.

FASHION
BAFIGA1N

'

SALE

One of the real "biggest" sales
of dry goods, millinery, clothing,
shoes and many other things that
are usually sold in such a store as
"The Fashion Shop," was the main
event on Central avenue, between
Second and Third streets, yesterday. It was the first day's sale of
the closing out of the entire stock
of "The Fashion Shop," and there
was a deluge of eager buyers at the
store all day long. The buyers
commenced forming In front of the
store as early ns 7:?0 in the morning, although it was advertised that
the store would not be open for
business until 9:30 a. m., and the
score of clerks were kept husv
selling and wrapping goods until
the hour of closing the store for
the day. Terry McGovern, referee
of tho Philadelphia Purchasing
company, purchasers of the stock,
stated that the sales of the first
day exceeded his most sanguine exRemember, the 6ale
pectations.
will be continued for ten days.

FOR POPULAR PRODUCT
Thousands of People Who Were Weak, Thin,
- Run Down, With No Strength and Energy, Acclaim New Treatment By
Their High Endorsements and
Big Sales.

Of all known methods of relieving suffered, sallow and thin
mankind, nothing has sprung Into
such instant favor as has Gar
ren's Tonic. It is true othowH
have had large Bales after years
before the public, but Garren's
Tonic has only been introduced
into the middle west during the
past few months, yet Garren's
Tonic sales have far surpassed
those of any similar product sold
in this part of the country.
When a man or woman has
Buffered from
the tortures of
stomach
rheumatism,
trouble,
trouble , nervousness,
kidney
sleeplessness, lnck of energy and
finally
regain their
strength,
health, strength- - and endurance
by the use of a certnln treatment
when all others failed to benefit
them, they ere bound to be enthusiastic about it.
That's why thousands have
publicly endorsed Garren's Tonic

III.

The objects for which this corporation Is formed are: manufne-ture- ,
(a) To buy. acquire,
hold, lease, sell and generally
deal in fuel (supplies, building. materials and supplies, farm product;',
automobiles,
machinery, patents.
and accessories, and to conduct a
retail and wholesale business In
buying, Belling and exchanging
goods, wares and merchandise.
(b) To buy, acquire, hold, lease,
sell, contract and generally deal In
real estate and nuch other real and
personal property as may be necessary or convenient for the transaction of its business, nnd to tnke
security and create liens upon
either personal or real property.
(c) To buy, acquire, manufacture, produce, sell nnd generallyat
deal In patents nnd merchandise
such plnees in New Mexico, nnd
FAILS TO BKEAK r.Kcoim.
elsewhere, as the officera of this
New S'ork, iYb. 15. Jole liny, corporation may deem for the best
thereof.
Interests
Illinois Athletic club star, failed
to break his own record of 9:11 5
(d) In general, but Intheconnecfor tho
run, when he tion with tho foregoing, other combusieasily captured the event tonight pany may carry on r.ny
at tho Knights of Columbus annual ness, and have and exercise all thof
indoor games. His time tonight powers conferred by the lawscorthe state of New Mexico upon
was 9:13
porations, under the general corporation act; it. being hereby expressly provided that the foregoinir
of specific powers
enumeration
shall not be held to limit or rethe general
manner
in
strict
any
powers of the corporation.
IV.
The period of existence of the
be fifty years
shall
corporation
from the date ot filing ot these
articles.
There mny he any number of
directors not exceeding seven (7),
nor less than three (3), as tho bylaws mav provido from time to
5oolhinq Mid HwJimj
time. The names of the directors
who shall manage the affairs for
tho first three months, nnd until
their successors are duly elected,
treating skin trouble
shall be:
is danerousAbu make
J. J. Do Praslln, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
no mistake when you
Daniel L. Evans, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
A. S. Kirkpatrick, Albuquerque
adopt
New Mexico.
er

and other thousands are praising
and recommending
it to their
friends and acquaintances whom
they find afflicted as they once

At

iThe first essential of the preservatio n of rugs is thorough cleanliness,
Unless all dirt is removed from the m at frequent intervals, their nap will

be rapidly worn away. This wear i s caused by sharp gritty dirt which
embeds itself in the depths of rugs a nd which actually cuts the soft nap
forced down against it by walking o r rocking. Only a beating can dis-- e
lodge this buried grit and only Th Hoover lifts rugs from the floor,
and gently beats out all destructi ve grit and so preserves the rugs
from wear. In addition, tlys effici ent cleaner electrically sweeps up
stubbornest litter, freshens colors a "nd straightens the nap that should
not be allowed to remain crushed. A lso it cleans by powerful air suction,
Not only does Tbe Hoover bear on r guarantee to preserve the life and
beauty of all floor coverings; also i t is endorsee! by leading authorities
on rugs and carpets as well as by n early a million users because it cleans
thoroughly in such a way as to ma ke rugs wear longer.

IT BEATS

Delay in properly

Resincl

JnlkeNearIjThirfycar5

VT.

The bonrd of directors shall have
for the
power to adopt
management of tho business of the
shall be
company, which
of the company, until
the
and unless the same bo repealed,
amended or substituted, wholly or
or
duly
in part by a.
adopted by the stockholders of the
corporation.
VIT.
The capital stock of this enrpo- rntinn is fixed at Seven Thousanq
Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500) nnd
hundred
fifteen
Is divided into
There's B skirt beautif ier a fle (1500) shares of tho par value of
lifjbtfully fragrant cream known Five Dollars ($n.00) each.
as Black and .White Beauty Bleach,
VIII.
The amount of tho capital stock
which 'whea used in connection
with Black end White Soap and with which this corporation shall
business is Seven Thou
Cleansing Cream. Rives surprising commence
Dollars
Hundred
Five
sand
'
results.
The complexion 5s cleared of all
IX.
pimples, blackheads, freckles and
The full names of the incorpo
liver spots, and i3 made soft and rators. with their postoft'ico ad
smooth.
dresses, and tho number of shares
Black and White Beauty Bleach", of capital stock held by each are
White
and
Black
as
follows:
60c the package;
J. J. Do Praslln, Albuquerque, N,
Soap, 25c a cake, and Black and
White Cleansing Cream, 25c and M., 500 shares.
Daniel L,. Evans, Philadelphia,
BOc packages, are sold and spar,
shares.
anteed by all good drug and de Pa.,A. 500
S. Kirkpatrick, Albuquerque,
stores.
partment
M.. 500 shares.
have
Tn witnpRs whereof, we
Write Dept. D,' Plough, Mem-phi- s.
Tenn., for a copy of your hereunto set our hands and seals
Birthday Book and leaflet which this 6th day of February, A. P.
by-la-

by-la-

by-la-

by-la-

by-la-

'

..

Corner Sixth and Central.

,

Phone 639

As

It Sweeps

A

It Clean s

1922.

J. J. De PRASDIN.
A. S. KIRKPATRICK.

I,. EVANS.
CATHERINE M. ST ELY,
DANIKTi

Witness
State of New Mexico, Dernalillo
County, ss.
On this 0th day of February. A.
D. 1922, before me personally appeared J. J. De Praslln and A. S.
be
Kirkpatrick, to me known towho
the persons described in and
of
articles
executed the foregoing
incorporation, and severally acknowledged that they executed the
Bame as their act and deed.
Witness my hand and notarial
seal, the. day and year in this certificate aforesaid,
R. W. HEFLIN,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
commission
expires February
My
19, 1923.
State of Pennsylvania, County of
ss.

Philadelphia,
On this SOth day of

January,

before
1922, personally appeared
me Daniel L. Evans, to me known
to be the person described in and
who executed the foregoing articles
of Incorporation, and acknowledged
to me that he executed tho same
as his free and voluntary act and
deed.
Witness my hand and notarial
seal the day and year in this certificate aforesaid.
CATHERINE M. STF.LT,
Notary Public.
(Seal)
My commission expires April 21,

"At Your Service"

wealth of Pennsylvania, residing
in the county aforesaid, duly commissioned and qualified to administer oaths and affirmations and to
ttike' acknowledgments
and proofs
of deeds or conveyances for lands,
tenements and hereditaments to bo
recorded in said stato of Pennsylvania and to all whose acts, as
such, full faith and credit am nnd
ought to be given, as well In courts
of Judicature as elsewhere;
and
that I am well acquainted with the
handwriting of tho said notary
public and verily believe his signa-- I
ture thereto is genuine, nnd I fur
ther certiry that the paid instrument is executed and acknowledged
in conformity with the laws ot the
stale of Pennsylvania.
In Testimony Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand nnd affixed
tbe seal of said court, this 31st day
of January in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-tw- o
(1922).
WILLIAM M. RUNN,
(Real)
Prothonotary,
Ry BENTON S. P.I N'N",
Second Dep. ProtTionotary.
Durante Absentia, Secundum
Legem.
ENDORSED.

No. 11286. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7,
Page 125. Certificate of Incorpora-

tion of Hagan Fuel and Supply
Company. Filed in office of State
Corporation Commission of New
Mexico February 7, 1922. 2:30 p.m.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared: JJO to EMA.
INDEXED.
State of Now Mexico, County of
Pernalillo, ss.
This instrument was filed for
record on the 9th day of February
Re1922, at 2:10 o'clock p. m.
corded in Vol! "E" Misc. of Records of said county. Folio 19 2,
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk nnd Recorder,
By fl. CROLLOTT, Deputy Clerk.
Compared: SO to I.E.
State of Now Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mex
ico. Certificate of Comparison.
United Rtates of America, Stato of
New Mexico, ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
annexed Is a full, truo nnd complete transcript of the Certificate
of IllCOrnoration nf Annllo Music
Shop, Inc. (no stockholders' liability) (No. 11273) with the endorsements thereon, as same appears on
file and of record in tho office of
the Stato Corporation Commission.
In Testlmony-Whereof- ,
tho State
Commission of the
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
tlllS Certificate tn ho ntcnp.l
Its
Chairman and the seal of said Commission, to be affixed at the City of
Santa Fe on this 20th day of January, A. D, 1922.
.
B. MONTOTA.
(Seal)
Attest:
Chairman.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Vi

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF APOLLO MUSIC SHOP, INC.
(No Stockholders' Liability.)
Know All Men by These Pres
ents: That we, the undersigned,
have associated ourselves together
for the purpose of formine a cor
1923
poration under the laws of the state
2837.' Acknowledgment
(Notary). of Now Mexico, and certify as fol
State of Pennsylvania, County of lows:
I.
"Philadelphia, ss.
That the name of this corporaI, William M. Runn. Protliono-tar- y
of the Courts of Common tion shall be "Apollo Muslo Shop,
Pleas of said county, which are Inc." (No stockholders' liability.)
TT.
Courts of record having a common
That the location of thla corposeal,, being the Officer authorized
by th laws of the state of Penn- ration's principal office In the state
sylvania to make the following cer- of New Mexico is 402 West Central
tificate, do by my second deputy. avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Ronton S. Bunn, authorized by Act and that the name of the agent
State of New Mexico. State Corpo- of Assembly of May 24, 1917.
therein and in charge thereof upon
Mexration Commission of New
the corporaCertify, that Catherine M. Stely, whom process
ico. Certificate of Comparison. Esquire, whose name is subscribed tion may be against
is George
served
United States of America, State of to" the certificate of tho acknowl Gcake.
New Mexico, ss.
instrument
III.
edgment of the annexed was
at tne
That the objects for which this
It Is Hereby Certified, that the and thereon written,
a corporation is
annexed Is a full, true and com- time of such acknowledgment
formed are to manplete transcript of the Certificate notary public for the common- - ufacture, buy. sell, expqrt, import
rt.

A. CIIAUVIN

,

Electric Company
Phone 98

and deal In pianos, organs, phono
graphs, talking machines, dictaphones, dictating machines and
musical instruments and musical
and accessories, and
appliances
musical supplies ot every kind,
character and description; to manufacture, record, buy, sell and deal
in phonograph records, music rolls
and similar article,?; to acquire and
undertake the good will, property
rights, franchises nnd assets of
every kind and the liabilities of any
person, firm, association or corporation, cither wholly or in part, and
to pay for the same In cash, stocks
or bonds of tho corporation, or
to hold, purchaso or
otherwise;
otherwise acquire or be interested
in, and to sell, assign, pledge or
otherwise dispose of shares of the
capital stock or other evidences of
indebtedness issued or created by
any other corporation, whether
foreign or domestic, and whether
now or hereafter organized, and
while tho holder of any such shares
of stock to exercise all the rights
and privileges of ownership, including the right to vote thereon, to the
same extent as a natural person
might or could do, in the purchase
or acquisition of property, business
rights or franchises, or for additional working capital, or for any
other object in or about its business
or affairs, and without limit as to
amount to Incur debt, and to raise,
borrow and secure tho payment of
money in any lawful manner. Including the Issue and sale, or other
of bonds, warrants,
disposition
debentures, obligations, negotiable
and transforrable instruments and
evidences of Indebtedness of all
kinds, whether secured by mortgage, pledge, deed of trust or otherwise; to acquire, own and hold such
real and personal property as may
be necessary or convenient for the
transaction of its business; to make
and perform contracts of any kind
and description, and in carrying on
Its business, and for tho purpose of
attaining or furthering any of Its
objects, to do any and all tilings
which a natural person or corporation could do and exercise, and
which now or herenfter mav be
authorized by law; to conduct business, have one or more offices or
agencies or branches, end to purchase, mortgage, lease and convey
real and personal property, or any
estate of interest therein, in any
part of the world, but all this subject to the local laws; for the purpose of attaining or furthering any
of its object, but not in limitation
thereof, to do any and all other
acts and things, and to exercise any
and all other powers which a copartnership or natural person could
do and exercise, and which now or
hereafter may be authorized by
law; and any and all of tho rights,
powers, privileges or restrictions in
this certificate of Incorporation
granted and contained, conferred
or Imposed, may be enlarged,
amended, altered or changed In any
manner and to any extent, or re
pealed by a certificate of amendment made, executed, authorized
and filed in any manner now or
hereafter permitted or authorized
by the laws of the state ot New
.

Mexico.

IV.
That the amount of the total authorized capital stock of this corporation shall bo Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00), divided into
two hundred (200) shares of the
par value of Fifty Dollars ($50.00)
each,
V,

post-offi-
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Alvarado
Pharmacy will tell
you that Garren's Tonics Is the tella all about Black. ondiWhite
best
product,
toilet preparations.
pharmaceutical
which they have ever handled.
would
Tou know them.
They
not let you buy a product which
is not properly suited to your
needs. Let them start you today
to enjoy the new thrills and sensations which thousands are indulging on account of the marvelous changes Garren's Tonic Is
bringing about in people who
never knew a bright, cheery,
healthy and energetic period since
childhood.
Garren's Tonle Is sold in Albuquerque by the Alvarado Pharmacy, in Bernalillo by the Bernalillo Mercantile Co. and by the
LEGAL NOTICE
leading dealers in every city.
Adv.
NOTICE OK SflT.
No, 13217.
State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
Rosa Anna Anema. Plaintiff, a.
Paul C. Anema, Defendant.
To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a
suit
filed against you In
the said court and county by the
Of Wall Paper, Paints, Varnishes. Etc.
above named plaintiff. In which
the said plaintiff prays for absolute
Shelvings, Counters,. Show Cases
divorco and care, custody and control of two minor children, support
money and alimony for herself and
children and costs of suit, on the
grounds of abandonment and-- '
And you are further notified that unless you enter or cause
to
be
entered
BY THE 15TH
your appearance In
MARCH
said cause on or before the first
day of April, A. D. 1922, Judgment
will be rendered In said cause
REMEMBER First Come, First Served.
against you by default and the relief prayed for will be granted.
Store Room Leased Out.
The name of the plaintiff's attorney Is George R. Craig, whose
address is Albuquerque, N. M.
Wall
20,00 single rolls
Paper to be sold at
FRED CF.OLLOTT,
(Seal).
'
Clerk
9c up
HARRY
F. LEE. Deputy.
By

ALL MUST GO
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SELLING OUT ENTIRE STOCK
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trouble apph?

SUCCESS

ASTONISHING

Miss Georgia Hopley, well known
suffrage circles and in Ohio republican camps, has the distinction of being the first woman prohibition agent. Shn is a native ot
o
Bucyrus, (., nnd has Ions been
in suffrage organizations. She
has dono newspaper work and during tho lust presidential election
assisted in handling the publicity
for the republicans.
For many years her family hns
been prominent in Ohio politics,
from her
down.
Today one of her brothers sits In
tho state legislature.
Not to be
outdone by tho men of her family
Miss Hopley herself Is now taking
an active part in political life.
Tho photograph shows her taking
tho oath of office at prohibition
headquarters in Washington.
"I hope the first bootlegger I
get Is not tho 'first woman bootlegger,' " she said after her

In

II.

The registered office of the corporation Is corner oft East Lead
avenue and John street, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and A. S. Kirkpatrick is, and is hereby designated
as the statutory agent upon whom
process against the corporation
may be served,

'1X7

m

sign of skin
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SHOP

Miss Ceorgia Hopley.

two-mi-

Page Seven.

of Incorporation of Hagan Fuel
and Supply Company (No. 1128G)
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
of the
Commission
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the seal of sai l
Commission, to be affixed at tho
City of SarM Fe on this 8th day of

PROHIBITION AGENT

MEET

MORNING JOURNAL1

That the names and postofflce,
addresses of the incorporators, and
the number of shares subscribed
for by each, the aggregate of which
Is the amount with which this corporation will commence business,
are as follows:
W. W. McClellan, Albuquerque,
N. M

40

shares;

George Geake,

M.,

2

C.

M., 1

$2,000.00.

Albuquerque,

shares;

$100.00.

share;

$50.00,

N.

E. Nicholson. Albuquerque N.

Total number ot shares. 43: par
value, $2,150.00.
VI.
That the duration of this corporation shall be for a period of fifty
wo years rrom and after the filing
of this certificate.

vir.

That tho number of directors of
this corporation shall be as fixed

but shall be not less
by the
than three In number, and that the
names of the directors who are to
act as such and manage the business of this corporation for the
first three months, after the filing
of these articles of incorporation,
are W. W. McClellan, George Oeake
and C. E. Nicholson.
VIII.
That the board of directors shall
have the power to make, alter and
for the conduct of
repeal
the business of this corporation.
In Witness Whereof, we have
hereunto set our hands and seals
this 2Mh day of January, 1922.
W. W. McCLELLAN. (Seal)
CiEORGE GEAKE.
(Seal)
C. E. NICHOLSON.
(Seal)
State of Now Mexico, County of
Hernallllo, ss.
On this 25th
day of January,
13-before mo personally appeared W. W. McClellan, George
Geake and C. E. Nicholson, to me
known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing
nrticles of Incorporation, and acknowledged to me that they executed the same as their free act
nnd deed.
In Witness Whereof. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seal the day and year In
this certificate first above written.
JULIA JOHNSON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 15,
s,

by-la-

2,

1925.

tion, thereby associating themselves together under the provisions of the laws of New Mexico as
a body corporate, for and on behalf
of themselves and all other stockholders who may become associated
with them and said corporation, flo
hereby declare that there shall be
no stockholders' liability for
stock on account of
stock
issued by said corporation.any
We further certify that the location of the principul office ot said
corporation in this state is at 402
West Central avenue, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and that the name- ot
the agent therein, and in charge
thereof, upon whom process against
the corporation may be served is
George Geake.
In Witness Whereof, we have
hereunto sot our hands and seals
this 25th day ot January, 1922.
W. W. McCLELLAN. (Seal)
GEORGE GEAKE.
(Seal)
C. E. NICHOLSON.
(Seal)
State of New Mexico, County ot
tin-pa- id

-

liernalillo, ss.
On this 25th day of January,
before

me personally appeared W. W. McClellan, George
Geake and C. E. Nicholson, to me
known to be the persons described
In and who executed the foregoing
certificate of
and acknowledged to mo that they executed the same as their free act
and deed.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seal the day and year in
this certificate first above written.
JULIA JOHNSON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 15,
1922,

1925.

ENDORSED.
No. 11 274. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7,
Page 123. Certificate of
of Apollo Music Shop, Inc.
(No stockholders' liability.) Filed
In office of State Corporation Commission of New Mexico January 26,
1922. 11:30 a. m.
A. L. MORRISON1, Clerk.
Compared: ICK to JJO.
INDEXED.
State of New Mexico. County of
Bernalillo, ss.
This instrument was filed for
record on tho 311th day of January.
Re1922, at 3:40 o'clock p. m.
corded in Vol, "E" Miso. of Records of said county. Folio 1SR.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk and Recorder.
S.
CROLLOTT,
By
Deputy Clerk.
Compared: GU to LE.
ty

No.

ENDORSED.

273.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7,
Page 123. Articles of Incorporation of Apollo Muslo Shop, Inc.
1 1

(No stockholders' liability.)
Filed
in office of State Corporation Commission of New Mexico January
20, 1922. 11:30 a. m.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared: ICK to JJO.
INDEXED.
Stato of New Mexico, County of
Hernallllo, ss.
This instrument was filed for
record on the 39th day of January,
1922. at 3:40 o'clock p. m. Recorded in Vol. "E" Misc. of Records of said county. Folio
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk and Recorder,
S.
CROLLOTT. Deputy Clerk.
Ey
Compared: GB to LE.
183-15-

NOTICE OF SUIT.
No. 13202.

In the District Court, State of New
State of New Mexico. State CorpoMexico, County of Bernalillo.
ration Commission of New Mex- W. C. Oestreich, Plaintiff, vs. Pla-clico. Certificate of Comparison.
Armljo, the unknown heirs
United States of America, State of
of Vicente Armijo, deceased, and
New Mexico, as.
all unknown claimants of InterIt Is Hereby Certified, that the ests adverse to Plaintiff, Deannexed is a full, true and comfendants.
plete transcript of the Certificate To the Above Named Defendants:
of Stockholders'
of
Tou, and each of you. are hereby
Apollo Music Shop, Inc., (no stock- notified that the above named
holders' liability), (No, 11274) with plaintiff has Instituted suit against
the endorsements thereon, as same you in the above named court for
appears on file and of record in the the purpose ot quieting title to real
office of the State Corporation estate situate in the county of
Commission.
Bernalillo, state ot New Mexico,
In Testimony Whereof, the State and described as
Commission of the
Lot Ten (10) in Block Twelve
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused (12) of the Francisco Armijo y
this certificate to be signed by its Otero addition to the city of AlbuChairman and the seal of said Com-slo- querque, New Mexico, as shown on
to be affixed at the City of the plat filed March 4. 1892.
Santa Fe on this 26th day of JanuTou are further notified that, un.
less you enter or cause to be enary, A. D. 1922.
B. MONTOTA,
(Seal)
tered your appearance in the said
Attest:
Chairman.
cause and in the said court, on or
A. L, MORRISON, Clerk.
before the 25th day of March,
1922, your, default will be entered
CERTIFICATE OF
and plaintiff will apply to the court
OF APOLLO MU3IC SHOP, for the rellet prayed for In the
INC. (No Stockholders' Liabil- complaint.
ity).
Attorney for Plaintiff Is 3. A.
This Is to certify that the under- Miller, office and postofflce. Albuinsigned, being all tho original
querque, N, M.
corporators who have filed here- (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT.
with the certificate of incorporaClerk of the District Court
tion of the above named corpora By HARRY F. LEE. Deputy.
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can coma AMERICAN
ership, the. average
into his rights. Only then can decent and efficient
government prevail.
i
Let us face the facts. Cowardice defeats progress.
Spanish-America-

Albuquerque Wmmm Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
,
JOFRNATi I'tMJSHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARti C. MAGEE.
Secretary.
President.
.Business Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON
...Eiifor-ln-Chlef
CARL. C. MAGEE
'
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Marquette BldPf., Chicago, 111
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i
RALPH R. mt-'ymatter at the postoffico
Entered as second-clas- s
ot Albuquerque, N. M., under act ot Congress of
Mareh 17, 879,
"TKliMH OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by carrier or by mail, one month, 85c;
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yearly, in aavanre,
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to
other
paper in New
accorded
any
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Mexico." The American
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of all news credited to
the use for
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
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LET US FACE THE FACTS.
One of the mysteries of politics in New Mexico
Is found in the sentiment prevailing among so many
defend
republicans that it Is necessary and wise to
or repress all discussion of the "busts" of the organization and the administration. In making this comment we refer to the republicans who desire to be
good citizens and who seek no personal favors.
ivhv tn '.ha name of sanity and decency, do
these good people feel that tho ends of good govof
defense
a
demand
ernment and party security,
indicates
Every consideration
the indefensible?
that tho party should be made to feel that it will
be punished by its own members unless it puts
itself in shape to properly serve the people of New
Mexico.
Just how this latter thing can he done Is a
with excess
problem. The party is
of ridding
rooms
it
which
incapabale
of
baggage
itself. The Kingdom of Valenicla county has Don
Eduardo Otero ns its little czar. He rules it with
iron. Frar, not affection, is the weapon
a rod
with which ho holds these people In subjection
The man
They are vassals rather than freemen.
who rebels Is an immediate target for persecution.
As a consequence, few have tho stamina and the
temerity to attempt resistance -to the pretensions
The republican- party is tho beneof their ruler.
ficiary of this regime to the tune of some 1,200
to 1,500 majority in the elections.
Over in San Miguel county Don Secundlno
Romero is the king. Our opinion of this man has
been expressed frequently with great vigor. He,
too, can be depended upon to force, through foar,
majorities of from 1,500 to 2.000 in the elections.
Rio Arriba county, one of the most backward
counties west of the Mississippi river, ia ruled by
the Burns' and the Sargents to serve their ends.
The intelligent and independent in this county are
in a hopeless minority. This county can be
on to furnish a 1,000 to 1 GOO majority.
Socorro county, with its backward government,
is the black spot on the escutcheon of Senator Bur-suIt rolls up its 1,000 to 1,500 republican
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The Republican party won't forget, however,
how strong Will Hays was in his last act.

THE DRY BROOK BED.
Your waters have run away wlthhe sea.
And left you empty and still;
Your stones unfurbished.
Hungrily
Stands the unechoing hill.
How joyless is your silent heart,
Remembering lyrics sung,
When life rode in your arteries,
And you were young.
Kenneth Slade Ailing, in Leslie's.

"Well, you know that beavers
of cousin to you rabbits," explained Nurse Jane. "That
is, they eat roots, vegetables and
By Howard B. Garls
tho bark of trees and bushes.
Heavers are very fond of the baric
McClure
1921,
by
Copyright,
of willow and aspen trees and "
Newspaper Syndicate.
"I know what aspen trees are!"
Interrupted Uncle Wiggily. "Their
UNCLE WIGGILY AND
leaves
shiver and shake like anyTOODLE'S CANDY
in the least wind."
"Did you hear about Toodle thing
' That's
said Nurso Jane.
Flat Tail, the beaver boy?" ask "So if youright,"
could llnd a bit of
ed Nurse Jane I'u.zy Wuzzy of
some bark on,
with
aspen
wood,
as
I'r.cl;! Wisgily, one morni.se;,
Toodle, I'd boil it in sugar
the rabbit gentlomnn was (k'ting for
and
a coating of candy
of over make
ready to hop down the
tho aspen stick. I'd flavor
his hollow stump bungalow.
it with peppermint so it wouldn't
"No, What's the matter with make Toodie feel ill again."
.Mr,
Toodle ?" asked
Longears.
"Please do it, and I'll take it
"Did he try to ride down hill to
offered the bunny. "As- backward on his sled and bump!pcnhim,"bal."
pppl,ormlllt
candy
ins nose.
sounds very delicious.
u
V' .,, .. I'll 6
"Indeed, Toodlo Isn't doing nnylf
roasting these days!" answered
Uncle
to
the
Wiggily hopped
Miss J' uzzy
The poor nearest woods
limy.
and thero ho found
Httlo beaver boy is quite 111, and
tree.
Of
ian
aspen
course,
beavers
1st
no must. s.iay in
nam aim v,frrr. th,. t..t, .v...!,. 1.,
...!
slick house in tho frozen river, tor re9t
t , thp,
a
lor
Utfrlt
long time.
"Oh, is that so? I d dn t know it plpnty ct ,,ram.hcB ot
n
Toodlo was ill
said Undo A ig-- ! and wl!ow bark
Bllt ,he bunnv
Bily. corning back up the stops Kentenlan (lkl not l)e
tn
'Haven t we somethmg I cvuld waa anv
take him, Isurse Jane? I mean for Toodlep(,ppe,.mint candy bark
something to eat like a carrot,
..So rll take hIm
,d
cream puff, a bit of chocolate
Longears.
jjr
,
cab-some
or
pcrnaps
turnip cane,
Nurse Jane bolI(?(, , EUKar on(J
peppermint tho aspen slicks, with
Hit; idea!" cried the m uskrat bnrk on tnat th(J ,.a))1)it
unce
brought to tho hollow stump bun- And
when
the
were
galow.
sticks
yp.
yXi
nicely coated with sweet, spicy
w
maklncr
them
rcminr i.itu
(iUgar.
of candy, Undo Wiggily hopped
with them over toward the beaver
house.
But Mr. Longears had not gone
very far before, all of a sudden,
out from behind a big rock
sprang tho bad Hob Cat.
"Ha! Ha! Ha!" laughed the
Rob Cat, standing on the
path
in front of the bunny, so Uncle
Wiggily couldn't hop any farther.
"Ha! Ha! Ha!"
"I don't see anything so funny,"
said Mr. Longears.
"What is
there to laugh at?"
"Your ears!" chuckled the bad
chap. "One hangs down and the
other stands up, but I'm going
to nibble both of them!"
"Oh, you are; are you?" asked
Ha! Ha! Ha!" laughed tha Uncle
Wiggily. "Well, one of my
ears may stand up, and the other
"Dr. Possum wouldn't let may lean down, for I'm in such
lady.
a hurry that I forgot to brush
you give Toodlo any Buch rich
"
food as that, when he is only them this morning, but
"Why are you in such a hurJust getting over the measlespox
the
Bob Cat, susor something worse! The idea!" ry?" asked
like.
"Oh, excuse me!" said the bun- picious
"Because
am
I
I
taking some
take
"Well, could
ny humbly.
peppermint candy over to poor
him a bit of candy then?"
sick
little Toodle Flat Tail, the
"That's almost as bad!" exclaimed Nurse Jane. "But, now beaver boy," answered the bunny.
"Hum! I thought I smelled
that I think of it, perhaps a bit
besides
of candy would bo good for Too- something good
the Bob jour
Cat.
dle.. Only it must be his own ears!" snickered
some
me
of
"Give
that candy
special kind of candy and flavordo
and
at
I'll
once,
so
my
not
it
will
ed with peppermint,
nibbling
afterward!"
bo too sweet and slckish."

A CXFF. TO CRIMINALS.
agitators will at least admit that
the cigarette stump affords some of the most hopeful clues to the crime investigator.
Washington
Star.
o

Our remarks are not based upon a lack of symNOT SPECIFIC ENOUGH.
pathy for the people of these counties. The Journal
of Massachusetts
is a far better friend to them than are their politi- hasThough Congressman Tinkham
been
attention to the enormous incal exploiters who run their politics for personal crease of calling
In
crime
Washington, no congressman
advantage and who wish to keep these people in has resigned. Brooklyn Times.
be
y v
$
that
in
order
may
fear
and
they
ignorance
GETTING BEHIND, SOMEWHERE.
handled the more easily. We might includo in the
It has been several days since we huvi! had a
Hiran vnnfa pmintiea hut tllCRA nerve
report that a middle western hank rnshier had
our purpose.
been locked in a vault by bandits.
Possibly a!i
These people were born where they now live. tho vaults are occupied. New Orleans
Their ancestors have lived there for four hundred
$ 4 J
years. They were here first. If the rest of us do
IN THESE VOLSTEAD DAYS.
Our memory goes back to the time when a good
not like the situation we can do one of two things:
member could fall down tho collar stops
go away, or help these peoplo free themselves from church
and
get hurt if he wanted to without arousing th
their oppressors and help them to a fair oppor- slightest
suspicion, and even now it's better than
tunity for success, happiness and the education of falling up them. Ohio State Journal.
their children.
That they are without learning is not their fault.
DAY
EDITORIAL OF
For centuries they have lived far removed from the
educational privileges of the rest of the union.
SXIPEHS NOW OUT IX THE OPEN.
Tlie government spent its money freely for education In the Philippines and in Porto Rico but noth(From the Christian Century.)
During the past two years the attacks on the
ing was done for these people. We say this to the
federal constitution which prohibits tho manufaceternal discredit of those republicans who con- ture
of Intoxicating liquor have been
trolled the patronage of New Mexico thirty years carriedandon sale
The cartoonist has been
by snipers.
in
these
not
to
wished
people
keep
hired to draw funny pictures directed' against law
ago. Had they
subjection they would have forced the situation enforcement, and sly reference in the editorial
columns of the wet press have built up among
upon the attention of congress and the citizen of the
people an impression that law enforcement has
bethave
bo
educated
to
would
sufficiently
today
been a huge failure, and the federal amendment a
develto
have
and
condition
his
tered
economically
big joke. At last the snipers have come out into
the open. They are organized into the Association
oped a freedom of action in politics.
Wo are to have
To take the position that we do not live in these Opposed to National Prohibition.
a little bushwhacking expedition against the fortcounties and therefore have no responsibility, is ress of the
federal constitution. It is well to have
suicidal. We owe it to these people to see to It an excuse for presenting the facts about law enforcement
which
are
of
the handicaps under
relieved
throughout the country, for tho
that they
be more rigidly enforced and will be when
they labor. Besides, we owe it to ourselves.
the bushwhackers get through raiding the windThis brings us to the point we have in mind. mills in their quixotic
fashion. It is intho atmosWhen a republican governor is nominated and phere of conflict that we are often best able to
elected it is done by the grace of Eduardo Otero, bring the truth to the public mind. Such a
-minded
Journal as the Survey, published not
Secundino Romero, Thomas Gable, William and for
ocprofit but for social uplift and truth,
Edward Sargent, Thomas Burns and a like few. The casionally the facts gathered by reliableprints
investiinstant he is elected he is surrounded by this group gators with regard to law enforcement in the most
of "friends" who demand certain favors in appoint- difficult spots of the country, the cities with large
Cora F. Stoddard
has
populations.
ments and policies. They elected him. Ho must immigrant
been making surveys both in New York and BosAs ton of a sort that commands respect among sociyield to them or go to the political grave-yara matter of fact he does both, for yielding makes ologists. She is authority for the statement that
both cities, even with their imperfect administra
his administration a failure.
tion of the laws, show a big falling off in the ar
These men have never sought a single disinter rests of drunkenness
and a very noticeable increase
ested public benefit.
They have never sought to in the consumption of milk. The privations of the
a better living standard
meant
do any public act to help their people. They have beer guzzler have
need of the hour is to remove
Their for tho babies. The
sought nothing but Personal advantage.
the appointment of dry commissioners from party
insistence has made the life of every governor a politics
and put it under civil service. The counBtate
men
The
in the
power of these
purgatory.
try must elect a dry congress this coming year,
to the efforts of the bushwhackers
and
thanks
must be broken before decent government can prewill. The Judges of the land should be
vail. It must be broken in the state before it can probably
reinforced by churches and all moral agencies in
be broken In their respective counties.
giving the whiskey runners and moonshiners Jail
There is no way to accomplish this thing except sentences.
for the republicans in the rest of the state to refuse
to "stand for" it any longer. When these men
"REG'LAR FELLERS'
realize that combining to dictate in a convention
will result in party defeat at the polls, they will
r
top. Until then they will keep on in their present
rftT -
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Chicago, Feb. 15. Butter Market unchanged.
Eggs Market lower.
Receipts
10,322 cases. Firsts. 35c; ordinary
firsts, 3233c; miscellaneous, 34

4c.

S'3
Poultry Alive
25e; springs, 25c;

lower.
Fowls,
roosters, 18c.
Potatoes Market
weak.
Re.
ceipts 30 cars. Total II. S. ship,
ments, 426 cars. Wisconsin sacked
round
whites. $1.75 (fB 1 .90 cwt.;
Minnesota and North Dakota sack,
ed round whites, $1.65 1.75 cwt.j
Idaho sacked Rurals, $2.00 2.10
cwt.

cWMOy

B,

79
34

14

19

944
45
62
90
3

TRADE.

Lard
Ribs

'

i

V

MeAtl

.ftDOlKftl

7

mwh1

lc

2c,

May.

May,
July,
May,
May,
May.

$1.41;

62Tc; July,
c.
$19.70.
$11.17;
$10.65;

July,
c.

64

43

July, $11.40.
July, $10.00.

NEW YORK COTTON.
Cotton

New York, Feb. 15.

tures closed steady. March,
May, $17.68;
July.
$16.70; Dec, $16.59.

fu-

$17.93;

$17.15;

Kansas City Llrefitork.
City, Feb. 15. Cattle i
Receipts 8,000. Beef steers mostly
steady. Top, $8.25; several loads,
$7.25
7.75; she stock steady to 15o
good and choice cows, $5.00
higher;
ig) 5 .50 ; best heiferR, $6.90; many
lots $3.506.50; calves strong to
5n higher;
best vealers, $ 9. 5 0 fljp
10.00: few head. $10.50; stockera
and feeders steady to strong; good
and choice feeders, $6.75(jt7.25J
choice stockers, $7.00; other classes
steady: canners. $2.50rf3.00; cut
ters. $3.503.75; heavy bulls most-l- y
$3.504.00; light kind. $4.25j

Kansas

74
52
19
83

Oct.,

LIBERTY BONDS.
New York, Feb, 15. Liberty
bonds closed:
$96.94; first 4s,
$96.26 bid; second 4s, $96.12; first
second
4Hs, $96.76;
$96.66;
4iS,
third 4H. $97.56; fourth
$97.20; Victory 34s, $99.98; Vic$100.16.
tory

3s,

48,

4s,

5.00.

Hogs Receipts 10,000, Lighter
weight 10c to 15c higher. Rest 170
to
weights mostly $9.85
heavier kind
9.90; top, $10.00;
10c
higher, closing easy;
strong,
220 to
generally $9.50
9.75; packer top, $9.90; bulk of
sales, $9.25!9.90; throwout sows
mostlv around $7.75; stock pigs upj
to $9.50.
Sheep Receipts 4,000. Killing
classes generally steady. Best light
ewes, $7.507.65; yearlings, $12.50;
Colorado lambs, $14.50.
d

FOR RENT
FOR KENT

a

)

1B

1E45--

FOR RENT Very nice clean four-roiapartment, furnished; rent reason&ble,
916 Forrester.
FOK RENT Two furnished rooms, fo
light housekeeping; adults; no flick
784 South Second.
FOR KENT Apartment, completely furnished; two rooms and sleeping porch,
1601Eaat Cent ral.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apartment with sleeping porch and heat.
323 South Fifth.
Phone 2372-furnish-le- d
RENT Three or "Tour-roo200
block
modern,
apartments.
South Flxth. Inquire Bavoy Hotel office.
FOK RENT Apartments, one three-roounfurnished;
furnished, one two-rooboth modern, sleeping porches. 407 and
409 East Coal.
Three-rooFOK KENT
apartment, private entrance, partly furnished; can b
seen by appointment. Call 19S8-after
7:3D

p. m.

FOR KENT
rooms,

Furnished apartment, thrco
n
sleeping porch, heat
1606 East Central,

glassed-i-

and water furnished,
192J-R- .
Phone
FOK RENT

Two-roofurnished apartment, hot and cold water and steam
heat: llcht and telephons paid. 421M
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Completely furnished three-rooapartment with glassed-l- n porch
and separate bath; furnace heated. 160.
East Central, phone 1922-FOK RENT Modern furnished apartment, three rooms, private bath nd
Bleeping porch, heat water and llgil'.a
furnished. 1005 West Central.
FOR RENT Large three-rooapartment, well furnished for housekeeping;
steam heat, gas range; no pick; no chil
dren; also garage. 510 West Tljeras.
FOK RENT
Two rooma and kitchenette.
screened porch; modern; well and comblock
pletely furnished; one and one-hafrom postnfflre; no sick. 600 West Gold,
inquire 703 West Silver.
FOK KENT Furnished apartments, con- -.
venlent to sanatoriums;
four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Cantraf car line. Call 1331 East Central,
orsee McMllllon A- Wood, phone 34S.
20
FOR RENT
pleasant
, three-rooapartment, furnished com- -'
plete with bath; good location; no sick;
no
children.
Permanent
occupant
wanted. Call afternoons, 112 South Ninth.

WAN TED

.

NEW YORK METALS.

'

apartment;

FOK KENT
apartment,
South fipconl, phone 820-FOK KENT Furnished apartment four
rooms, modern. 1104 North? Second.
Three-rooFOK KENT
apartment,
partly furnished. 631 South Broadway.
FOK KENT
Two rooma and porch fop
light housekeeping; no alck. Pfrons

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York. Feb. 15. Call money
Easier. High and ruling rate, 4 M
per cent; low, offered at and last
loan, 4 per cent; closing bid. 3
per cent.
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
to 5 per
days and six months, 4
cent; prime mercantile paper, 4
to 5 per cent.

Apartments

Kurnlshecr
Two-roo-

Houses

WANTED Furnished houses to rent lit
all parts nf town. McMllllon ft Wood.
WANTED To buy four or
house with one or mora lots, or w uid
be Interested In one or more vacant lols;
Adcash; prefer to doal with owners.
care Journal.
dress L.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
llATTItiiSJi HIvNOVA'il.NU, $3.60 &nU up.
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, furniture packing. Ptauu 471, Ervln Bed
rttfii? CnmpTT

"FORHRENT Storeroom
New York, Feb. 15, Copper
Easy. Electrolytic, spot and fu fc'OK KENT Ketiru. ry 10,
ut
tures, 1314 c.
222 Pnuth Fecnnd.
M. P. Btamm.
Tin Easier. Spot and nearby,
FOR JRENT-mRoon- w
$30.50: futures. $30.12030.25.
Iron Steady, prices unchanged. FOR RENT Office rooms, S1914 West
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.7U4.u.
Central, over Woolworth's.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot,
inra-ruo-

$4.60

(5!

FOR RENT

4.55.

Spot, $4.40,
Foreign bar silver, 66 He
Antimony

Miscellaneous

FINE Btucco garage for rent.
Sliver .

Patent Office)

"- -"

IS THE, MrSrAtOr

UT

Pork

90.

(

I

Corn
Oats

(By The Associated Frees.)

fMAWmCTHOUMA
Soo CMTrUMnioF

Wheat
$1.23y.

New York. Feb. 15. The stock
market continued to move toward
irregular higher nrlce levels tnrlnv
although much of the advance was
rorteited In tho general profit tak
ing of tho later dealings.
further lowering of local money
rates and signs that worldwide
monetary conditions are tending in
tho direction of greater ease, together with the small floating supply of popular
stocks, were the
sustaining factors.
Demand loans opened at 4
per
cent but fell to 4 per cent before
noon.
In private transactions
plenty of call money was available
at 3'4 per cent and prime mercantile paper of 30 to 90 days was
sold at i
per cent.
Reduction of tho Cleveland federal reserve bank rate directed renewed attention to prospects of another reduction at this center. Private cables from London predicted
an early cut in the Bank of England rate.
The greater part of today's fairly
largo business was restricted to
steels, oils, equipments, motors and
coppers, United States Steel making a new high since 1920 and retaining all but the smallest fraction
of its gain at
Ralls also
showed further improvement but
buying of those issues lacked the
substantial character of the previous day's accumulation. Sales
amounted to 800,000 shares.
Trade reviews again stressed the
uncertain-statof the steel and
iron industry. This was strikingly
Illustrated in the annual reports of
tho Mldvale and Pressed Steel Car

ut
J

26
8

3

66
76

131

OF

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Feb. 15. Cattle Receipts 9,000. Beef steers strong to
15c higher, quality plain. Top early,
$8.90; bulk beef steers, $7.00
8.00;
she Btock, bulls, Blockers and feeders steady to strong; veal calves
steady; bulk fat she stock. $4.35
5.75; bulk stockera and feeders,
Sheep Receipts 13,000. Market
steady to strong. Choice fat lambs
to packers early, $15.25. some held
higher; good fed western shorn
lambs, $13.00; medium yearlings
carrying some twos, $11.50.; fat
ewes early mostly
$ 7.25
7.75s
some held higher.

113
123

....

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

$6.25(3)7.00.

2c

Closing prices:

HE MARKETS

umds

soMrmirU. vmictv

75
38
71
27

Chicago, Feb. 15. New climbing
of prices in the grain markets took
place here today notwithstanding
transient setbacks due to a decline
EstiIn quotations at Liverpool.
mates which tended to confirm rescarcity of
ports of worldwide
wheat had much to do with the
fresh ascent of values here. The
Chicago wheat market close was
net higher
to
unsettled,
and July
with May J1.41 to $1.41
to $1.23. Corn gained
$1.23
to
oat
lc
to
to
to
and provisions 7c to 30c.
At first the dominating influence in the wheat pit was news of
a drop In British prices. General
selling resulted and opinions were
ventured in some quarters that the
recent advance on both sides or tne
Atlantic had been overdone. After
the Liverpool market had closed
for the day, however numerous
whlcn
unfavorable crop advices
were current here began to attract more attention, and enlarged
Uncle Wiggily held out one of demand for flour acted as a further
the hard branches of the aspen stimulus to buyers of wheat. The
tree, covered with sugar.
The unpward swing which ensued In
Bob Cat took a big, savage bite, the price of wheat was accom
by a decided broadening out
thinking it was a regular stick panied
of trading, with
of candy. But all at once he gave of the volume
a howl and cried:
many dealers attaching special sig
state
an
to
niflcance
authoritative
"Oh, my teeth! I've broken a
lot of my teeth!
What kind of ment that purported to show little
candv do von mil thiat" rn if any margin between wheat re.
see a Bob Cat's teeth aren't made quirements of importing countries
and the expected world shipments
for enawincr. thev nr mnrto
iaiK ot new expuri.
biting and chewing, and the bad mis Beason.
chap had hurt himself very much buying in progress was also heard,
and despite heavy profit taking
on the aspen wood.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle Wig- sales near the end of the session
"That's beaver candy you the market finished but little under
gily.
bit on. Ho! Ho! Ho! Wrant some the top prices reached, although
May had touched the highest point
more?"
"No!" howled the Bob Cat. yet since the present series of adtoo
teeth
are
"My
sore!" and vances began.
Active speculative demand gave
away he ran, not hurting the
bunny at all. And Mr. Longears independent strength at times to
corn and oats. Both cereals scored
took the remainder of the peppermint aspen bark candy to Toodle, new high price records for the seawho ate it and was soen all well son. Buyers took the position that
10 cents a bushel advance for corn
again.
And if the trolley car doesn't of late was inadequate after the
twist around and around, trying corn market had been going down
to chaso Its tail as the little dog for two years.
The provision market was govdoes, I'll tell you next about Uncle
erned chiefly by fluctuations in the
iggily and Noodle's cake.
value of grain.
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do you call this special
kind of cuiKlyV" asked Uncle Wiy-gii-

"What

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
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i
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lclc 2c

VERSE OF TODAY

W

.774

10

Pacific

Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
X'nited States Steel
Utah Copper

lc

"Bloc" is a new thing in congress, but blockheads are not.

Voo ALLKMcM

icvmj DUfeaL

Sou--

reports milk has dropped a cent.
Angeles wouldn't take tho trouble to pick It up.

,

rj.

Erie .
Great Northern pfd.
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Louisville St Nasnvtlle
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper....
Reading
t.
Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
rn

X

;

..)"

"''

;

A deficit of $800,000 indicates that Chicago has
been conducting grand opera on a grand scale.

lf

M"L"'-'-

Trading in foreign exchanges fell
off perceptibly, the British and al- lieu remittances reacting moaerate- ly. The Dutch rate also eased but
bills on the Scandinavian countries
continued to strengthen with the
eastern European remittances.
Closing prices:
36
American Beet Sugar
39 Vi
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 46 H
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 24
American Tel. & Tel
118
American Zinc
13.
48
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
97'
36 Vi
Baltimore & Ohio
64
Bethlehem Steel "B"
27
Butte & Superior
73
California Petroleum
130
Canadian Pacific
33 V4
Central Leather
58 V2
Chesapeake & Ohio
Mil.
&
St.'Paul.... 20
Chicago,
26
Chlno Copper
26
Colorado Fuel & Iron
61
Crucible Steel
i
V

San Francisco

course.
So we say it is difficult to see how the republican party can redeem itself and stay in power. It
cannot, unless independent republicans elsewhere
in the state make it distinctly known that they will
no longer "stand for" this condition.
As long as educated people outside of these
feudal counties alloys themselves to be arrayed
along party lines, it will go on. The
special Interests can now spend their money and
power in these counties and control the state for
their benefit.
Everybody Buffers, including the
rank and file of the people in these counties.
The Journal is fully aware that this statement
will be Used in these counties to show that we
think lily of these people. We do not. They have
our profound sympathy. We desire to help them.
We wish to have the rest of the state helu them to
thrw off their oppressors.
A frank facing of the facts by the people of the
state ia the only remedy. There are enough intcl- d
people In the
ligent, sensible and
to
and
state,
top this sort of thing. Then, under decent lead- -

i

' "
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CHICAGO ritODUCE.
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SHIP SUBSIDY, IS THE QUESTION

NOT DO IT NOW.

While the income tax blank have now been distributed or rendered available to all persons who
will have to make a return, it would bo interesting;
to know how many men have even begun filling
them out, to say nothing of sending them in to the
collector. Attending to this most necessary matter
Is a good deal like doing Christmas shopping,
Long before the season arrives one easily resolves
to do it "early," but when the time comes the majority put off the inevitable to the last few days
and then make a whirlwind finish, turning Into a
task what should be a pleasure. Making out one's
Income tax can scarcely ever be classed among the
popular Indoor pastimes, but If the duty is undertaken in time so as to render hasto and worry
unnecessary, it need not be so onerous as it is
Since the tax is upon the incommonly regarded.
come received last year, the figures are now all in
one's possession. There is nothing to wait for. The
blanks can be filled out as well today as five
weeks hence. If all Persons who have to make a
return would do so before the end of this month,
they would not only save themselves trouble, but
they would considerably lighten the burden of the
officials whose duty it Is to receive and record the
document.
There is less excuse this year than any other
for misunderstanding the income tax requirements.
The information called for on the blanks his been
simplified, and many newspapers, including the
Journal, have been specially enlightening their readThe income tax now reaches
ers on the subject.
who have thus
the great majority of
I
come to take a more direct inters st in govcrnmen- tal affairs because they affect their own. Tho last
day for filing returns is March 15, but wisp per
sons will attend to this duty .long before that time.
Los

NO AMERICAN

SHIP SUBSIDY OR

1123 East

By Gene Byrnea
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KINGSBURY'S

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,
I WON'T BE
ABLE.TO
WITH
I'VE

I WANT
OU TO CO TO THE CPE?TONIGHT AND WHEN XOO iET THERE
kmuine. Mt - I WANT TO MAKE tURE

WHY PAY RENT?
When you can buy this good
ndobo houso located close in
and is arranged for two families. This house has five good
in
si::ed
canvassed
rooms,
porch, large hall, bath,
clothes
of
large pantry, plenty
closets, screened in front and
back porches, gas range, coal
range and completely furnished for two families. This home
is located on a good east front
lot with good sidewalks, good
ndolie storage room and other
Can be
good
bought on extra good terms
with balance at only $35.00
per month. Tou can live in
one side and easily rent out
the other side for enough to
make your payments. Give us
a few minutes of your time
and wo will show you a real
buy.

-

XOU

ARE

1921 by the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.

E

XOU-BOY-

THAT TO
ME-IV-

WIFE. FftOM .THERE -

l.t,1;V

..fl
"H

A SCHEME-

V

i

INSPIRATION

r:w home in
daxoy
FOUKTH WARD.

This house is built of adobe
and has 6 rooms, very conveniently arranged, with plenty of
closets and built-i- n
features.
Oak floors throughout. .Beautiful fireplace and furnace
heat.
Also adobe garage. A
very good value. Owner might
take a good corner lot aa part
payment. Let's show it to you.

FOR RENT
Several furnished and unfurnished houses. We will be glad
to show you.

'

;

ONLY

'

$2,750,00, TERMS

'

15.000

Practically new four-roobrick,
modern, completely furnished, Including elect rlo washer;
Bleeping- porclr,
double garage; highlands.
12,100 Three-rooframe, glassed porch,
furnished, corner lot.
$0,000
white stucco bungalow,
modern, hard woo! floors, fireplace,
fine location on
furnace, garage,
paved street; Fourth ward.

A. nUEISCaiER, Realtor
nil Itt brunches, Loan,,
Surely Bonds.
South Fourth Street, Kelt to F. O
I'hone 8i4.

For

s

with Board

.

boulevard, five rooms, brick
and Bleeping porch, hardwood
floors, built-i- n
features, furnace, fireplace, garage, lawn,
trees, all for $6,300.

North

Thirteenth

street,

nice new white cement finish
house, five rooms, for only
$3,700. Can gyve good terms.
It. McCIXGHAN,
Realtor.
204 W. Gold.
Phono 442-Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Notary Public.

FIVE ROOM BUNGALOW

School building only a block
away. B'or sale very cheap, on
reasonable terms.

CITY REALTY CO.
207

AV.

Gold.

FOR RENT

Plioiie 667.

WAN TED

BARGAIN

A,

t ith
rooms, pressed brick
two bath rooms, hot water
heat,' a Iso fireplace. Kxtra larire
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, large garage, splendid location, 301 South Walter

3!0

'

"

1922

J, D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 V. Gold.
Phono 410.

e
We In., it money on
security. Have you anytoloan?

v.

Y.

C,
Odd.

STARES 108.
1'liono

Male.
Hoya; must be li yours
Western I'rilon.
ovfr, with bicycle.
WANTED
Untidy man. Apply to mau-RKAlbuqiu-rquSanatorium; do not
phone.
CHARLES Meet mo at the bard times
ilanc", Saturday night, Harelr.s Hall.
WANTED

GEO, D, STATES0N,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

barker;
steady
Ellis Barber tJhop,

T.

821

i,

A. nAMMOND.

E. Silver.

I'hone

1522-K-

.

CHEAP'

OPPORTUNITIES

A
FIKST WARD
pressed brick
Well up on the hill, splendid home
with
houso,
two
bath
Lot's Show Tou the Addition
of four rooms, 54,250. Terms.
rooms and largo sleeping
Today!
SECOND WARD
All
porch.
modern and in
$3, BOO; six rooms, modern, $1500
good condition.
Phone
Seconi and Cold.
down and $45 per month will take
it.
D.
$1,700; home of four rooms, lot
708 West Copper.
100x150, chicken house and pens,
City
barn and feed house. $400 down, Or any real estate
agent.
$25 per month.
.
FOl'RTII WARD
$2,000
Stucco ndohe, 6 rooms, sleeping a
WANTED ON FIRST
hardporch, furnace, fireplace,
MORTGAGE REAL
nnrnira-wnnrl flnnra thrniirhniit
ESTATE.
close in. $750 will handle, balance! NATIONAL INVESTMENT!
M. T., Cnro Journal.
like rent.
COMPANY
WF.KT CKNTRAL
New 8 rooms, strictly modern.
REALTORS
20(1 Ja
steam heat, fireplace, hardwood'
,.t ;l( Avenue
A SNAP.
floors, built-i- n
features, best Inca-- !
SALE
and bath; hot waI rooming houses, 1 grocery terFive roomswaxed
tion in city; priced rlfrht, terms.
oak flooring;
heat;
Would also sell fine new fttrri-- i store, l four room frame.
litiilt-l- n
hurf brink
feat.m)8;
ture at 30 per cent discount.
I''()H RENT
veranda: Uvlnff and dining;
MrMlLT.lOX & WOOD
Isn'n,? J""', 1 Ri room """"e.
room 12x26; choice lighting fixloan on West CenRealtors
tures; price only $1,500; good
tral avenue property.
20G West Gold.
Phone MS
terms.
The furniture may also
Every kind of insurance.
bo had for much less than cost.
your property with us
JOSEPH COLLIER,
insure your property with us.
Good Loans.
FOR RENT
We Get arid Give
Results,
741.
Phone
115 South Second.
Five room brl'!: Ik use, well lol'hiiiie f,3r.
cated nn N'oith Il:-i- i street. I'nrt-l- y
r
Lent; garfurnished;
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
lease at $75 per
age;
month.
I'hone 1:i,1-.I- .
A, llml.et.

WEINMAN,

spa-clo-

j

As Long As

$15.00

It Lasts

j

Per Load

(Of about 1,000 feet)
C?H with Wagon
Terms Cash

h"t-.u-

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

New

&

FOR RENT
l'Oll HE NT

W. .!.

FORSALE-ucenaric-

FOlt

Mexico.

2409-RS- ..

Dwelling

HALE

FRUIT

I.EVI.(ETT.
ou

Baled

"BurKUlii."

I'hone

Tit'.' UOI'DY'H MU.iv, liEoT IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-11FOR SALE
Oliver typewriter with case,
30.
Postoffice box 213. city.
DENVER POST dellvreo m your door,
65c per mouth.
Phono 1949-M- .
FOR PALE Fresh home-mad- e
candy
all hinds; orders filled. I'hom; 2101-KWOMAN'S Exchange. T.W.C.A. for home
rooked goods, fancy work. Paturdays.
A-- l
FOK .SALE Incubator,
condition!
fcs.
capacity. I'hone 1916--

Klve-roor-

hn.

Rn!Etate

ifv,'

how
Tou know
easy those
Tons slip away. When you have
no definite plaoo to put them.
Pecldo now for that home.
First you rnuflt have the lot.
Buy It with those Tens. A lot
In UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS Is
a SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
Ten Dollars a month will secure one tor you.
Wa Are the General Agents.

FOR SALE

furnished house.
E.Ml'LOVilENT OFFICE wants pnntry
MruJrS2JuthArno. jdione 1340-I- t.
two dining room girls. I'hjne l'UH Itb.vr
girl,
Vorv fine
3S4-110 Sooth Third.
modem, call at
West Coal, at 3
South Edith.
V"I.
Female.
l'OR SALE Forty-tw- o
white Leghorn
luree-roorn
UK
HfcM'
o
Chambermaid.
furnished
laying pullets. Clarke Sc Murdock, box WANTED
Apj'v
nouse. sleeping porches; keys at 7CH
S62, phone S4I17-JMurphpy's Sanatorium.
Eaft
Fe.
Bantu
G. Wet.
A waitress, experienced. ApFOR SALE
Six Bronze turkey heus and WANTED
ruu l.h.Nr hree-rooone torn.
ply nt once.
Liberty ("afe. No. 1.
i,uso with FOH HALF. Set of work harn-e- , luo-eg- g
Gilpin Ranclr, across the
s!eepin
furnished.
porrh,
river. W. A. Oruhbs.
Inquire
WANTED
r.c:nrse incrs,itor,
Ulrl for Kcncral
huusewotk
Cycle,
pin nc
or cooking. Apply mornings, 515 West wit rouui juuun.
FUR SALE 11. i a R. Kelt and Black
Two-rooRUNT
Full
Cool.
house
Willi
sloep-InMlnorcai; hatching eggs, 1 per
FOH RALE
tools
and
kltohso
Carpenter
709 North Hocond, phone lmfi-porch, 111 a month. J. H. Peak,
WANTED
ranse; also two rolls stock fonca.
Good, competent woman
to
do general housework for small family 714 Wnst Central,
Phone 2191-.T- ,
FOR SALE
mornlncs.
Thirteen thoroughbred n. I.
Red hens and two cockerels; well on ranch. Mrs. J. H, Stiles, Datll, N. M. FOH KENT Furnished
cottasc
f
SALE One and
months
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-I- t, or FOR
Mof.-tmarKca.
MADtJE
me nt the hard times ball
old
Call
hie North Fifth, phone 1917-pupa.
41 West Lead, or
at Harelr.s Hall, Sat. eve., Feb. IS; to. 00 call 1203 East Copper.
pnone iu,r'-K- ,
rorenoons,
UOK SALE
S. C. White Leghorn hutchconvenhoua,
ing eggs, from France Colorado strain reward for the "worse lookln costume;" FO'l KENT Three-rooFOH8 ALE Used traotmv 506 arid
to ::ho)ij, in the
of
with gang plows.
hens, 7c each. Geo. 75c admission; ladles free. Doi'p sea $15ient
Hardware
a month. Phone 410, highlands, unly
Ja:.j Hounds from 'Frisco, (Charles).
Box 29r, city.
Co.
t'cpariment. J. Knrher
furnished cottage TYPEWRITERS, all makes. 115 and up.
Woman, wllh or without hus FOlt RENT Five-rooFOR SALE Huff Orpington eggs for WANTED
at 11)11 South Edith. Inqulro at 116
to occupy cottage and care for
unii'iniii;; aiso jjurr cockerels, winner twoband,
sj per month, Albuquerque Tptuvritcr
or more children; woman with nurse West Silver, phono 678.
of first and special prises'
In Albuquer- K,xcnange, 122 south Fourth.
don't
training preferred;
phone, but FOlt RENT Wa have several very de- FOR SALE Fresh
4w iomw-- enow. rnone IY1U-buttermilk and cotwrite. Dr. C. E, Lukens, Albuquerque,
sirable unfurnished houses In Fourth
LEADING
strains
White
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
Orpingtons, N. M.
arrL
McMllllon
& Wood.
lots.
Swavne's Dairy, phone 1916-ningie comb Rhode Island Reds, -- rite
for prices, eggs and cockerels. Zlmraer
FOR RENT New four-rooMule Hint Female.
house, 125 CA it BIDE SUN LITE, 88; Union, 88.75,
per month. See F. H. Iftrong or L. C.
iiaricrtco., ban Acacia, New Mexico.
WANTED
K. O. B. our office.
Call
Solicitor.
1110 South Broad
afternoon,
Bennett, phones 76 or 145.
FOR SALE-- 8.
room 23. over Golden Rule.
C. White Ihorn'hatch
N. M. Steel Co., Inc.. phone 11147-way
ing eggs and baby chicks. 120 per WOULD like to get man and wife to FOR KENT Twa-roohouso and ja'.h, FOR
8AI.E
PURE
WHOLE MILK
v,
mil, lew cocas ana cockerels. Genrun Indinn trading store.
urnisnea, largff porch and yard, Ci'l
with all the cream, delivered to vou as
Address
try Poultry Ranch, postoffice box 812, Box 873, Alhaquerque,
between 1 and 5. 702 North Third.
comes
New
rrom
it
Mexico.
cows.
tha
HICK'S DAIRY,
phone J701I-FOH KENT Small, modern
furnished pnone zgu.
TWENTY-NIN- E
n
with
years on the same old
glassed-lbungalow,
HAT
SALE
WANTED
FOR
Miscellaneous porch. Inquire 629
Flfteon tons A- green
sleeping
ranch. 8. C. White Leghorn chicks,
bojiii Waltr.
meadow hav. Phone 2409-.T- !
or ad
K0 per hundred. Twenty-flv- o
one to haul dirt or FOR RENT
years' ex- IF YOU WANT some
dress
five-rooJ.'
P.
Jacobson, box 114, Old AlbuThree, four and
perience with Incubators. Tott Poultry
gavel, Phona lBr.R-houses and apartments, some furnished. querque.
Ranch, Postoffice box 107, phone 1769-A good portable oven,
WANTED
Ad- - McMllllon
ft Wood, 206 West Gold,
FOR
SALE!
Incubator. wTth
dress I. I.. D., care Journal.
LIST your vacant houses with the City
moisture pan, especially made for this
FpR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
blue
ribbon winners, first, WANTED Used Iron Bate, about 600
hatching;
cook stove. 923
Co., for prompt and efflclitnt climate; also small
Realty
second and third pullet, first cock and
South Edith.
pounds. Address F. 8., care Journal. service 207 West Gold, phone 667.
second cockerel, special on best female CLI5ANINO, kalsomlne and paper, wax- FOR RENT Five-roohouse, compute-l- y PINON NUTS In their natural state, perin the Mediterranean
class, cockerels
ing and oiling floors; work guart.iteed.
fectly roasted, make desirable valenfurnished; piano, large chick in yard.
and pullets for sale. Phone 147J-John Gnodson, phone 634-Phone 1340-J- . or call at 801 f outh Edith. tines; 15c a pound. Robert Blacpherson,
G18 Fruit avenue.
SCAVENGEIl AND (IKNEItAL, HAUL- FOR RENT Five-loobrick house, im west central.
FOR SALE
ING. Reasonable ratea. E. A. Griffith.
Hatching eggs; four popular
bath, aleeplng pn.eu gar'i, uni'ur- - FOR SALE Cheap, paying dividends.
721 East Iron,
8. C. R. I. Reds, Mayhood
105 shares Owenwood
varieties:
nunen. m, water free. 220
Oil Stock, valued
North High.
phone 2S99-R- .
one dollar per share. Addnss J. J.
strain, 15; 11.60; Famous Sliver Cam-pine- s, WANTED 1,000 suits, ladles' or gentle- FOR KENT Furnished
l..ue. at
IB, fl.00; S. C. Light Brown Leg1407 South Third.
Elliott.
405 South Seventh street,
to
$1 each.
and
clean
men's,
press,
price $37.00.
horns, 15. $1.60; B. C. Dark Brown Leg- Duka City Cleanerj, phone 446,
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
Inquire 220 North Ninth, phona 1274-horns. IS.
2.00. Robinson, 014 Town,
prevent fallen Insteps; oures all foot
WANTED A car of old furniture, mjs, NiTw five-roomodern furnished bun
phone 1288.
Arch Supports. Thos.
troubles,
Plantar
fl.
atovea,. clothing; any and everything:
no
no
sick
garage:
children;
galow,
COLUMBIA
HATCHER T p. O. Box pay cash. Address Box 400, care Journal. cheap. Room 7, First National Bank F. Keleher T.enther Co., 40S W0.1t Centrnl.
1102, Denver, Colo. We can supply you WANTED
FO:t
SALE
Young
ouiming.
pet coyote, about
and
Secondhand
rmnlturo
with any quantity of baby chicks. Capacfifteen months old; have raised this cs
trunks. Wa buy everything In house- FOR RENT Coxy little furnished cot
ity 10,000 weekly. Seventeen varieties. hold
a
two
since
weeks
pet
oid, and Is very
315
Max's Bargain Store,
goods,
tage, four rooms and sleeping porch;
Live delivery guaranteed;
parcel post South First Phone 868.
Apply at 1423 South ' econd. or
will lease for six months or year. 1115 tame. 1866-prepaid. Write for prices and full
phone
North
Fifth.
MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 815 South
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
First, will pay the highest prices for FOR RENT Modern
house
for all kinds of roofs, 81 per galBARRED ROCKS WHITE
your second-han- d
with glassed sleeping porch; furnished, GOOD
clothing, shoes and
lon. The Maniano
South
Co., 110
WTANDOTTES.
furniture.
Phon 858.
loasa
shade:
for year. Apply Walnut,
will
lawn,
At the show Just held In Albuquerphone 1834 J. Try a built up
KODAK FINISHING
It is 519 North Thirteenth.
roof, will last aa long aa the building.
que we entered 19 birds, 18 of them BETTER
better.
brick house, well
Return postage paid on mall FOR RENT Five-roowere under the ribbons; of these t were
located on North High street; partly
21914 West
all others were FIRSTS and orders. Tha tarnum Btudlo,
seconds,
M.
N.
lr
hot
furnished;
Central,
garage, six
heat,
Albuquerque.
a
limited
SPECIALS;
SALE Five hundred share of City
amount of
month lease at 178 per month. Phone FOR
KUO. CLEANERS .
breeding stock for sale at reasonable
E eelrio Railway, below par. Dr. R.
1833-W. J. Leverett.
82.00.
Cleaned.
Ruts
L. Hint, N. T. Armljo building.
prices. J. D. Notgrasa, 04 North Second.
till
Five-rooMATTRESSES renovated. 83 60 and op. FOH KENT
modern furnishRED POULTRY YARDS S. C. R. L
ed house In Fourth ward; glassed-l- n
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Reds. Barred Plymouth Rocks, pens
sleeping porch and service porch; 850 on
and cockerels for breeding; hatching eggs Bedding Co., phono 471.
a lease to
tenant. City Realty Co., USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
from sixteen grand pens. Our winnings at WANTRD - Careful Kodak finishing. 207 West right
687
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-paGold,
the Albuquerque ; 'try show, are 18
Twice dally service. Remember, satis FOR RENT OR phone
Valspar Enamels nn automobiles.
BALK Well furnished
prises. In Barred Rocks: first old Den: faction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
Paint.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage
cosy home, five rooms and bath, large Floor
second and third young pen; first and to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
Paint, Roof Paint and Cement Satand
cool
vines
and roses,
shady yard,
third pullet; second and third cockerel
isfaction
Thos.
F.
assured.
LeathKeleher
Master
Hanna,
photographers.
pleasant In summer; clone In. H14 North er Co.. 408 West Central, shone 1057-In S. C. R. L Reds, first young pen: soc- Third, see owner at 807 North Third,
ond old pen; second and third pullet; first TEACHING Raxaphnne, clarinet, xyloana third prizes on eggs. Wm. Bletc,
phone, drums, cornet, trombone; all room 12.
DRESSMAKING
brass Instruments.
3
HOW to read muslo
West Atlantic, phone 1483-FOR SALE Furniture
and play In bands tnd orchestras. Prnf.
MOUNTAIN VIEW 8. C. R. I. REDS' Ellia, 1028
302-Forrester, phone
FURNITURE REPA1RINU and upholsterWANTED
make big winning at National Western
Sewing by the day. Phone
BD4-Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co.
ing.
Stock Show at Denver, January, 11)22. AIBUQUEHQUB WINDOW CLEANING
CO.
Windows
cleaned and floors FOR SALE Fumed oak living and din- WANTED
Thia show was one of the largest held In
Sewing: children's clothes a
offices and houses
united states this year. We won second scrubbed; stores,
ing room eet, like new, at a bargain.
specialty. 401 South Walter.
rates and honest 305 North Twelfth.
cockerel class of 88; sixth pullet class of cleaned; reasonable
WANTED
Mrs.
Sewing.
work.
calle
Foster, 603
A, Orannne;
leave your
49; ninth young pen, class of 20; fourth
FOR SALE Dreaaers, 111.(0 up; cook
North Fourth. Phona 1239-display, class 00 Reds. Our eecond American Grocery, phone 252.
high-clas- s,
stove
and
stock
of
large
MUST-CLAS- S
Denver cockerel was valued by experts
dressmaking and all 'tin is
325
slightly . used household furniture.
of sewing. 1220 South Edith.
at 1360; also champion winners at AlPERSONAL
South First.
buquerque, 1922, winning first, second INVESTIGATORS.
By the day or at home.
DRESSMAKINp
FOR SALE Several used Morris chairs,
Phone 260.
and third cock, first, second and third
1112 West Iron, phone 1505-M- .
kitchen cabinets, dressers and chiffonhen, first, second and third cockerels, FURNITURE upholste'd, repaired,
409-iers. Phone
star Furniture oom- fr.HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams' Mll- first pullet, eecond young pen, first old
pianos and vlctrolas our spe- pany.
118 West Gold.
Ilnery, 800 South Broadway, ph. 777-Phone
pen; specials for best male American cialty; all work guaranteed.
class and champion
cock of show. J177-FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices DRESSMAKING,
designing and ladles
which makes It cost lese than econd
tailoring a. specialty; best of references
Breeding birds for sale; hatohlng eggs CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes,
16S0-JPhone
and baby chicks from fifteen of the
hand
see
Come
and
for
goods.
cut
yourself.
mens
hair
ladlea'
85c;
shampoo,
finest pens mated In the west. ORDER and
American Furniture Co.. 223 South Sec FIRST-CLASshaves at
home, by Perkins ond.
dressmaking done; quick
CHICKS EARLY.
C P. Hay, 138 North Brothers, phone their
1967-- R
Mrs. Bandy,
service; own designer,
2230-Ron North Fighth.
High, phone
e
custom-arNOTICE Want to notify my old
MONEY
TO
LOAN
PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
that I am now ready to go to their
FOR RENT Ranches
N. Crane. 216 North
mall orders.
home any time they want a shampoo or MuNliY tu , LOAN Ou watches, diaSeventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814.
i?OK it'lCNT " Karlcii; """Apply' AL MttildeiK
treaton
and
monds,
valusole
guns
I
treatment
everything
aoalp
specialize
West
Central.
Mr.
B.
FASHIONABLE DRESSMAKING Never
Marcus. 811 South Flrat.
lit
ment! under the Harper method. Special
before has a dressmaker been able to
160 acres, seven ratea,
FOR RENT Ranch,
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, wall ne.
Olga Martin, phone 2203-ability as now. with
miles east of town; good place for
- show her artlstlo
conand
liberal
gold
Jewelry:
reliable,
7
new weaves and
WHAT WORRIES YOU
the
chickens. Phone 785-pretty youthful
fldentlal. Onttlleb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st
WHETHER
Mrs. Deahl, room H. Grant Bldg.
your troubles are love,
styles.
FOR RENT Fifteen-acr- e
ranch, 8 miles
CONFIDENTIAL loana nn Jewelry, diawrite
or
fully;
health,
money
marriage,
north of town; six acres in alfalfa, bal- strict confidence; prompt, personal reply.
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan 1. "FOR SALE
ance ready for crop; good three-rooWe
Prof. Coffman, automobiles. Lowest rate. Ruthman's
thousands.
adobe house, garage and out buildings. Div. help 1228 North Second, Albuquer 117 South First.
Bonded
th state. FOR SALE Fine corner lot, reasonable.
P one 2191-- J.
mornings.
que. N. VI.
PhmelJ52-J- .
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE
FOR "SALE Fine 60 foot lot on East
TYPEWRITERS
LOST AND FOUND
Silver et reduced price. J. A. HamFOR SALE OR TRADE Eighty acres
TYPE WRITERS All makes overhauled' LOST
d
nd
nose gimmes
near Willow mond. SJ4 East Sliver.
Improved. In Osarks.
Rlbbona tor every mi
and repaired.FOR SAI.K Few lots, amith highlands.
chain, on West Central, between Tenth Springs. Missouri, for tuhurban. near
Ex and Steven, Men, h ttn1t 8.1 reward. Re- ehlne.
Albuquerque Typewriter
Write Leon Sperling, Dodson,
1175 each; terms it desired, 80s South
Ml. a,.,, pi
cnange, pucue
'
Store,
s'ulc
7-- 7,
Broadway, after 5 p. m.
rf'.......
.
i

ATTENTION! YOV WHO ARE
EMPLOYED!

!

(Madro),

Flrst-ulKWANTED
Jol. $25 Riiaiantec.
Cullup, X. M.

Houses, FurnlHhed, Unfurnished

Part terms.

.

Phone 657.

SemMce," Inc

EIGHT ROOM.
Modern house for sale near University. Furnace, garage, cement
drive and walks, lawn and shades.
Nearly new. and
only ,6,500.

REALTORS.

Lowland Home. Liberal Terms.
A six room brick, beautiful living room with fireplace, bookcases, dining room, built-i- n
fca.
tures; large kitchen; three sleeping rooms; fine large porches;
shade and
splendid
location,
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
J. P. GILL, Real Estnte.
115 South Second.
Phone 723-- J

Intx' Feature

$1,-00- 0.

& CO,

Third and Gold.

Y

FOR RENT

FRANKLIN

KELP WANTED

Rooma

-- Position
WOODWOHTH
Newly furnished, nice.
clean rooms and housekeeping epert- Housework by the day. Phone ments, by day, week or month. 811
South Third.
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone FOR .RENT To one or two employed
B
HH-I- I,
after
p. m.
gentlemen, large, furnace Heated front
WANTED Job as cook or chambermaid. room, reasonable; no sick. 400 South
Seventh.
31 1 West Silver, phone 1420-- J
FEMALI3 practical nurse, $28 per week.
FOK SALE' Livestock
707 South First, phone 1370-1, young milk
WANTED Washing and Ironing by the FOR SALE Two
oows.
Phone 207.
day. Call after 6:80 p. m 170S-SALE
FOR
and
Bucks
does; also fry
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
ing rabbits. 710 West Lead.
home, lsol West Mountain road.
n
milk cow, will
WANTED Washing and ironing to take FOR SALE
be fresh in day or two. C. C. Shark,
105 East Coal, phone 1605-homo.
north of town.
W"B AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
Tester for Bernalillo county
WILLIAMS tt ZANO, WANTED
keep books.
cow
association.
testing
Apply at
room . Mellnl building. Phone 701-Bczemek'a Dalrjr
WANTED Competent woman wishes to FOR SALE Two
teams, two sets of har
assist with housework In private home.
ness, two saddles, one Jersey cow. dry
In exchange for board and room. Address
1105 West Irort.
Box 123, care Journal.
weight
WANTED Woman cook, now employed, FOR SALE Team 1700of horses,Mountain
Wast
2,00 pounds.
wants position March 1 ; boarding
1974-- J.
house, hotel, ranch; give full particulars road. Phona
first letter, Mrs. !. Pike, care U. 8. FOH SALE Una apan good young mollis mulea, on mile west of Barelai
Ranch, Cimarron, N. M.
bridge. C E. Cottrell.
WANTED
Team, wagon and harness;
900 to 1.100 each; want
team to
FOK HA I.K Two-stor- y
brick building. good young weigh
stock; must- ba cheap. Ad21F South First; location good for any
Journal.
enre
dress J. C,
kind of business.
SALE
Or trade for hogs, good
FOR SALE First-clas- s
shoe shou, UU FOR
work horse, weight about 1100; .an be
line of machinery; price very ason-able;
at C TV. Hunter ranch, north end
owner leaving. Address 8. R., care seen
Rlo Orando blvd. Phone 2409-R-Journal,
SALE
head of
I have twenty-fiv- e
FOR SALE Restaurant, upposlte Santa FOR
good young work horses, and one span
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
have some unbroke
mules;
rtoraroom for other business purposes. horses;- this le good young,
gentle, aound
Fixtures Include 'swell soda fountain, stock;
prices very reasonable; also hare
which can be bougttt separate.
some seoond-han- d
harness. 810 NorthGOOD PROPOSITION On account of Broadway, phone 166S-Scott Rldenour.
,A bad
health, I will sell poultry business
outfit reasonable; good business, fine lo- WANTED
Board
& Room
cation, with all accommodations; I have
Rooms and oturd for iwo. in
ninde good, you can do better; also for WANTED
sale two curs used In the business, 2
private family; not sick; near aaraae.
Address &. a.t care Journal,
jAutuos, 3UJ South. JJroadwa,

separate

baths and sleeping porches, close
with fine shade
trees. Live in one and let rent
for otherB pay for all.

611 South Broad

"WANTED
1645.

apartments,

in, in Highlands,

8

FOR SALE
Two lliorouKhbmritTTtX!
roost era, cheap
?no East Sum
re.
FOR SALE Cheap,
thoroughbred
White
Wyandotte
1421
cockerels.

fyl

ta

Lota In the Anderson Addition,
$20 down and $10 a month.
Money to loan on close-I- n
property.

modern houses on adjoinmodern and
ing lots. One
sleeping porch. Other, two

HOME FOR SALE
A

LEFT

Two

670.

modern

two-roo-

FEW

A

INVESTMENT

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.

MY

ALFALFA PATCH
Six acres In alfalfa,
adobe house, CO fruit trees.
Just off North Fourth street.

With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
in Fourth ward. Must be sold.
This place Is modern except
heat. See It today. The price to
sell at once is only $3,600.
ROLLIN E. GL'TITRIDGE,
Phone 1023.
314 V. Gold.

two-stor-

Phone

Loans,
Phone 150.

Insurance,

Unfurnished, eight room,
y
brick, suitable for boarding house, best location near
shops, and six blocks from
Central Avenue.

W: .Gold.

I

GRAPE LAND
Is scarce and hard to get. We
have six acres of fine sandy
loam, Ideal for grapes. All high
land and on paved road
Easy terms.

Auto

Fire and

Estate,

223 W. Gold

two-stor-

SOD

CO.,

Realtors.

Heal

Ten-roo-

ONLY

Terms.

A. L. MARTIN

A GOOD

FURNISHED ROOMS 509 South Second.
FOR RENT R'tom. south and east ex
liiiBure, bill west
FOH
porcn. and board
FURNISHED rooms, bath and telephone;
Tor two.
114 North Maple.
"o
sick. 417 West Silver,
liOOM AND HUAUD, all conveniences
FOR Rli.NT Rooms lo w.,men only. '2
nosick. oil South Broadway.
South Seventh. Phone 72C-ROOM AND liOAHD with sleeping porch
FOR RENT Room
In modern home;
garage, isas East Central.
hoard If desired.
23 South Edith.
ROOM AND BOARD All
new beda.
FOR RENT Reasonable
612 South Broadway.
bed
ijnnne i7i-w- .
room, furnace heat.
S33 North Fifth.
EXCKIJ,E-;board for two or three- FOR RENT
Double
furnished:
sloe; Ing
gentlemen; rooms near. Phone 1G8G-porch and board. 114 South Harvard.
NICELYftjrnlhedlroomwlthboard. Pri FOR" RENT Two furnihed-roome- fur
vate family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
Sht housekeeping.
1124 North
FOR RENT Double furnished sleeping
porch ana board. 11 South Harvard. FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for
Von RENT Nicely furnished room wi'.h
gentleman, bath adjoining. 423 South
first class table board. 110 South Arno. Third.
13S7-FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
ROOM AND BOARD for healthseeker
room, steam heat, close In. 817 South
troy service, til to J15 per week. Third.
z)i J.
FOR RENT Furnished sleeping room.
1'OIi RENT
with bath, on car line .611 West New
Airy front room with
board, gentleman preferred; alao t&Ule Tork.
nearer 60'.) south High.
FOH RENT Two furnished rooms for
FOR RENT Heated glassed-i- n
Bleeping
light housekeeping; no sick. 601 South
porcn, reasonaDie; board for two. lis Fourth.
North Ma pi p. phone 146J-FC3 RENT Furnished rooms: also
n.
JOR KENT Nice front room, adjoining
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,!
Dutn, with Doara; gentlemen preferred.
wo soutn rtign, phone 1579-FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
GOOD HOME) COOKING,
served family
sleeping porch for two; no children.
atyie. Mrs. jtntgnt, corner Hmadway 110 South Walnut.
and tjoia.
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleepJAMESON'S RANCH local location for
ing porch, near
house.
few reservations now 212 North High. good boarding
healthseekera;
avaiiaoie.
Phone 2238-FOR RENT Desirable sleeping porch,
FOR RENT Room and aleeplng porch
for two gentlemen.
120 Smith rvdnr.
with board for two; best location In board across the street.
Highlands. Phone 1422-FOR RENT V wo tunnie, with sleeping
GOOD board and room, $10 par week
61!
porch, for light housekeeDinc.
two in room, III; one block from Santa South Third, phone
982-fe shops, sao south Third, phone 2374-FOR RENT Nice clean rooms for house
FOR RENT Nice sleeping porch and
keeping and Bleeping; under new man
room, connected
with
bath, with agement. 121H North Third.
meals, In private home, for gentleman, FOR RENT Nicely furnished
front
I'hone 2325-room, steam heated, with glassed sleep
1IHS. HEED has moved to 30
tjoulh ing porch. IBIS East Gold.
Broadway and haa lovely rooms and FOR RENT One or two roome for
sleeping porchea with board for convahousekeeping; also sleeping room, rea- lescents. Phona 628.
sonawe rent. 523 West Copper.
ROOM and Bleeping
porch, with good IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms
board, in modern private home, fur
raiea Dy day or week. Over Pastime
nace heat, best location in hlghlanas
rates :'0 to 166 a month. Apply 12J Tneater, 211 H west Central.
FOR RENT Living room, bed room and
North Maple.
oatn, completely rurntshed; steam heat.
MIRAMONTBS-ON-THK-MESMrs. Metcalf, 80! South Fourth.
A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse In at ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms nd
nouaeKeeping
apartment, by tne day.
tendance; rates by the week or month. week
or month. HOI it, West Central.
'
Call 200-JRESERVATIONS may now be had at St. FOR RENT Two nice furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; also two Kar- John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): ratea,
619 North Sixth.
117.60 to (25 per week; Includes private eges. Phone 149
room with sleeping porch, connected to FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, In
bath and tullet; medical care, medlcinea,
private family, to lady or gentlemen
general nursing; excellent meals, tray employed; no sick. 710 West Roma,
service; no extras. All rooma have ateam FOR RENT Large, well furnished bed
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
room, steam heated, hot water In room.
Phone
W. H, Zlegler, Superintendent.
garage It desired. (11 West Coal, phone
el.
1102-ROOM AND HOARD.
way.

St.

INVESTMENT
furnished
y
brick, close to Central avenue.
Is leased for one year at $100
per month. See us for particulars.

REAL HOME.
Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rlze lot on paved street.
Owner !s leaving town and
must sell within a few days.
A

are
st.
lot.

GOOD HOMES
At the right price, on Luna

In

Rent-Room-

Is

J. H, F00TE,
Contractor and Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street.
Phono 2348--

I

"V"

NEW OFFICE

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Tit Rd Arrow (ali over the West) render! Hidden service on Kodak finishing
la people who demand quality. Work
in before 11 a. m. mailed umi day.
Works In before 5 p. m. mailed, noon next
day. Address work to
THH RED ARROW,
E. Lai Vegat
Albuquerque
(Wa want a repreientatlva In TO'JU
errltory.)

J.

FOR SALE

OUR

house At 216 West Gold avenue
For this modern
Meantime we
close In. Fourth ward. Splendid under way.
located at 115 South Second
location, and a good buy.
Now Is the time to buy that
We've got lome good ones.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,
120 So. Fourth.
rhono 414. Phono 727-115 So. Second
four-roo-

On

KINGSBURY

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold Ave. I'hone 907--

Ill

rOINT

Welcomes two families. Who
will be the lucky ones? We offer four lots 60x142 feet, for
cash only. They are Just south
of Coal avenue,
facing eaHt.
The mn-i- t wonderful view in
the V .' tit.
gilt-edg-

This home has
nicely arranged,
built-i- n
features, two complete
balh rooms, good fire place,
extra large basement, fine hot
water heating plant, two good
size porches.
This home is located on fine
corner lot, east front, good side
walks, lawn, shade and has a
good concrete garage.
This property can be bought at
a real bargain and must be
sold in the near future.

Insurance

$.1,000 AND EASV TERMS

1

of materials.
seven rooms,

T,

CO.

&

G,

Gives you Immediate possession
of this
new
hungalow one
large living and dining room
with fireplace,
china closet,
bedroom and
kitchen,
bath,
glassed sleeping porch, front
and back porches, hardwood
floors, nice lot, sidewalk, shade
trees. Fine neighborhood, block
off car line; Fourth ward.

HOME

D,

IT
WORKED:

-

Complete and built of the best

A

'

MUVT HAN40PA-SI
DON'T WANT TO
-

40T

E

ZAPF
Realtors,

CHAS,

JJ

LEAVE

COT TO &E AT THE "
PPERA AN" PHONE ME

THCRE--

By George McManu

Am

TREES

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Ho.ms 16, 17 end la. Cromwell Bulldlnt.
Phone 1153-J- .
I'HYXK .ANrt AMI HI KIIHINS.
IK. 8. I. Ill UTON,
lilseaeee of lae Bfnmnrh.
Suite, 8. Barr.ett Building.
S.
C. CI.AKKe,
Ilt.
Kye, Kite, Not-and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone 834.
Ottlce Hours
to 13 a. m and 2 to 5 p. m.
FOR SALE Houses
Kit. tfl AKfiAltKT CAIITtlliiiiffT.
FOK BALK
brltk house, on Heeldcnee 1123 Katt Central. Phone 571.
Phone r.71.
i
K.'bli.llth. Phone240J-RFOlt SALE On easy terms
VV. M. SHERIDAN.
modern bungaloi, ; will take good lots
M. D.
"rjeju palate paper. Phone 2040-Practlro Limited to
.i-;small home, on b'i7ulli-WaTun- - GENITO . ntlVAKV
DISEASES
usually well built and you can huve It
for 8 100 down and 826 a month. Phone AND DISEASES OF THE SKIS,
Wttssermnn i.i,tionitorv In Connection.
410.
Citizens Bnnk Blilir. Phono 888.
FOH BALE
I!y owner, three-roofiir
mshed house; terms; would consider
CHIROPRACTORS
Bood milk cons as
part payment.
Box 1, city.
4'hlroprnetor
un.Mj THIS four-roonew
10 anil 20 Armijo Building.
Sell for cost Of mittMrtnl n ,1house; will
nun , iiemenuous
scrlflo
Room
7,
Firm National building.
AUTOMOBILES,
S100 DOWN
and 8l'o a month are the EXPEKT Mediator Kcpalrlng. O. K. Sheet
terms on a brand new shingle bungaMetal works. 217 North Third.
low; two large rooms and sleeping porch, FOK SA LB
5
BuTcktourlng car;
price J'jr.u. Phone 410.
first-clas- s
condition. Buud-blllo- n
Co.,
bolt KALE Practically new four-roocity
brick, modern except heat, close In, 1TOK SAi-Some extta goud used care;
ufj
nicely furntuhcd,
dewn, balance like
easy terms. Mcintosh- Auto Co., 311
rent. Phone li'25-West Copper.
FOR SALIC By owner, five-roomodPOH
HAI.H Practically
new
sedan
ern frame,
highlands, five minutes
six. or will trike small cnr. or
walk from depot; 81,000 cash, balance willOakland
consider
608
North Second.
property.
like rent.
Phone llilil-J- ,
SAI.K Good f
Chev?:oo DOWN and f;6 a month will buy FOH
rolet cnr. five cnrlnpt vnn,1 na tw.
you a well-buiadobe, plastered white, must sell in next few
607
South
days.
shingle roof, good floors and brand now, waiter.
Price I'.ii.o.
I'hone 410.
FOH SALE
Lato model Ford roadster
FOH SAI.K
Hy owner, 718 West Coil,
with truck body nnd starter; good aa
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
terms if desired. 101 South
large porches, newly decorated, vacant new;
Terms If ilerlred. Phone 1803-FOKDd FOK HUNT
limes: 15c per .nllo,
FOH SAI.K
By owner,
modern
fl per hour minimum, Special ratea
house, 60x142 foot lot; fine' shade; ex- week
for
them. Driverlcs
Ak
days.
cellent location, near McMillan park, Ford Co.. 1 21 North- Third, phone 50.
price reasonable.
Apply 411 West MarFOKD
BALK
New
Ford
ble,
roadster; also
touring used Dodge roadster and tourFoil SAi-lly owner, now furnished ing; terms can be arranged.
J. Korber
houHf, three rooms and bath; Univer& Co..
sity Heights; bargain, tl.7',0; nil) take Dealers. phone 78, Auto Dept., Dodge
touring car or ' lot aa part payment. FOR
SALE Kurd light truck. $150; one-to- a
Phono 1954-W- .
Ford truck, 3tH). worm drive;
FOK HALfcl OH HUNT six hrana new
light
Bulck, 1590; Fori touring, J125;
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
1250.
Hi
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable Studebaker,
tVestGohV
terms. Soe K. H. Strong, or L. C DenFoil SALE Chalmers Six touring car.
nett, t'hones 75 or 145.
In good shape; two new cords, extra
NEW CLEAN HUME, University Heights,
rims; spot light, etc.; first 11.15 gets it. as
just completed, rour rooms, screened I am leaving town, lias new top.
Phone
rorches front and rear; built-i- n features; 1400-I- t.
1516 South Kim.
very moderate In price; small payment
WHEN IS NEKD OV
and easy terms. Inrjulre Gilbert, phone
1115-TIRES, rims, cnrnureMrs, springs, magnetos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
FOR BALE Five-roobrick
houae;
horns, arcefsories.
modern; well situated on car line In bearings,
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
house has hot air heat,
niRhiands;
We
have
salvaged to date the followKlassed-I- n
Bleeping porch, and Is comIt nick.
Chandler.
ing cars:
Maxwell,
Price Is very reason-flhle- : Mitchell, Chevrolet 4J0 and F. B. ; Overpletely furnished.
Phone 152S-J- .
good terms.
9, ?, 80. 81 $3,
land, every model, 63,
FOR SALE One of the nicest homes in 8.1B, 85-75. T.r.B and 90; Crow ElkUniversity Heights; five-rooSpanish hart, Reo, Dort, Buxon. Studebaker,
type adobe, new and modern throughout; 4 and 6. Viaduct (la rage. 500 South Seclarge porches, hot water heat, basement, ond. Largest pars house in the state.
narage, hardwood floors; house Is well Our prices the Inwpst.
furnished. See owner. 117 South GIrard.
CARPENTERING
Two houses of four rooms
FOR SALK
each, one new modern, located on cor PETTIKORD THE
ODD
JOB MAS.
ner, close In, on car line; one furnished;
All klnils of work
I'hnne 1H7S-.you can live In one and let rent pay for WANTED
01I J1 curptnterinK. house
balance; the price for these two houses Is
at reasonable
palntlnc and repairing,
$4,250, part cash.
Hurry on this bargain prices
Phnne Ur,6-R- .
801 South Edith.
for I am leaving townI WANT you to lnveatlKat
my low prlet'S
on any kind nf a buiMing; proposition
FOR SALE Ranches
you have In view. A. K. Palmer. Buna-lo- w
17S-W- .
Ttiiildcr. Hot 41. Htv, phon
Folt bA MO A small ranch, three-fourtmile west of bridge; modern house. A. IiL'II.DIXG, alterations, repairing, large
J. James.
Jobe or email: work hy contract or by
FoH SAL1S $2.t0 acre and up; farm and the day; reasonable prices: work
E.
estimates free. Call 1755-stock lands; good grans; water; cheap B.
Johnson, 1S John street.
Irrlgrfted lands. K, Herron, Chama, N. M.
FO R"S A L ElUne hTo (Trow nVouTevard";
owner leaving on account of health;
good houses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses,
TIME CARDS
cows, chickens and farm In if Implements.
Phne 84i. or owner. 2417-RFOH SALE Ranch, two miles from
four acres, on main ditch, double
house, garage, milk house, good chicken
blooded chickens and turkeys;
houses,
me
a! no furnlturo and tools; terms.

THEr:S AND ORNAMENTALS
FRO M ALBU- QEKUQUB NURSERIES
Get Vour Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOEN; 4 CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

241ti-J-

Perfect half section, north
Cheyenne Wells, Colo.: must sell: make
for
offer; owner leaving; might trad
or good Now Mexico propAluuqut-rquerty; also ether lands. Write B. H. Graham, 527 Seventeenth
street,
Denver,
FOH SALE

Colorado.
FUR SAI.K

One tract of land situated
conIn the town of Bernalillo, N. M
1 aoros,
mostly cultivated, op
taining
main ciltch, very good for alfalfa raising
or truck farming; also one tract of land
containing eight acres, situated in Ala" Undr oi.)tvM"n;
meda. N- M.
aitio a fifiy-t'ariMidget Marvel flour
mill, situated at Fena Blanca, N. M . but
mill can be moved easily.
All proper-

hv

Tral.

No. 1
No. I
No.

Nn

t
tt

No.
No. 87

t
a

WE8T11CI UN.
Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
The gcout.... 1:30 pm 1:30 pin
Cant. I.I mi uJ.lt, '30 am 11:110 am
Katgo Kast. .10:50 am 11:20 am
The Nuvajo.. 13:35 am 1:00 urn

SOUTHBOUND.
RI Paso Exp
El Paso Rip
KASTBOUND.

10:10 pm
11:1

The Navajo.. i:10 pm
Calif. Limited. 6 0l pm

1

No.

8.

8 10

No, 10

The Scout.,..

No.
No.

No. tS
No. JO
No.

F.

Eight..

7:25 pm
1:20

a

mc:j scrtr;
Frum El Paso 11:35 pm

5

40

am
pm

4i pm
pm
;50OT

Prom El Peso 7:00 am
ties priced rensonable,
and Inquiries
10 oonneete et relen aith No. IX
No. 7, Ber- for Clnvle. Pecos Vane?. Kane
bp addressed to Bo
t'lty ami
N. M.
fl
Coast.
Nn. ;j connect at Tteljn with No. tl
Journal Want Ads bring result from Ciovla and points east kiiti sojtb

should
nalillo,

CLAIMS POLICE

THE KING OF DESSERTS

WEGS DISCUSSES

ASSISTED

GENT WAR IN

Flavored with pure fruit juice. Nothing to add
but boiling water. Manufactured by Sir Thomas
n
J. Lipton. A large purchase direct from the
company puts us in a position to offer this excellent jelly powder at 10c per package.
Flavors are cherry, orange, lemon, strawberry,
raspberry, pineapple
May we send you some today so that you may

81

Lip-to-

1

the
In Bulk Best
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.

West Gold Avenue. "Apply

CITI

REALTY.

CO.

Phones

FOGG, The

TRADE

G

Fresh Lump Lime
Market.
on

FOR RENT
Steam heated office space at
207

Upton's Gelatine Jelly P

know

February 16, 1922
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Jeweler
'.

?

,",

and

5.

LAST TIME TODAY

WANTED

'

EXPKBT WATCH MAKlN'Q? ''' '
Jewelry ., Jicpalring.
Engraving,
was
article
preThe following
Postoffice.
Opposite
.
with
J.
reference
,,
"Wegs
pared by
122 S.' Fourth.
to troubles In tho building indusThone 903-J- .
is
states
that this
try. Mr. Wega
his personal view and is not an official utterance from any group:
"Learn
Editor of the Morning Journal:
Right"
The writer deems it high time to
take issue with the stand taken by
SCHOOL OF DANCING
some of our building trades against
518 ,4 West Central Ave.
one of the best and most efficient
Fred Hermann, Instructor
city of
city administrations of the
Class 8 O'clock Thursday nights
.
Albuquerque.

4

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

A cook in a family of four.
Good wages for a good cook.

Apply
MRS. WEINMAN
708 West Copper

' ",;

It

WARD'S

HOMER H. WARD
rtiones

STORE.

315 Marble Avenue.

E

knowledge the
local plumbers' union refuses to be
consoled or contented by the new
building code or ordinance which is
about to be put into effect by the
present T.ijy council pertaining to
of journeymen
the examination
in the writer's
House Maid.
plumbers which,
Apply
to
all men in that
opinion, is fair
Snnatnrliim.
Slurphcy
one
see
can
objection
I
only
trade.
a
tho local can have, and that Is
under the new
personal motive, that
ordnance there is no class rule such
as has been a habit in Albuquequo
plumbers' union,
by the
and perhaps some who are dealing
For Convalescent Tuberculars
in plumbing supplies, who refuse
in the mountains. Rates $12.50
to deliver tin honest day's work for
week. For Reservations.
e
a
price and from personal per
490-- J
experience have satisfied myself
plumbers'
that jobbers who handle
such
to
deliver
attempt
only
goods
"oods'to master plumbers, when,
WOMAN STCDENT
under the law, it should be sold and
delivered to anyone who has the
at
State University, desires emcuh to purchase ofsuch1921goods.
when the ployment five afternoons each
In the spring
contractors of Albuquerque went on
week. Has worked as bookkeeper,
record as recognizing the scale of
winch, typist and stenographer.
lfl"0 for nil building crafts
$9 for
for the plumbers, then was
Address Box 2S, Cnro Journal
they were not
eight hours work,
form
satisfied and by a very short would
Informed the bosses that they and
continue to work for $10 a day,
of the former
by tho arrangements
was
Overcoat at Armory Tuesday
Inspection ordinance andwhich Into
Phone
night. $3.00 reward.
put
largely fostered by
1411-effect" through the manipulation of
Claud lo Archlbequo
influential parties favoring athed
would
plumbing craft, which
portion
a major
did discourage
oC the
outstanding journeymen
r lumbers to attempt employment
In Albuquerque, knowing that only
the
if thrv could pass inspection by
nnd their friends,
walking delegatessuccessfu
.
thev would be
The article In the Albuquerque
13 in
By Parent Teachers AssociaEvening Herald of February
tion of Atrisco
to
is
of
what
forerunner
only the
17TII
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
follow unless those who are responthe
sible fcr the dissolution ln;
At Snraslnn Hall.
vind
will
council
Mile South of School. 8 O'clock
bulding trades
oai- Thf local
cate wicmnt-iv-"- .
in
renters' union have stood inalone
ma
the citv of Albuquerque
harmony as -near as could
ne accompiimiuu
;"-"fact that sev-all
stances, owing to the
or two
other crafts except onefrom
time to
ered their affiliation
in
time in order that they might
itiate an advanced scaie u
"THE LAUNDRY
or some other new fancy that hey
or
conceive, and through all
OF QUALITY"
"hat turmoil the carpenters poured
until!
on upon me .n,ii,i,H waters
Cleaning,
Dyelnir, Hats
Dry
to tn(KC
this great shock has come
Cleaned nnd Blocked, Rugs
period
who feel the sting of a new of
cleaned
latest process.
by
the
Industry
In the building
U. S. A. It is high time for
whole
on
ner
..
v,non ulerD
tnose wnu i.IK,-- 148
449.
up and
padded pay rolls to wake hours
a
deliver thegoods for eightweek.
day and that six days aPersonal.
(Signed) J. J. WEGS,
In
"lit
"KUNKHIXK"
The
PACKAGES. M- miviT
Fannie t
Mit
chino shelled. Vlimn nuts.
j
S. Spitz, 323 North Tenth street,
"2- Telephone
'
Thomas'
"Olp
Let's lmve
Crcmo Dips. 10c. Irus stores,
To my personal

LET'S GO

Pf"jjiE

i"

TODAY

FOX

Miss Sabina Delaney.
Miss Sabina Delaney, Boston police woman, says she resigned to
when a police
keep her
officer forced her to buy liquor at
hotels and kitchen bars.
She
charges that the police system
there keeps girls in vice.
self-respe- ct

Presents

Qiin

.

of

iSIPE

COLLECTS

11,51

DUE ON

SHI

Motion Picture
flie World's Greatest
Directed by !. Gordon Edwards.

10,000 People, 500 Horses and Camels, 671 Scenes
THE WHOLE TOWN IS TALKING OF THE
WONDERFUL CHARIOT RACE.
horses,
"rent chariots, each drawn by four blooded Arabian
Round nnd
heart on toward the niidlenee.
they go a smash a crash an axle breaks
Then full
tn,. plunging horses foil, their driver with them. four
horses
tilt over these prostrate forms another chariot and
--

plunge on to victory.

Nothing Like This Terrific Chariot Race Has Ever
Been Shown in the World.

Amazing, Wonderful, Thrilling
A Revelation of Color, Beauty and Artistry
e
orchestra will play the
NOTICE: A
AH

five-piec-

evening shows.
ADMISSION:
Matinee

Night
Hours

I

Adults 3Sc; Children 15c.
Adults 55c; Children 35c.
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

INDIAN

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Phone

1

4

and

Navajo

6.

Hahn Coal Company.
Phone 81.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Christian church will meet this afternoon at 2 o'clock in the lecture
Voom. for a short business meeting
hud work.
A. CI. Miller, chief field clerk
'.tit the internal rovenue service, is
ill at his residence.
Mrs. Dudlev W. Snyder left yes
terday for El Paso, where she will
.visit for a few weeks with her
"mother. Mrs. C. H. Level, and her
Kister. Mrs. W. II. Walton.
Mrs. A. L. McAllaster, wife of
the manager of "The College Inn,-- '
who was in Chicago, 111., visltins
Yelativ'es and friends for tho past
jiwo months, returned to the city
Tuesday night. While absent Mrs.
McAllaster was operated upon for
appendicitis.
Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and
A. M., will hold its regular
this evening in the Masonic temple, at 7:30 o'clock. All
An adMaster Mason's Invited.
dress on Masonry will be delivered
by K. 13. Garcia.
t ,C. L. Warnoek, forest ranger at
Cedro in the Manzano mountains,
has returned to his station after
attending tho supervisor's meeting

four dollars.

"here.

George V. Morgan of New York
City, Arrived, in the city yesterday
ito visit his brother, K. D. H organ
;of North Twelfth street,
t Miss
Jane Alice Hall, little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
of Clovls, was in the city yesas a guest of Mrs. C. T.
terday
rl'rench.
f II. F. Robinson, chief of the, Indian irrigation service, will leave
today for an official trip to Fort
IJpfiance, Ariz.
The regular meeting of the club
I'rogresista will be held on Friday
evening at 8 o'clock.
Members of the American legion
will meet tonight at 8 o'clock In
the Chamber of Commerce to plan
the baseball season.
There are undelivered messages
at Western Union for Emil Thelen
'and Earl E. Fawcett.
;

'

NEW LABOR SAVING
INSTALLED
MACHINE
IN REVENUE
OFFICE

;
j

Installation of the new Elliott
FlMicr billing machine in the internal revenue office was comand the new
pleted yesterday,
g
machine will be put
"in operation today.
' The new machine Js expected
to prove of considerable value in
preparing and mailing statements
Sand card indices, as it will prepare at one operation five different forms, formerly requiring five
separate operations.
The new machines have been
'
adopted in all of tho revenue offices in: the country, and according to government estimates will
the cost of preparing
reduce
for the various forms
stencils
0
from $180,000 per year to
icr year.
--

time-savin-

$13,-00-

C.
-

H. CONNER, M. I). D. O.
Osteopathic Specialist.
T01-2033--

Stern MilK.

Tel.

J,

umns
OTH MAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store

in

S.

First St.

DEATHS

We deliver any size any

where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Phone

AND

COMMITTEE

F.AND A.M. MEET HERE

Prices

ar

917--

J

FUflERALS

The executive committee of tho
Most Worshipful Grand Lodge, F.
and A. M. met yesterday at tho
office of Grand Secretary James
I,ewis, 221 West Silver avenue.
iThe purpose of the meeting was
stated by Grand Master T. B. J.
Barclay, who arrived in Albu-- j
querque Monday morning.
The following members of the
committee were present:
Rev.
T. B. J. Barclay, Raton, N. M.;
Rev. 52. Z. Johnson, Las Cruoes,
N. M.; D. G. Keys, Gallup, N. M.;
K. R. Connors, (,'. M. Settles, Rev.
M. C. Hooe, C. N. Payne,
Dr.
James Lewis of Albuquerque, N.

Well Country Camp

war-tim-

Phone

One-Ha-

LAUNDRY CO.

and

Phones

nLb i fit

WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER
Per Roll and Up.
Sec. 224

Coal
Gallup Lump
$11.00 A TU
'
WHY?
Johnson Coal Co.
mm N.

West Gold

A. A. ROBERTS,
and Decorating.

Ploe 388--

First

Stop, Look, Listen!

Ladles and Gentlemen.
The little and cleanest white
barber shop in .the city of Albuquerque is now reducing the
high cost of shaving and
and all work that includes barber work.
Hair Cut
...,35c
.35c
Hair Singe
35c
Hair Bobbed
35c
Plain Shampoo
Hand Massage .......35c
35c
Peroxide Steam
20c
Shave
15c
All Tonics
All Work Guaranteed.
THE WHITE BARBER SHOP,
203 East Central. Albuquerque.
F. Jj. MARTINEZ, Proprietor.

Robert "Brewington

Dr.

Lung and Stomach
Specialist.

509 East Central.

body of

charge.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
The mosquito season will soon
develop in the swamp lands. It
is then you ran appreciate living
on the Heights.
Charles ('. Zapt has purchased
tho beautiful
homo of II. O.
Duerr on Harvard avenue and
will make his home there.
A new, and very contagious dis- ease has broken out.
It is
"Heightitls" and nearly every one
seems to be catching it.

HOUSE

Soiilh l irst.
CITV

rhn

ROOMS

Phone

KI.KCTKir SHOE
Ulii--

Tree

tail

81.1

221--

B1IOP
(Smith bel'iind

and IMhrry,

j

of Feb-

in front
of City Hall on North Second
street, I will sell one black mare,
aoout g years old. 14 hands high.
weigh 900 pounds; blaze face,
both hind and left front feet
white; branded on left hip.
,J. II. GALUSHA,
City Marshal.
A Mexican woman, in order to
c.lalm l beauty, must possess

SAME UNEXCELLED

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

To replace

JEbV

PIRE Cleaners

Dl'ERS

AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
45S.
Phone
Cor. tli and Gold

On February 15th a daily
stage service will run to
TAOS.

Phone

600

Orriee Singer ajrar Store,
81(1
West Central

"ALCfIG THE 010 GRAflDE"
A
.

BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURE
ALBUQUERQUE AND VICINITY. Also

OF

REGULAR PRICES

t3

mi
"
'A

CONTINUOUS

You touch

laxation.

tho button which
hack
tho
adjusts foot-reto
and the
your comfort. Oak
upnnd mahogany,
holstered In Span-

P. M,

1 TO 11

LAST TIME TODAY

st

"WE WANT A TOUCHDOWN!"

ish leather.

UtW.IM

vl.

twm

t

tow

.

jgj
PHONE

624 TODAY

WE SKLL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
IMPORTED FIGS.
NEW DRIED PRUNES, lb. 10c
Gallon Apricots
80c
(IHo
(iullon Apples
Gallon Peaches
flc
Gallon Straw berries
$1.35
Gallon Pitted Cherries
$1.75
115c
Gallon Blackberries
Gallon Loganberries
$1.20
Gallon Raspberries
$1.20
Glassed Jar Pears,
40c
Glassed Jar Peaches,

For the Glory of His
College

2'-lb-

2H-lI-

Rah! Rah! Rah! Ray!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Ray!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Ray! Ray! Ray!
Arthur S. Kane Presents
.

s

33

Glassed Jar Apricots, 2 lbs SHc
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
20c
25c
Flaked Hominy, 3 lbs
Comb Honey
,
,.$1.75
Honey
--

AND FOR HER!

Get into the game with
lloncy
the boy they
Lima Beans
50c this boy
10c
I'cas, lb
Cider Vinegar. ...... i fiOe called a quitter, the boy
r.oc
Royal Cocoa
Sack of Meal. ...s...
35e who pulled through col25o
Pig Bacoi
Star nnd Horschoc Tobacco.. 80e lege on a milk can, and
Eggs dozen
.40c
Apricots, Peaches and Pears
the boy who didn't know
cons
ac
when he was beaten!
00c

Black-Eye- d

n.

RANK TROTTER
116 West Gold Avenue,

SHGCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

That football game at
the end has America's
greatest players smashing through it!

Sold At This Store.
We Seii

the highest grade Macaroni.
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

A

Goldwyn-Bra-

REGULAR

ther Macaroni Products.

STOP CONSIDER!
Is your watch In safe and honest
hands? Honest dealing, fair prices
and expert workmanshio Is the
result of our succesj.

AND SATISFACTION

aed LUMBER CO.

-- S. 2ND

21

j

Comic

y

PRICES.

NEVER

AC.AIN

With present developments on
Bast Sliver,
near
Highland
lots there,
Park, .can 6
be bought as cheap as now.
Just a few left at $500 to (650
on easy terms.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1523--

USE

Trucks Bring Comfort to X'onr Home
Of COM

BENEFIT BALL

fetrnt

Sugarite Fansy

CCJ"

In

Furnace, Heater, Range, Areola

$9.50 per Ton

Under Auspices of Club Progresista
BARELAS SOCIETY HALL, Thursday, Feb. 16

Car on Track Today

.

-

i

flElV STATE COAL CO.

Music by THE j SYNCOPATORS
Admission $1.00; War tax 10c; Total $1.10
V
PRIZE DANCES
2

ATTRACTION

"SHIMMY SHIVEBSn

Skinner's

COAL,

.A FIRST NATIONAL

ADDED ATTRACTION

SICH

Per Ton

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Picture

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

4 . Phones 5
Let Our

Only 40 Tons to Sell at
this price.
Orders filled in the order they
while it lasts.
received
are

STAGE

A Paramount

CHAIR

have just uanother
npacked
shipment of tho
famous Royal Easy
Chairs.
They are
the only kind wo
know of which afford complete re-

SERVICE

COAL SUPPLY

S10.50

324 S. Second.

FREE"

FIT

We

GUARANTEED.

Gallup Lump

Phone 371.

IN
Li

EASY

ALL GRADES OF

SPECIAL
Coal

Guy's Transfer

.

I

ROYAL

REDUCED PRICES ON

FOR SALE

The

I!

"CURRENT EVENTS"

hair-cutti-

515-.-

-l

Jennie Bennett who died Tuesday
morning, was shipped yesterday to
her former home in Mineral Point,
Wis., for burial, escorted by her
husband, who was with her at her
death. Nell McNerney was in

Finest rooms In the
steam heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single anu
double $3.00.

SEE

Don't cuss your
landlord! Come and
laugh the housing
blues away!

2J-l-

WANTED'

POUND SALE

Prop.

I Minimize Prices for Painting

213-21-

On Saturday, the18th
ruary, 1922, at 10 a. m

ELMSHOTEL
state

lf

THE IMPERIAL

BROWN'S" GARAGE

Mrs.

w. o. w.
Music, Sandstorm Jazz
Admission $1.00, Ladles Free.

Benefit Dance and
Pie Supper

1
Phone
Substantial
plans were established for the care of the burial
and relief departments. Encouraging telegrams and letters were
received from the various members all over the state.
The
Successors to Emil Mann.
meeting then adjourned to meet
at the call of the grand master. REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS
REASONABLE.
ROMERO The funeral of Miss
W. Copper. Phono 873,
5
Francis Romero .will be held this MEN WHO STOLE CAR
Open Day and Night.
morning at 8 o'clock from the famAT M0UNTAINAIR
MAY
ily residence in San Jose. Burial
will be at San Jose cemetery. CrolBE IN ALBUQUERQUE
lott will have charge.
prices' paid for all
Members of the sheriff's force
Highest
MORAGA
The funeral of
are
kinds of FIRE ARMS. Must be
the city today for
Moraga, who died Tuesday two searching
Acondition.
In
young men, believed to be
evening at his residence on North in
213 S. First St.
Phone 964-Albuquerque, who stole a Ford
First street, will be held this after- sedan
in
Mountalnair
Tuesday,
noon at 3 o'clock from Crollott's
later deserted it a few miles
funeral parlors. Burial will be at and
north' of Los Lunas.
Mount Calvary cemetery.
after word of the
Shortly
theft was received here yesterMARTINEZ
Josephine Mar- day, tho sheriff
s office was Intinez died last night nt a local hos- formed
that the car had been
Small stock groceries and fixpital after a week's Illness. She Is found near
Los
Lunas, and that
at 1024 Soukh
survived by one brother, John Mar. the two
300,
tures,
men
were
young
believed
ttnez, who is employed by the Santa to be on their
Broadway.
Memhere.
way
Fe railway. Funeral arrangements bers of the force searched
Call mornings 9:30 to 11;
tho
are still pending. Crollott is in road to
S to 4:30,
Isleta, but learned that
afternoons
charge.
the men had received a ride as
as
far
Padlllas
Sold Thursday.
were
Bo
and
Must
probGRIEGO Funeral
services for
in Albuquerque before tho
Mrs. E. C. Griego were hold yester- ably
notice
had
been
received.
day morning at 3 o'clock at the
The officers have a good deSacred Heart church. Rev. Cordova
of
both
men.
scription
was
saying high mass. Interment
In Santa Barbara cemetery. Strong
Brothers were in charge.

BENNETT

Old Town Society Hall
Sunshine Team, No. 107,

,

J.

M.

Tho funeral of Jose
Anaya, who died Monday evening,
was held yesterday morning from
the family residence on North
Fourth street. Burial was at Santa
Barbara cemetery. Crollott was in
charge.

TONIGHT

LOST

ANAYA

Malone Taxi & Iransfer 158 BITTNER
i

EXECUTIVE

New Shipment Just In From
Indian Reservation.
Pre-W-

LDAiy

Ed Swope
County Treasurer
collected tho $1,500 due Bernalillo county as interest from Sandoval county on its $50,000 loan
Treasurer
afternoon.
yesterday
Kwooe drove to Bernalillo follow
the meeting of the county
ing
commissioners yesterday morning
and made the collection in person. The sum is for this half of
the yearly interest and w(U he
placed in tho 1921 interest fund,
it will bo possible, to according
transfer
to Treasurer Swope,
t he money into the general fund
bo
in order that It can
apportioned to tho county creditors. It
lis believed that this will be done
;at the next meeting of the com-- j
mission.
The question of river protection was brought before the commission
yeAerday
morning by
County Agent Leo Reynolds who
of
for the
need
the
great
spoke
building of a Jetty to protect the
The cost
road at Pajarito.
the work would be about $700. It
was decided to take the matter
up nt the next regular meeting
Wednesday
morning and the
will
county flood commissioner
be invited to attend the meeting.
How to reduce operating ex
penses and meet the bills was
tho discussion
during the remainder of the meeting yesterday
The
of
morning.
suggestion
Commissioner Max Gutierrez to
make cuts in the wages of county road employees did not meet
with the approval of the other
members of the commission.

Six

madlv
plinilne
round the course

ANTED

'

1&

Most Sensational, Most Thrilling. Most Beautiful
Screen Spectacle Ever Shown Anywhere in the
History of the World.
WILLIAM

-

BENEFIT DANCE

PHONE 35

v

I

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

DAILY STAGE

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

r$i(waTi;

Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient size
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE

Taos

91.

To Albuquerque (Heart Up)
To Taos (Rend Down)
... Arrive , 7:00 p.m.
Leave . 7:30 a.m.,, . Albuquerque
Arrive .. 10:30 a.m... f .Santa Fe ;, ... .Leave . 4:00 p.m.
.
.
.
Fe
Leave
12:30 p.m..
Santa
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Arrive . 2:00 p.m.... . Espanola
.Arrive . ll:15ia.m.
Arrive . . 8:00 p.m., . ,
Taos
.Leave . 7:30 a.m.

Fare

...
to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 4300. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
r.::-.Phone 222..- :

.

